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SUMMARY
At the moment the Danish rural population are abandoning their
home villages and moving into the cities. In Denmark, this migration
has increased since the 1950s. In the Danish context, as well as
in other western European countries, such social migration is
caused by a decline in employment in farming and subsequently
in the attached industries. Thus, the mean age of the Danish rural
population is increasing as younger people tend to seek educational
opportunities in the cities. Consequently, the economic and social
inequality between the urban and rural populations is increasing;
a tendency also apparent in the market value of the property. The
implications for rural villages are conspicuous and exemplified by a
rapidly increasing number of decaying abandoned buildings. Thus,
the physical appearance, as well as the identity of the Danish rural
villages, will undergo fundamental changes in the coming years.
Meanwhile, the actual Danish debate is still permeated by an
unrealistic desire for strategies intending to create growth locally in
the depopulating villages. Abandoned buildings in the Danish rural
villages are the crux of this dissertation.
Today, the Danish government attempts to address the problematic
presence of ruins in the rural village-scape, through large-scale
state funded demolition projects. Despite good intentions, these
demolition efforts emphasize the fast eradication of cultural values
under the guise of state-authorized clean-up projects. However, the
local citizens in the affected areas often welcome the demolition
efforts. This is because the incipient and rapid stages of decay that
follow in the aftermath of abandonment are much-criticized by the
neighboring communities, threatening a potential risk of contagion.
Conversely, the later and decelerating stages in the ruination
process are less criticized. The question remains whether something
is irrevocably lost when buildings are demolished overnight and
replaced with grass lawns. However, there is an urgent need to
enable public discourse with a more nuanced view on abandoned
rural houses, alongside bunkers and spent industrial plants.
This dissertation investigates the potential threat to material and
intrinsic immaterial values (later also referred to as tangible and
intangible values) embedded in the abandoned buildings, as well
as how the threat to these values influences the local identity and
damages community cohesion. The aim is to develop and test
different strategies to identify and preserve these values. Material
and intrinsic immaterial values are subdivided into three categories:
1) aspects of cultural heritage; 2) density and structure of the rural
village; and finally 3) narratives of the building and the place. The
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first two categories represent material and tangible values. Many
buildings that exemplify aspects of Danish cultural heritage have
already been demolished as a consequence of abandonment and a
subsequent period of decay, despite listed as worthy of preservation.
Likewise, the demolition efforts have impacted negatively on the
structural village-scape on a planning scale, as the demolitions are
producing dispersed rural villages that lack centers. Such village
centers are particularly valuable, as they often contain semi-public
and public institutions such as grocery stores, schools, and dairies
that are typically vulnerable to loss of function. In contrast to these
material and tangible values, hidden narratives of the building and
the place represent aspects of intrinsic immaterial values. These
include memories of the building and the place, the people who
lived there, and their affiliation to the village nerve, contributing
to or being “local identity.” Such values are less tangible and hence
difficult to grasp and register; their paramount importance is thus
easily neglected in large-scale planning strategies.
This research has been conducted as a counter-practice to the state
funded demolitions. It seeks to reveal and activate the endangered
intrinsic values through implementing a series of transformations of
abandoned buildings prototyped at full scale in various rural village
settings. Each of the transformations serves two purposes. First, they
represent implemented prototypes of different strategies on the
impending and inevitable future transformation of the rural villagescape. Second, the transformations act as catalysts in an attempt to
sway the residents’ attitude towards a more nuanced view on ruins,
thus influencing the public discourse on rural transformation. The
residents’ responses are considered a significant impact indicator,
supplementary to the physical transformations themselves. As
such, the local responses affect the counter-practice in its future
direction. The responses of the local people are valuable markers
in navigating and maneuvering the practice towards refined future
generations of prototypes as well as adjusting the already existing
ones. The counter-practice is growing; so far 12 buildings have been
transformed throughout six generations of transformations, with
each generation consisting of between one and four abandoned
buildings.
To summarize, the research is practice-based. It applies physical
transformations of abandoned buildings into prototypes of
alternative strategies, to reveal and preserve material and
immaterial values. These values are considered vital to the local
identity and the local community’s sense of self, and hope to
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contribute to a future perspective on rurality based on values other
than economic growth.
This dissertation builds on the six existing generations of abandoned
building transformations that are already prototyped in various
rural villages. This dissertation claims that abandoned houses in
rural areas of Denmark, despite increasing in quantity, still influence
the community cohesion and are therefore qualified to play a major
role in the development of future strategies for rural planning. The
counter-practice originates from three generations of educational
workshops at the Aarhus School of Architecture: Generation A, B,
and C. This research emerged from engagement with passionate
local villagers, to whom the first educational transformations acted
as a catalyst for an exchange of narratives of the place. However,
the focus of this dissertation is the three most recent generations
of transformations: Generation D, E and F. The transformations of
the counter-practice are named Actions due to the methodological
approach. This approach begins with the implementation of the
Action, including interaction with the local community. Subsequent
reflection leads to preparation and development of future Actions
and therefore shows certain similarities to the methods of “Action
Research.” The fourth generation of transformations, Generation
D, embodied a transition from the educational practice apparent
in Generation A, B, and C toward practice-based research, and was
implemented as research-based teaching.
All transformations were prototyped in Denmark’s Thisted
Municipality, in cooperation with local authorities, contractors and
residents. Hence, Thisted Municipality is considered the field lab of
the research. Despite the physical distance between the involved
abandoned buildings, these buildings form an interwoven mesh of
personal relations, narratives, and local history. Generation D, E, and
F vary in their timeframe, and in their achievement. For instance,
the long-term strategy “Action D” (Generation D) was implemented
in the very beginning of the research, allowing subsequent surveys
of the produced prototype throughout the study period. Conversely,
“Action F” (Generation F) was implemented at the end of the Ph.D.
period, as it produced an example of an event-based short-term
strategy. The outcome of the prototyped strategies in Generations
D and E was radical preservation based on partial demolition,
leaving physical remains of the transformed buildings. In contrast,
Generation F constituted an attempt to provoke an exchange of
local narratives as a strategy for the immaterial preservation of
local identity. This exchange was catalyzed by a radical event-based
transformation before the complete demolition of the building.
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The counter-practice of radical preservation evidenced that physical
transformations of abandoned buildings could act as a catalyst in
the process of provoking an exchange of memories of buildings
and places among the residents in rural villages. Thus, physical
Actions have, throughout their implementations, been utilized to
develop and test preservation strategies through transformations
prototyped at full scale in various rural village environments.
The investigations of immaterial values, understood as narratives
of the place, have particularly exposed an unawareness within
neighbouring society of the role that abandoned buildings still play
in the communities’ understanding of self.
Today’s state authorized funds for demolition projects, if redirected,
could easily contribute to the on-going rural transformation
through integration into radical preservation strategies. Instead of
posing a threat to the local identity of rural villages, their density
and cultural heritage, as instruments of rapid eradication of history,
they could be utilized to contribute to community cohesion. The
Actions conducted in the doctoral research exemplify that it is
only a question of how these demolitions are undertaken. Be it as
partial demolitions or even as prolonged complete demolitions, the
demolition as a deliberate preservation tool is capable of revealing
a broad range of intrinsic values. Today´s demolition projects still
pose a particular danger, because the immaterial values they
eradicate are neither visible nor tangible and hence, not easily to
pinpoint as lost.
An anxiety towards ruins permeates the Danish debate on rural
transformation, however the counter-practice indicates that this
anxiety may not be legitimate. Time, when stretched in a ruination
process or prolonged demolition, acts similarly to a mourning
process, thus creating an exchange of memories of what is lost.
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DANISH SUMMARY
Alt imens de større danske byer oplever befolkningsvækst,
affolkes de omkringliggende landdistrikter med forladte landsbyer
og stigende forfald som følgevirkning. I Danmark har denne
migrationstendens været synlig siden 1950’erne og skyldes i
den danske, såvel som den europæiske kontekst, primært en
nedgang i beskæftigelsen i landbruget og dettes følgeindustrier.
Yderligere er gennemsnitsalderen i den danske landbefolkning
støt stigende, idet de yngre generationer typisk søger det større
udbud af uddannelsesmuligheder i byerne. Konsekvensen er, at de
økonomiske og sociale forskelle mellem by- og landbefolkningen
øges. En tendens, som i Danmark er tydeligt afspejlet i den
geografiske placerings betydning for ejendomspriserne. De synlige
symptomer i landsbyerne udmøntes som et stigende antal forladte
huse i forfald. Således vil den fysiske fremtræden såvel som den
iboende identitet af den danske landsby undergå fundamentale
forandringer i de kommende år. Imens er den offentlige debat
præget af et urealistisk ønske om at implementere strategier, som
søger at skabe lokal vækst i de affolkningsramte landsbyer. De
forladte huse i landsbyerne i de danske yderområder udgør kernen
i denne afhandling.
I dag søger den danske regering at imødegå problematikken
med ruiner som en del af landsbybilledet gennem storskala
statsfinansierede nedrivningsprojekter. Til trods for gode
intentioner forstærker disse strategiske nedrivninger tabet af
iboende kulturværdi i de forladte huse - under dække af at være
statsautoriserede oprydningsprojekter. Beboerne i de berørte
landsbyer hilser dog ofte nedrivningerne velkommen, da de
tidlige og accelererende forfaldsstadier i de forladte huse har en
vis smitteeffekt og gør de omkringliggende ejendomme mindre
attraktive. Modsat synes de senere og mere statiske forfaldsstadier
at være bredere accepteret.
Det afgørende spørgsmål er, hvorvidt noget uigenkaldeligt
forsvinder, når de forladte bygninger nedrives over natten og
erstattes af græsplæner. Der er i hvert fald et presserende behov for
at tilføre den offentlige debat et mere nuanceret syn på de forladte
huse på linje med bunkers og udtjente industrianlæg.
Afhandlingen undersøger den latente trussel mod iboende
materielle og immaterielle værdier i de forladte huse, og særligt
hvordan denne trussel påvirker stedets identitet og skader
den lokale sammenhængskraft. Målet er at udvikle og teste
forskellige strategier til at identificere og aktivere disse iboende
værdier. Materielle og immaterielle iboende værdier er inden for
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afhandlingen underinddelt i tre kategorier: 1) Aspekter af kulturarv,
2) tæthed og landsbystruktur og 3) bygnings- og stedbundne skjulte
narrativer. De to første kategorier repræsenterer de materielle og
håndgribelige værdier. Der er talrige eksempler på, at bygninger som
tidligere udgjorde en del af den danske kulturarv er blevet nedrevet
som konsekvens af først funktionstømning og deraf følgende forfald.
Det gælder også bygninger registrerede som bevaringsværdige.
Ligeledes har de strategiske nedrivninger haft negativ virkning på
det mere strukturelle landsbybillede på planlægningsniveau, idet
nedrivningerne medfører fortyndede landsbyer uden egentlige
centre. Netop de centrale dele af landsbyerne er særligt sårbare,
da de ofte udgøres af offentlige og halvoffentlige bygninger såsom
købmandsforretninger, skoler og andelsmejerier, der typisk er
de første til at lide funktionstab. I kontrast til de materielle og
håndgribelige værdier står de stedbundne skjulte narrativer,
som repræsenterer de immaterielle og uhåndgribelige værdier.
Sidstnævnte inkluderer erindringer om stedet, menneskerne som
boede der, deres rolle i landsbylivet for ikke at nævne deres bidrag
til den lokale sammenhængskraft. Selvsagt er sådanne værdier
mindre håndgribelige og svært dokumenterbare, hvorfor de til trods
for deres vitale betydning er nemme at overse på det strategiske
planlægningsniveau.
Forskningen i afhandlingen er blevet gennemført som en kritisk
praksis, som modstiller sig de strategiske nedrivningsindsatser. Den
kritiske praksis søger at afdække og aktivere de iboende værdier
gennem implementeringen af en serie transformationer af forladte
bygninger i fuld skala i forskellige affolkningsramte landsbymiljøer.
Hver af disse transformationer tjener et dobbelt formål. Først og
fremmest repræsenterer de prototyper for forskellige strategier
til imødegåelse af de kommende års uafvendelige forandringer
af landsbyernes tilstand i de danske landdistrikter. Dernæst
er intentionen med transformationerne at katalysere en lokal
forankret debat i et forsøg på at ruste lokalbefolkningerne med
et nyt syn på ruiner, som videre kan påvirke den offentlige diskurs
omkring landdistrikterne i almindelighed. Den lokale respons regnes
for en afgørende impact-indikator og supplement til de fysiske
transformationer. Den lokale respons indgår således i den kritiske
praksis som en værdsat markør og præger dens fremtidige retning
gennem raffinering og udvikling af prototyper. Den kritiske praksis
vokser, og indtil videre er 12 bygninger blevet transformeret i seks
generationer af transformationer. Hver generation har involveret
mellem en og fire forladte bygninger.
Kort fortalt er forskningen i denne afhandling praksisbaseret,
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hvorfor den anvender fysisk transformation af forladte bygninger til
etablering af prototyper i realkontekst, som forstadier til alternative
strategier til afdækning og aktivering af iboende stedbundne
materielle og immaterielle værdier. Disse værdier regnes for centrale
i den lokale identitet og selvforståelse, og ses derfor som nøglen til
fremtidige perspektiver på landdistrikterne, der kan bidrage med
andet end ønsket om økonomisk vækst.
Afhandlingen bygger på de seks generationer af transformationer
af forladte bygninger implementeret i forskellige landsbyer.
Afhandlingen hævder, at de forladte bygninger i de danske yderområder, stadig influerer den lokale sammenhængskraft, og derved
bør indgå som vitalt parameter i fremtidige planlægningsstrategier,
der vedrører landdistrikterne.
Den kritiske forskningspraksis udspringer af tre generationer
af undervisningsforløb ved Arkitektskolen Aarhus: Generation
A, B og C. Idéen til forskningsprojektet stammer fra interaktion
med engagerede lokale landsbyboere for hvem de første
transformationer, udført som undervisning, katalyserede en lokal
udveksling af stedbundne narrativer. Imidlertid er fokus i denne
afhandling på de tre seneste generationer af transformationer:
Generation D, E og F. Transformationerne er som del af den kritiske
praksis benævnt Actions på grund af den metodiske tilgang. Denne
tilgang tager udgangspunkt i implementeringen af den enkelte
Action, der inkluderer interaktion med det lokale landsbysamfund.
Efterfølgende refleksion leder til forberedelse og udvikling af
fremtidige Actions, hvilket røber et vist metodisk slægtskab med
Action Research. Den fjerde generation af Actions, Generation
D, indbefattede transitionen fra undervisningspraksis udgjort af
Generation A, B og C mod praksisbaseret forskning og blev derfor
udført som forskningsbaseret undervisning.
Alle transformationer er blevet implementeret i Thisted Kommune
i Danmark i samarbejde med lokale myndigheder, entreprenører og
borgere. Derved udgør Thisted Kommune et feltlaboratorium for
den kritiske forskningspraksis.
På trods af de fysiske afstande mellem de involverede forladte
bygninger, indgår disse i et net af personlige relationer, narrativer
og lokalhistorie. Generation D, E og F varierer i tidsramme såvel som
målsætning. For eksempel blev den langsigtede strategi i Action
D implementeret i begyndelsen af forskningsprojektet, hvilket
muliggjorde løbende opfølgning på prototypens videre udvikling i
den efterfølgende periode. Hvorimod Action F blev implementeret
i afslutningen af Ph.d.-projektet som test af en eventbaseret
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kortsigtet strategi.
Prototyperne udført i Generation D og E repræsenterede begge
radikale præserveringsstrategier baseret på partiel nedrivning,
efterladende fysiske fragmenter af transformerede bygning.
Modsat repræsenterede Generation F et forsøg på at stimulere
en lokal udveksling af erindringer om stedet som en immateriel
præservering af lokal identitet. Denne udveksling blev katalyseret
af en radikal eventbaseret transformation forud for den endelige
nedrivning af bygningen.
Den kritiske og radikale præserveringspraksis har vist, at fysiske
transformationer af forladte bygninger kan udgøre katalysatorer
i udvekslingen af erindringer om bygninger og steder blandt
lokalbefolkningerne i yderområdernes landsbyer. Derved er de
implementerede Actions blevet anvendt til at udvikle og teste
præserveringsstrategier
gennem
transformationsprototyper
i fuld skala i forskelligartede affolkningsramte landsbymiljøer.
Undersøgelserne af immaterielle værdier, forstået som stedbundne
narrativer, har i særlig grad påvist en ubevidsthed, inden for det
omkringliggende lokalsamfund, overfor forladte bygningers stadige
betydning for den lokale selvforståelse.
De statsautoriserede nedrivningspuljer kunne med fordel, hvis
de blev omdirigeret, bidrage til den fortsatte transformation
af de danske landdistrikter gennem integration af radikale
præserveringsstrategier. I stedet for at udgøre en trussel mod
lokal identitet i landsbyerne, deres bebyggelsestæthed og
kulturarv som instrumenter for hastig udradering af den nære
historie, kunne nedrivningspuljerne bidrage til styrkelsen af lokal
sammenhængskraft. Actions gennemført som del af kritiske
forskningspraksis eksemplificer, at dette kun er et spørgsmål
om, hvordan nedrivningerne eksekveres. Uanset om det gælder
partielle nedrivninger eller totale nedrivninger forlænget i tid, kan
nedrivning som et bevidst præserveringsredskab afdække et bredt
spekter af iboende værdier. Dog udgør de omsiggribende strategiske
nedrivninger i dag en særlig trussel, da de immaterielle værdier,
som forsvinder, hverken er synlige, håndgribelige eller nemme at
forstå og følgelig svære at udpege som tabte.
En angst for ruiner gennemsyrer den danske debat om transformation
af landdistrikterne , men som den kritiske praksis indikerer er det
ikke sikkert at en sådan angst er velbegrundet. Tid kan, når den
strækkes i en forfaldsproces eller forlænget nedrivningsperiode,
som i en sorgproces, katalysere en udveksling af erindringer om det,
som er tabt.
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READER’S GUIDE
Reader’s guide:
The research outlined within this thesis is formed by an emerging
practice of building transformations in rural villages. Thus the
visual representations of the different stages of these actual
transformations are as important as the body of text itself. These
visual representations are to be considered a counterpart to the
writing, rather than a mere supplement.
To emphasise the transformation practice and a selection of
international relations, these are overrepresented within the visual
representations, whereas the additional precedents, places, and
theory are primarily explicated within the text.
Captions are used to mediate between main text and visuals; they
occur as links in between these and their style is descriptive and
supplementary. The captions also feature unprocessed quotations
originating from a variety of encounters within the affected local
communities. This element is used consistently throughout the
thesis.
The main body of text is predominantly located on the left page
of the spread and refers to illustrations printed on the right page.
However, the captions are placed to the left of the main body of text
at an equal height to their matching illustrations.
The thesis also includes a diagrammatic mapping of the current
development and status of the research practice. This is attached as
a folding map to the inside of the back cover, and it is intended to
provide an overview of the interrelationships between geography,
research practice, and the written thesis.
All photographs and illustrations by the author; unless stated
elsewise.
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A BRIEF INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

In the late 1980s, on my bike to school every day, I passed a ruinous
concrete foundation in a small clearing in an old forest. The origin
of the ruinous foundation was indistinct. According to some of the
locals it used to accommodate a forest pavilion; others recollected
it as a restaurant. Over several decades, oral tradition had shrouded
the place with history and myth. I do not recall hearing even two
coherent narratives of the place’s functional origin. An aerial photo
of the clearing in the forest from the 1950s reveals a ruin and hence,
the building must have been abandoned for decades already at that
time (KRAK 2017).
Regardless, in my childhood the concrete foundation still played a
unifying role in the surrounding communities, irrespective of the
origin of the former building. Thus, the foundation constituted
a geographical reference point in the community (Faaborg
Municipality, Denmark). It constituted a place for gatherings,
recognizable through its physical appearance as well as its material
remnants. Throughout my school days, the concrete foundation in
the forest clearing was used for a wide range of gatherings during
school, not to mention private events such as picnics and communal
play dates. In short, the role of the place obviously changed in the
transition from building towards the ruinous foundation, however
it still kept a position in the social coherence of the surrounding
communities.
Today the concept of the original building may consist of myth more
than historical truth; the building has been somewhat preserved
as narratives of place through oral tradition. It is highly likely that
such preservation was stimulated by the very presence of the few
concrete remnants, despite being emptied of function.
One could claim that the presence of these remnants represented
a yearning for narratives of the past and thus, occurred out of
genuine nostalgia. However, this particular concrete foundation
did not trigger the common notions of nostalgia, nor did it seem to
reflect contemporary aesthetic ideals. Rather, it was left untouched
by coincidence.
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The inherent qualities of the foundation are not one-sided, they
represent a physical manifestation of what was already there.
Not only did the foundation impact its physical surroundings by
maintaining the clearing in forest; the clearing also impacted
the foundation, as the latter became staged in the light provided
by the clearing. Therefore, the presence of the foundation was
strengthened. In other words, the foundation still claimed a
territory through its material demarcation and its impact on the
surroundings. Furthermore, this self-generated orchestration of the
concrete foundation became an asset for the social cohesion of the
surrounding communities as a gathering point; an asset that went
far beyond the tangible delimitation of the few remnants (Gibson
1979, 127–143 and Glanville 2016).
Positioning the research
One might question why a childhood memory of a concrete
foundation in a forest clearing is essential to the introduction of
my thesis. The answer is provided in the subsequent chapters,
as the relatively limited presence of the spared remnants in that
forest clearing encompasses the key questions within my doctoral
research project. Thus, the intrinsic qualities of a ruinous concrete
foundation in this context represents a compressed mirror image
of what I have attempted to achieve throughout the work with my
doctoral research.
During recent years, I have explored new directions to address the
problematic increasing numbers of abandoned buildings in the rural
areas of Denmark. Unlike the concrete foundation, the political
solution is to condemn these abandoned buildings to demolition;
they are for unchallenged reasons considered contributory factors
to rural depopulation and not just a symptom thereof.

1.1 The concrete foundation
in Prices Have forest that
coincidentally became a
gathering point for the
surrounding communities.

This dissertation claims that the abandoned buildings in the rural
areas of Denmark, similarly to the concrete foundation in the forest
clearing, possess hidden qualities and form part of something that
goes far beyond the condemned buildings’ physical delimitations.
Thus, their intrinsic qualities are obviously endangered. Their
eradication is, in fact, already taking place to a great extent, as
strategic demolitions have become government policy and is
currently launched at an unprecedented speed (Christensen 2017).
Therefore, it seems strikingly urgent to initiate a wider discussion on
the subject matter at the practitioner level as well as the scientific
level.
To substantiate my claim in the context of the doctoral research,
I initiated an explorative research practice. This was achieved by
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implementing several investigations undertaken as radical building
transformations of abandoned buildings at full scale within rural
villages. The impacts and indications that have derived from
interaction on site with the local communities have been utilized
in this thesis to support my critical view on the consequences of
contemporary rural planning, including the widespread use of
strategic demolition. My research practice not only poses a critique
of today’s practice, it also represents an attempt to develop test
proposals for alternative directions in radical preservation of the
abandoned rural houses. Thus, my thesis is based on the empirics
deriving from the established research practice.
In regard to the intrinsic qualities of abandoned buildings, the
key issues that form the crux of my explorative research practice
concern aspects and definitions of cultural heritage, the strategic
demolition’s impact on structure and density in the rural villages,
and finally narratives of place as part of the collective memory.
Below, the key issues are translated into key questions. They
were investigated through several transformations of abandoned
buildings and have thus generated indications to found propositions
for future endeavours regarding rural abandoned buildings.

Cultural heritage: How does Denmark cope with our cultural
heritage in regard to both definitions and strategies of
preservation? Does preservation of the built environment have to
build on what appears as delicate material reconstruction, or could
more radical methods be enabled to reveal what is beneath the
surface? Furthermore, how do we select buildings for preservations
in a more nuanced way to avoid a rapid eradication of the recent
history of rural everyday life?
Structure and density: To what extent does the offset of the
individual building go beyond its physical boundaries, and how
does it impact on the rural village as whole, when several buildings
are demolished from one day to another?
Narratives of place: Could buildings be preserved, within contested
rural village communities, as a strengthened collective memory
in the form of exchanged narratives of buildings? Bearing the
concrete foundation in mind, what is the minimum need to link the
narratives to a certain place?
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My research practice intersects the fields of rural planning and of
building preservation. Still, it differs from conventional planning
practices by approaching the abandoned buildings from within the
rural village communities. Further, it differs from contemporary
notions of building preservation, as the relevant buildings are
irreversibly transformed in a brutal manner. Thus, the research
practice touches the boundaries of rural planning through an
experimental participatory practice of radical preservation,
undertaken at the building scale.
Abandoned houses are the material precursors of the Danish
rural transition, and hence, my assumption is that these obsolete
buildings could be utilized to stimulate an already existing but latent
relationship between the locals, the place, and their combined past.
This might also lead to an altered future for their community.
It is no longer a matter of saving the rural villages or preserving
their endangered intrinsic qualities permanently; many rural
communities are so contested that they will likely disappear in
the near future. Due to the agelong transition of the rural village,
it is instead a matter of creating temporary preservation strategies
targeting the vanishing village communities themselves. The
transition from the present rural village toward their future phaseout lacks site-specific strategies that can be implemented on a
larger scale. Moreover, such strategies must respond to the ailing
economies of the challenged rural municipalities.
Unlike most studies focusing on economic growth, the research
practice outlined here enables a search for latent intrinsic qualities
that may dwell unnoticed in abandoned buildings and potentially
could be revealed, activated, and contribute to an alternative form
of prosperity in everyday rural life, other than economic growth.
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The title of this PhD thesis, ‘Transformation on abandonment, a
new critical practice?’, is formed by two clauses. The main clause,
‘Transformation on abandonment’, refers to the method of
transformation at building scale that is utilized to reveal, expose,
and act as a catalyst for intrinsic qualities embedded within the
abandoned buildings.
The auxiliary clause in the title, ‘a new critical practice?’, alludes
to the transformation practice formed by the series of building
transformations A to F, as described within later chapters. These
transformations are the driving force of this research. The auxiliary
clause in the title also alludes to a critical approach.
This Chapter begins with a clarification of the recurring concepts
that appear within the thesis, followed by an outline of the structure
of, and the research method used in, this thesis. The research
method is first approached from the level of the research practice,
after which the individual Actions and their role within the research
are examined as a concept. Interdisciplinary aspects, the approach
to rural planning, and local responses are then discussed. Following
this, the hierarchy of the empirics and the use of visited places of
precedent in abandonment are canvassed. Finally, this Chapter
concludes with a delimitation of the thesis.

Clarification of the concepts that recur throughout the
thesis
The concept of the Action: An Action is defined as the physical
transformation of an abandoned building within a rural village
environment. It includes interaction with the surrounding
communities from the time of implementation onwards. Hence,
an Action also includes the potency of subsequent actions of the
local community following the transformation. In short, an Action
constitutes both a prototype for a preliminary transformation
strategy and a catalyst of local debate.
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The name for each Action is designated by a capital letter, between
A and F, that refers to the time of its implementation.
The concept of the Action Generations: Each Action Generation
consists of between one and four implemented Actions. The key
Action within each Generation is named after that Generation; for
instance, Action E. Whereas, subordinate Actions are, in addition to
the capital letter, numbered; for instance, Action E1.
So far, twelve abandoned buildings have been transformed. These
transformations cumulatively create six generations of Actions.
Namely, Action Generations A, B, C, D, E, and F.
However, the first three generations of Action Generations – A, B
and C – were implemented as educational transformations prior to
the start of this doctoral research project. They are therefore toned
down in this context, despite their importance for the initiation of
the research practice.
Conversely, Action Generations D, E, and F – and particularly, the
key Actions within these – play a crucial role in the thesis; they form
the primary source of the empirics.
The concept of intrinsic qualities and values: Chapter 1 introduces
the term intrinsic qualities in regard to the abandoned houses.
These qualities are diverse in nature, and consist of both material
and immaterial values. The material values are defined here as
values bound by the physical aspects of the abandoned buildings; for
instance, cultural heritage in the traditional sense. The immaterial
values are of a far more ephemeral nature; including memories,
narratives, and atmospheres. Still, these too are bound to a specific
place as much as the material values.
The material and immaterial values resemble, to a large extent,
the concepts of the tangible and intangible heritage, which are
elaborated on in Chapter 3.
Nonetheless, when reflecting on the values exposed and activated
as a result of the Actions in continuum, on a more general level
within the concluding part of this thesis, they are referred to as
intrinsic qualities once again.

Structure of dissertation
The following paragraphs outline the structure of the thesis. The
body of the thesis is subdivided into three main parts. Part I is
concerned with the status of Danish rurality, the origin of the
research practice, as well as the three key motifs already mentioned
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in Chapter I. Part II is a descriptive report of the fieldwork, and
comprises the dominant part of the thesis. Finally, Part III is a critical
discussion on, and framing of, the findings arrived at in Part II.
Part I: The origin of a counter-practice and delimitation of the field
of research
Apart from the structure and method of the dissertation as discussed
in this Chapter, Part I accounts for the origin of the research practice.
This is elaborated on in Chapter 3, which begins by outlining rural
diversity in general and continues with a description of the Danish
rural situation with particular regard to the abandoned houses in the
depopulating rural Danish villages. Alongside this, the state funding
allocated to demolition projects is discussed. Relevant international
precedents are only touched upon briefly in this part, yet they are
continually raised for contextualisation in Part II.
Next, also in Chapter 3, the Danish rural situation is narrowed down
geographically to Thisted Municipality only. Thisted Municipality
constitutes the field lab (Koskinen 2011) of the transpiring
research practice due to an already established framework for
collaboration. This framework originates from previous educational
transformations of abandoned buildings (Action Generations A,
B and C). In these educational transformations from which the
research topic transpired, cutting was utilized as a transformation
method. Therefore, the cut is elaborated on within Chapter 3 due to
its immanent ability to reveal the hidden values embedded in such
abandoned houses.
An explanation of the endangered intrinsic qualities – categorized in
Chapter I as cultural heritage, density and structure and narratives
of place, although now referred to as material and immaterial
values – concludes Part I.
Part II: Action Generation D, Action Generation E and Action
Generation F
This Part constitutes the main body of the thesis and is primarily
concerned with describing the three generations of building
transformations that were undertaken within the context of this
doctoral research. Thus, Part II accounts for the entirety of the
fieldwork comprising Action Generation D, E, and F. Each of these
Actions Generations are allocated a full chapter.
Photographs play a key role in Part II and they substantiate the
descriptions of the fieldwork within the body of the text. The
captions in Part II also include unprocessed (although translated)
samples of local encounters, and fragments of narratives of place
that relate to the pictures.
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E

F
2.1 Progression table showing
the current development
throughout the 6 generations
of implemented Actions. The
punctured lines mark the
beginning and the end of the
doctoral research.
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The description of each of the implemented Action Generations
within Part II is based on the compilation of material produced
during the period of implementation and the subsequent period.
These include images, fragments of discussions and meetings,
excerpts from newspapers etc.
Each of the three chapters in Part II – Chapters 4, 5 and 6 describing
Action Generation D, E, and F, respectively – begin by outlining
the context of the relevant building(s), the approach taken, the
implementation of the Action(s), and the subsequent responses of
the surrounding community. Thus, the first part of each of these
chapters is predominantly descriptive. The following portion of
each of these chapters takes a more reflective tone, contextualizing
the outcome of the implemented Actions, and linking them to
visited places of precedents. Finally, each of these three chapters
terminates with a brief reflection on the findings generated in the
respective Action Generation. An attempt is made to frame these
findings briefly in a selection of relevant artistic, architectural,
sociological, and archaeological theoretical approaches to the
subject matter.
The reflections within Part II solely concern the individual Action
Generation that is the focus of that chapter and hence, may appear
detached from the residual Generations of Actions. The degree of
reflection culminates in each of the three chapters between Chapter
4 and 6, becoming less descriptive and more reflective.
In short, each of the three chapters within Part II starts with
a description of, and local responses to, the relevant Action
Generation, and concludes by contextualising the Actions within
the visited places of precedents, as well as reflecting on the more
theoretical framing of the implemented Actions.
Part III: A critical discussion on Action Generations D, E and F and
Conclusion
In Part III – in particular, within Chapter 7 – a comparison of the
three completed Action Generations forms the basis of a critical
discussion on their impact and the propositions generated by the
research practice. The critical discussion has a reflective stance
so as to contemplate the insights, understanding, and knowledge
extracted from each of the Action Generations. Such reflections
constitute the foundation for the conclusion of the thesis, Chapter
8. The conclusion frames the findings in a series of Key Deductions;
each addressing the present management of rural assets embedded
within the abandoned houses, and proposing possible future
directions for managing these. These propositions are particularly
pertinent to the matter of future rurality within Denmark, but
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can also be considered relevant internationally. However, the
governance of depopulation and abandonment can be substantially
different from country to country.

Research method used in this dissertation
What follows is a description of how the methodology of this thesis
is constructed, and how it, in part, resembles well-known research
paradigms. From the initial stage of this research, it was always the
intention to allow the research practice to evolve continuously,
rather than adapt abruptly to any established methodology.
Therefore, an awareness of similarities between the experimental
approach here taken and known research practices, developed
while undertaking the research.
Similarities with Research by Design and ADAPT-r
The research within this thesis was undertaken as an architectural
practice that, during the process, evolved into a counter-practice.
This arose from the critical approach taken towards strategic
demolitions and building preservation in general. From this
embryonic counter-practice, questions emerged through which
reflections unleashed indications of potential future policy for rural
village-scape, in the form of proposed preliminary strategies.
This research was undertaken in a similar manner to the research
paradigm Research by Design (Verbeke 2011 and Verbeke 2013),
in the sense that it has built upon empirical grounds that derive
from architectural practice. The practice has been conducted by
the researcher, and develops throughout the entire PhD period.
The practice is the primary vehicle used to generate insight,
understanding, and knowledge (De Walsche 2016, 93-108). Hence,
practice and reflection unfold in a concurrent interrelationship. This
notion was underpinned by Donald Schön’s concept of “reflection in
action” in regards to generating knowledge through practice (Schön
2001).
The experimental counter-practice has been driven by curiosity, and
in the present research has unfolded as a series of Action Generations
that continuously build upon previous implementations.
Due to the notion of the practice being the crux of this doctoral
research, this approach is also comparable to the one applied in
Creative Practice Research at RMIT (Blythe and Schaik in Fraser 2014,
53–71), from which the practice-based research undertaken in the
newly completed ADAPT-r project was derived (Verbeke 2014). The
latter represents a series of PhD projects conducted by recognized
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practitioners from the arts, design, and architecture. Each ADAPT-r
PhD represents a self-reflection on the body of work generated
over the years by the enrolled practitioner themselves. Their modes
of creating and designing were investigated and examined; new
knowledge was discovered that impacted on the artistic practices as
a feed back mechanism. Thus, the self-reflection contributed to the
alteration and substantiation of the practice that formed its original
basis (ADAPT-R. 2016 19-26). Similarly, continuous reflection on the
emerging transformation practice is, within this doctoral thesis,
crucial, as is the feedback on the practice. This feedback allows the
research practice to mature and potentially take new directions
(Van Schaik et al. 2011).

2.3 Timeline of the three
generations of Action
implemented as part of the
doctoral research. The key
Actions D, E, and F are black
whereas subordinate Actions
are grey.

In contrast to prevailing research methodologies, an attempt is
made to distil the outcome of the Actions into conceptual plans,
rather than planning a conceptual reality. The research practice
seeks to utilize an inflicted reality to generate knowledge that can
be translated into conceptualisations of a coherent future rural
village-scape.
To put it differently, the research within the framework of this
dissertation unfolds itself as a synthesis of the wide range of
empirics discovered from each of the Actions. This synthesis is
then translated into indications and preliminary concepts for new
directions in handling of the abandoned buildings. In the words
of film director Karel Reisz when discussing his own work; “It was
about wanting what you got, rather than going out and getting
what you want” (Lichtenstein, Schregenberger, and Museum für
Gestaltung Zürich 2001, 10).
Adaptability is essential in order to continually manoeuvre the
research practice to be able to account for the reactions of the
concerned community in regards to the prototyped Actions. Thus,
the practice is constantly in flux, seeking to adapt to a deepened
understanding, as well evolving alongside the attitudes and
behaviour of the involved communities. It is pertinent to navigate
the research practice, so as to contest the ongoing arrival and
confrontation of unexpected and hidden challenges that follow
in the aftermath of rural abandonment. These challenges are
considered as equally important to the research practice as the
founding concept of the Actions that were initially idealised. The
Actions activate impact of the environment, and assist in the
accumulation of knowledge over time.
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Action generation D
Long-term: 10-50 years
”The controlled ruin”

D
D1
D2

Action generation E
Long-term: 5-20 years
”The re-encoded remnant”

E
E1

Action generation F
Short-term: 1-2 month
”The theater installation”

F

1st y

2nd y

3rd y
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Actions: Transformations prototyped at full scale in various rural
villages
The Actions resonate to some extent with the concept used in Action
Research (AR). An Action is primarily implementing a change within
an inhabited environment; in this case, the rural village (Townsend
2013). Similar to AR, observing the local impact of the inflicted
change is crucial. The Actions stimulate local responses that emerge
from their interactions with the researcher onsite. Furthermore,
the local community act upon the physically transformed building.
In short, the implementation of an Action is similar to the action
processes in AR, based upon implementing a change; surveying
the impact of the change; and finally reflecting upon the impact
(Tanggaard Pedersen and Brinkmann 2010).
It is also worth mentioning the obvious similarities between the
research practice and the Actor Network Theory (ANT). ANT is a
research approach used to map the relationships between human
and non-human actors in the intersection between conception,
project, practice, and execution. The interplay between the
implemented Actions and the “human actors” within the relevant
village communities is more implicit within this thesis, so as to
ensure the Actions being perceived at the building scale (Latour
2005).
The concerned local communities are intended to represent the
main stakeholders of the implemented Actions; their involvement
and proclaimed ownership of the implemented Actions are
considered of utmost importance. Such ownership also prevents
the Actions from being detached and arbitrary attempts to
influence the communities from a distance. In short, the Actions
need to be embedded in, as well as emanate from, the communities
themselves.
The three Action Generations within the framework of this
dissertation were implemented in a diverse range of village settings.
Nevertheless, Action D1, Action E and Actions F were all undertaken
on the main street in the minor town of Hurup. Despite their
location in the same street, the properties of their surroundings
differed substantially. For instance, Action F had considerable public
exposure due to its location in the pedestrian street, whereas D1
was located in a quieter environment.
The research practice operates within the jurisdiction of Thisted
Municipality and it pursues the municipal projects for strategic
demolitions. The abandoned houses utilized within the Actions are
selected from the municipal list of scheduled demolitions. This is
made possible through mutual interest in the abandoned buildings,
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and an ongoing collaboration between the researcher and the
Municipality.
The selection criteria for abandoned buildings to qualify as objects
for transformation in the Actions of the research practice, can roughly
be subdivided into two layers. Whereas the first layer concerns
the feasibility of implementation, the second layer relates to the
research content. Thus, the first layer includes practical challenges
in relation to process of implementation, such as agreements made
with the municipality; status of ownership; the permissible duration
of the Actions; and toxic building components. The second layer
relates to the aim and content of the particular Action, such as
properties of the context; interaction potential; architectural and
material qualities of the building; and the importance of the private
past of the building in relation to the surrounding community.

The Action: Prototype and catalyst
As elaborated on further in Part II, the Actions serve a double
purpose. Firstly, they represent the development and tests of
preliminary strategies concerning the abandoned houses that have
been prototyped at full scale in the rural village environment. They
can only represent the initial conceptions of realizable strategies;
they are emerging concepts, or rather interpretations, intended to
absorb the responses of the surrounding communities in order to
let the future generations of Actions inherit their legacy formed by
the communal engagement. However, equally as important is the
prototyped Action’s underlying ability to stimulate a discourse on
abandonment among the local residents. From this discourse the
responses of the local community transpire, to the benefit of the
research practice, as a critical feedback mechanism.
The inherent matter of time is ubiquitous when it comes to the
transformation of abandoned houses, particularly within the
Actions. Time is often already visually present at the period that
the building was abandoned. From then onwards, time is often
represented by physical traces resulting from the initial stages of
decay. In relation to the three generations of implemented Actions
within the research practice, time is also an integrated parameter.
Thus, in Action D – elaborated on within Chapter 4 – time is utilized
and exposed through a managed ruination process and seasonal
impact. Whereas, in Action F – elaborated on within Chapter 6 –
time is ubiquitous due to the inevitable demolition that concludes
this particular prototype. Conversely, in Action E time is brought to a
stop; some selected fragments of the building are literally preserved
through different methods.
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Interdisciplinary
This field of research also touches the boundaries of several other
disciplines and research fields, including the social sciences; history;
archaeology; and the arts. Nevertheless, this thesis builds on the
physical transformations of built environments through architectural
methods. Hence, the emerging research constitutes an architectural
practice, and as such, operates within the field of architecture. The
research practice is not intended to adapt or imitate methodologies
of other disciplines, despite the similarities that eventually occur to
some degree. For this reason, the research of this doctoral thesis is
undertaken as an interdisciplinary project – in the sense outlined by
Jane Rendell in Design Research in Architecture (Rendell in Fraser
2014, 117–36) – rather than a multidisciplinary project. However,
the research practice does explore new territories, and impacts
on those territories – for instance, social science – in an approach
similar to Action Research. Therefore, the research has already
attracted attention from researchers in the field of anthropology
and the arts, including several invitations for collaborations for
future transformation projects in the rural villages. This potential
for expanding the research practice to a more multidisciplinary
approach is currently under development, though does not form
part of the doctoral thesis.
At the edge of the field of architecture, this research practice aims
at architectural preservation of material and immaterial values
through transformation and thus, it qualifies as a preservation
practice. Nevertheless, due to its brutal methodology it is very
different from conventional building restoration in which protection
and preservation often eliminate the natural processes of decay
and alteration over time. This research practice is more relatable
to “radical preservation”, given its inherent brutality (Experimental
Preservation 2016).
The research has been conducted as a counter-practice, promoting
alternatives to the prevailing strategic demolition efforts. Therefore,
the concept of this counter-practice and what it is opposed to, are
elaborated in retrospect within Chapter 7. It is there revealed that
the practice has an affinity with artistic activism, as represented
by Beijing artist, Ai Weiwei among others (Marlow et al. 2015).
Apart from producing prototypes at full scale in the rural villages,
the research also evokes emotive local reactions as a result of the
strong public exposure.
The rural village planned from within
One of the conclusions at the AlterRurality3 conference
(Letterfrack, Ireland 2016) was the necessity of being present
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onsite at community level in an ongoing manner while conducting
rural planning or intervening in rural communities in other ways.
A mutual understanding and confidence between researcher and
the concerned community appears a vital requisite for success in
rural planning. Thus, the community cohesion of the rural villages
ought to be investigated thoroughly before launching extensive
transformation strategies on a larger scale.
At the ISSRM2014 conference (Hannover, June 2014); the Reimagining Rurality conference (London, February 2015); the
Spaces and Flows conference (Chicago, October 2015; and the
AlterRurality3 conference (Letterfrack, Ireland, June 2016), there
were recurring calls for bottom up approaches. However, these
approaches are often lacking at the implementation level. The
prevalence of bottom up approaches is primarily represented as
conceptual projects or as solitary artistic projects.
In this context, bottom up planning should be replaced with
planning from within, and should be distinguished from
participatory decision-making. The approach within this thesis is
inspired by engagement with the involved rural village communities
and their responses on already established pre-stages of prototype
concepts. The implementation is, in the nature of things, sensitive
to the attitudes of the surrounding community. However, after the
implementation period, the responsibilities of such Actions are
devolved to the village community. This communal maintenance
and/or further development in the period after the implementation
of the Action, produced possibly the most useful local responses. By
that stage the prototypes are liberated from their direct affiliation to
any research institution, and the village community begins to claim
or disclaim ownership of the prototype (Cooke and Kothari 2001).
Local response as engagement and ad hoc meetings
Engagement with the surrounding communities regarding the
abandoned buildings, evolved as part of the research practice and
has taken many forms. Retrospectively, it can be concluded that the
interaction with the village communities that was initiated in 2011
through educational transformation workshops has been crucial
for the engagement. The mutual confidence established between
village residents within Thisted Municipality and the researcher
before the PhD, turned out to be a key element in attaining local
responses later on.
At a very early stage it became apparent that a rigid formalized
setup for inciting responses from the involved rural communities
would be highly likely to result in failure. The concerned residents
from various Danish rural villages seem to contort or conceal their
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opinions when confronted with what, to them, would appear as an
artificial interviewing setup or formalized focus group discussion.
Therefore, the format of engagement within the local communities
had to adapt to the rural environments and local context.
Ad hoc meetings based on casual encounters at the transformation
sites, as well as in the surrounding village communities, generated
individual responses on the prototyped Actions rather than through
more rigid and formalized personal interviews. Further to this,
group discussions that were embedded in community events
established communal attitudes towards the Actions, rather than
through the establishment of actual focus groups. These events
were arranged in settings in which the participants felt confident,
comfortable, and relaxed. All the participants within this thesis have
willingly accepted participation and were informed of the research
project beforehand.
The interactions with the involved village communities within
this thesis were conducted throughout several ad hoc meetings
onsite: a parish evening; member of a building committee; coffee
table or lunch conversations; conversations with local politicians;
collaboration with the civil service; collaboration with the head
municipal cultural department; collaboration with the municipal
architect; and an ongoing close cooperation with the business
manager of the state funds reserved for demolition projects within
Thisted Municipality (discussed in chapter 3).
These interactions were conducted so as to ensure that
conversation flowed freely and could easily change direction. It gave
an opportunity for unexpected contribution, which would have
been unachievable in a traditional interviewing setup, as discussed
in Chapter 5. The adaptable interviewing technique and facilitation
of group discussions were adopted from the interviewing methods
known from Grounded Theory (Creswell and Creswell 2013 and
Charmaz 2014). Intensive interviewing, as used in Grounded
Theory, represents an open-ended interviewing format; it allows
the interviewees to discuss areas that substantially reflect their own
experience. This provides an opportunity for in-depth conversation
on subject matters, that would in more formalized interviewing
formats go unnoticed. Alongside this, an interview that is based on
the substantial experience of the interviewee may stimulate a wider
range of responses, including emotional outbursts.
The method of approaching the rural village communities and
gauging their opinions as outlined above, is also similar to Participant
Observation, known from the social sciences discipline (DeWalt
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and DeWalt 2011). In Participant Observation, the researcher
gains the confidence of the concerned community by taking part
in communal life. Over time, the presence of the researcher no
longer affects the attitude or behaviour of the residents within the
investigated community.
In this thesis, the acquired confidence was primarily converted into
a strengthened local participation in subsequent Actions, so as to
substantiate the research practice. This is elaborated on further in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, concerning Actions E and F respectively.
The nature of participation permeates this thesis at various levels;
manifesting itself through the ongoing presence of the researcher
within the village communities of Thisted Municipality.
A sample of these interactions is evidenced in the captions
throughout this thesis – as, for example, raw transcripts of anecdotes,
narratives of place, and written responses – to provide an insight
into their diversity and nature. This serves as a supplement to the
main body of text, as well as a linkage to the visuals displayed on the
right hand side of the page. Conversely, the interactions explored in
the main body of text mainly consist of processed extracts of such
interactions.
The hierarchy of the empiric ground of the research
The empiric foundation of this thesis is primarily derived from the
transformation practice. However, various responses to the work
within this research project have identified international precedents
for both the radical preservation of built environments and rural
transformation, as well as related theoretical discussions. The
theoretical discussions have been investigated further in order to
frame the research practice, whereas the international precedents
have been visited.
The transformation practice has directed the theoretical framing
and not the other way around. Hence, the aim is not to establish
a complete theoretical framework that embraces the emerging
research practice entirely. The theoretical framing is instead aimed
at ensuring, and strengthening, on-going development of the
research practice and increasing its agility so as to gain ground
and develop future strategies that can be prototyped in the rural
environments.
Visiting related precedent places of abandonment
To bridge the gap between the implemented Actions and their
reflective theoretical framing, international precedents for
managing abandonment as caused by a diverse array of reasons,
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were visited. These visits generated personal experiences that were
consistent with the mode of empirics generated by performing the
Actions.
In accordance, a wide range of such places has been surveyed
throughout the PhD period. This includes: 1) three ruinous mountain
villages in Sicily that suffered from a devastating earthquake in 1968
and later became the object of diverse and alternative preservation
strategies, launched almost simultaneously; 2) a village rebuilt as
a replacement for one of the aforementioned ruinous villages in
Sicily; 3) Selinunte, a reconstructed Greek temple site including
the nearby stone quarry and also located in western Sicily; 4) the
enormous extraction plants in the Ruhr District, Germany that
the depletion of commodities put to an end, and are now sought
to be revitalized as industrial landscape parks; 5) Detroit City in
Michigan constituting an extreme example of abrupt abandonment
in the urban context; 6) the absent mining town Centralia in
Pennsylvania that was condemned due to an underground fire; and
7) the Auschwitz memorial in Poland. These examples all share a
unique memory of place, which is embedded within the material
remnants and to various degrees helps create the place’s collective
memory. The precedent places of abandonment within this thesis
are applied in the contextualisation segment of Part II, following the
descriptive introduction to each of the three Generations of Actions
in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. In Part III the precedents are applied in a
critical discussion on the implemented Actions within Chapter 7.
Reflections on, and contribution to, the field of rural transformation
The main contribution of the research practice is the development
of key indications in relation to the three categories of endangered
values – cultural heritage, density and structure and narratives
of place – and how these can be revealed, preserved and even
revitalized as important fragments of the ongoing transformation
of rural villages. These three categories of values so far represent a
claim by the author; they originate from transformations preceding
this doctoral research and hence, these categories are further
underpinned in Chapter 3.
This research does not aim to provide complete strategies for
the future management of the increasing number of abandoned
rural houses; nor does it seek to generate solutions for the rural
development and its adverse effect of depopulation. Instead, this
research attempts to equip both research and practice in regards to
rural planning and building preservation, with alternative examples
for radical revitalizations, having been tested on a building scale,
peer reviewed, and later inherited by the involved communities
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themselves. Thus, the preliminary strategies, implemented as
Actions, aim to stimulate new direction within rural discourse and
if successful, comprise a source of inspiration for contributors in
the field of rural planning and building preservation. The research
practice has an advantage in its efforts to capture the attention of
practitioners in related fields, because its foundation is made of
strategies developed at full scale rather than conceptual constructs.
This advantage has – through dissemination at practitioner and
research level – proven to be relevant in both the Danish and the
international context.
Furthermore, the research provides important suggestions for how
a mutual understanding between both strategic planning of rural
transformation at the larger scale, and preservation at the building
scale, may have a positive impact on future Danish rurality policies
and practices in general. Thus, the research undertaken touches the
same ground as rural planning yet from a different perspective. The
reflections on, and contribution to, the field of rural transformation
is mainly unfolded within Chapter 8 in Part III.

Delimitation and position of the dissertation
‘Transformation of abandonment, a new critical practice?’ unfolds
within Danish rurality, although the Actions are contextualized by
international precedents for abandonment. Therefore, this thesis
refers to both the Danish legal and political context. The research
practice is embedded within the Danish context in regards to the
building culture, as well as in regards to the attitudes and behaviour
of the residents in the rural villages and the public in general.
Furthermore, the Actions implemented as part of this thesis
respond to the impacts of the Danish climate.
Thisted Municipality is the field lab in which the Actions are
implemented. This thesis is aimed at depopulated rural inland
farming villages; the rural seaboard villages seem to manage
better due to tourism and are therefore excluded from this thesis.
Compounding this, this thesis aims to address abandoned houses
only. It does not provide propositions to counter rural depopulation,
nor does it aim to develop strategies intending to create economic
growth.
This thesis centers on the buildings abandoned in the aftermath of
the depopulation of Danish rural villages. The research concentrates
on these abandoned built environments, approached from the
building scale and including the proximate context that comprises
their surrounding village communities. Although the wider
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landscape and village scales are recurring focuses throughout the
thesis, it is important to clarify that the research is conducted from
the perspective of a building architect.
This thesis unfolds from the intersection between the fields of
rurality and preservation. Rephrased more accurately, the research
practice behind the thesis can be described as the practice of
radical preservation of the abandoned built environments within
depopulating Danish rural villages. As such, the research practice
constitutes itself as a counter-practice to the established strategic
efforts of complete demolition within Danish rurality.
The research practice is a design practice utilized to generate
Actions that are further substantiated through interactions with the
surrounding village communities. The research practice also aims
to act, through the physically manifested Actions within such rural
village centres, as a catalyst for locally rooted debate.
The emerging research practice could more simply be characterized
as planning and preservation through action; “reflection through
action” in the words of Leon van Schaik (Fraser 2014, 53–69).
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This research centers around abandoned rural buildings in the
Danish context, extending to their surrounding village environments.
Beyond this, the global diversity of the rural transformation is only
touched upon briefly.
The next sections briefly introduce the global rural challenges,
followed by a focus on rurality at a national level within Denmark.
Given that the research practice operates within this threatened
rurality, the national discourse on rurality in general, positions the
research practice within a wider context.
Thisted Municipality is then presented; each of the Actions are
located within it and hence, it constitutes the field lab (Koskinen
et al. 2011, 51–88) in the doctoral research. Subsequently, the
state funding mechanisms for demolition projects within Thisted
Municipality, as well as their legitimacy, are illustrated. Following
this, the Chapter outlines the origin of the research practice as arising
from an educational practice at the Aarhus School of Architecture,
evolving to constitute the present practice-based research. The
intrinsic qualities of the cut and allied sectional interventions as a
methodological approach to the transformation of abandoned built
environments are then briefly examined and contextualized.
The Chapter concludes by underpinning the relevance of the three
recurring categories of endangered values: cultural heritage;
density and structure; and narratives of place. These three
categories are substantiated through examples that derive from
Action Generations A, B, and C, alongside examples from both the
Danish urban and rural contexts. The intention is to provide a lens
for a deeper understanding of this subset of values throughout the
thesis, rather than to more superficially cover all aspects of possible
endangered values embedded in the abandoned houses.
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Rural transformation diversity and ruminations on
rurality
Many countries experience severe demographical changes
(Grimm et al. 2008). The rural population are abandoning their
home villages and moving into the larger cities. Hence, most of
the world’s population is now living in cities, and urban living has
become the dominating way for humans to dwell (UN Population
Division, World Urbanization Prospects 2008). However, the global
trend for rural depopulation is not entirely unambiguous. Rurality
is globally contested in diverse ways (Thorbeck 2012). In some
countries soaring house prices in the cities have triggered a counterurbanisation, as people in the cities tend to buy second homes in the
countryside. However, such tendencies – despite re-inhabitation of
rural territory – also affect the indigenous rural population due to
a resulting increase in property prices (Krag 2017). Urban seems
to dictate the rural somewhat. Globalization, however, has also
impacted on rural livelihoods due to outsourcing and agricultural
overproduction, compounded by movability. Consumerism and the
speed of change at a larger scale, also impose on rural livability as
a European societal tendency; ‘more’ and ‘faster’, however, are not
necessarily ‘better’ (Jackson 2011, 5–65).
The notion of urban living, at least when directly linked to the city
life, somehow often implicates greater civilization and innovation;
this contrasts with the notion of rurality, that is often associated
with nostalgia, primitive peasantry, pastoral idyll, or simply an
extension of urban life (Versteegh 2015, 21–57). To put it differently,
the contrast of rural areas as primitive places against urban spaces
as places in need of modernisation, has been a recurrent distinction
throughout history. The idea of rurality is ancient. It dates back to
when humanity began to settle down in concentrated defensive
clusters that formed the basis of the concept of cities. At that time,
the term ‘rural’ simply referred to that which was outside these prestages of cities (Woods 2010, 17–49).
The notion of rurality has also always praised it as an idyllic place
where the residents are closer to nature. Such conceptions of
rurality have recurrently appeared from the ancients Greeks and
Romans – including Virgil – until the late 19th century, where rural
idyll was desirable to counteract the increasing urbanism and
industrialization.
Still, contemporary rurality represents a place where the way
of living is not anonymized; a place where social practices, sitespecific collective memories, and oral tradition still form part of the
local identity, as does a strong presence of community cohesion.
Nowadays, a conception of rurality is complex and builds upon
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imagination, representation, and materializations in flux that
provide a non-static space which is constantly influenced by the
urban life.
The traditional conceptions of rurality – such as ‘rural’ in opposition
to ‘urban’, and the concept of rural areas being the food chambers
of the cities – may seem obsolete. At least, the contemporary
discourse on rurality indicates that the traditional notion of rurality is
contested (Woods 2010). Does it make sense to distinguish between
urban and rural anymore, when the intertwined mutual interplay
of rural and urban has become complex, and the boundaries are
hardly definable? For instance, a founding member of OMA (Office
for Metropolitan Architecture), Kees Christiaansee, stated in an
interview for MONU (Magazine for Urbanism) in 2012:

“…..we can only conclude that the rural is a
condition of the past. Today it has so many
interactions with urbanity that you cannot speak
of strictly rural anymore.” (Upmeyer and Ramo
2012)

When comparing rurality and urbanity in the Danish context, there
is a severe inequality in the overall demography and the general
state of repair of buildings, not to mention different opportunities in
regards to livelihood. Danish rurality – formed by centuries of social
coexistences, attitudes, as well as hidden values and qualities – is
contested and currently undergoing a rapid transformation.
The Danish rurality witnessed minor counter-urbanisation trends
following the extremely high prices of properties in the urban fabric
when compared to the rural areas. However, both the rural areas
and the buildings within those rural areas, suffer severely from
abandonment. This does not apply when considering the demands
of urban workers choosing to commute, or experience livelihood in
the countryside. The gap between supply and demand has simply
widened in recent years. This is due to social inequality in the
aftermath of mass migration from rural areas towards the cities.

Rural Denmark
In Denmark, migration towards urban areas is predominantly caused
by a decreased employment in the food production industries
based on farming, and the collateral industries. This is further
compounded by the political tendency over recent decades to
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3.1 Peripheral municipalities
in Denmark defined by various
institutions. The peripheral
municipalities are colored grey.
Top left: Danish Economic
Councils: The peripheral
municipalities are defined as
municipalities in which the
average citizen must drive for
more than 30 minutes to reach
the center of the nearest town
with a population of at least
45.000
(De Økonomiske Råd, 2015).
Top right: Regional Development:
The peripheral municipalities are
defined as municipalities in which
the income per citizen is less
than 90 percent of the national
average and the nearest larger
town is more than 30 minutes
away by car
(Erhvervsstyrelsen, 2014).

Bottom left:
Skat (Danish national tax
authorities): The peripheral
municipalities are defined as
municipalities in which the
biggest town has a population of
less than 30.000. This town must
be located more than 40 km from
the nearest town with more than
40.000 employed. Furthermore,
more people must commute to
the town with more than 40.000
employed than from it
(SKAT, 2015).
Bottom right: LAG (Local Action
Groups): Municipalities, who
have applied for the LAG pools,
which are subsidized by EU and
the Danish Business Authorities.
The LAG pools are targeted rural
areas
(Erhvervsstyrelsen, 2016).
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centralize public institutions. The overall demography is changing;
the people in the countryside are getting older, as younger people
tend to seek educational opportunities in larger cities. Due to a rapid
drop in the market value of houses, depopulation of rural areas is
causing solvency problems for property owners, as it is becoming
difficult to obtain loans to pay for even essential maintenance of
buildings. When compared to the soaring house prices in cities, this
increasing social inequality is in urgent need of national discussion.
Furthermore, the rural municipalities are at risk given that a high
percentage of their inhabitants belong to the low-income group
such as those claiming social benefits.
As a result, abandoned houses are a common sight in rural villages
in Denmark. A report by Dansk Byplanlaboratorium (The Danish
Town Planning Institute) for the Danish Ministry of Housing, Urban
and Rural Affairs, February 2014, recommended an estimated
volume of 60.000-100.0000 abandoned houses for demolition, in
Denmark alone (2014). More recently, Martin Damm, the chairman
of Kommunernes Landsforening (KL), The National Association
of the Danish Municipalities, confirmed in an interview for the
national newspaper Jyllandsposten an estimated volume of about
60.000 buildings emptied of function in rural Denmark (Nielsen
2017). Furthermore, a prognosis also made by KL on the same
occasion, assessed a yearly addition to that present volume of
approximately 2.500 further abandoned houses. This is based
on demographical data revealing a shift in the balance of the age
composition within rural areas towards an overrepresentation
of senior citizens, compared to a representative cross section of
the population (Egedal 2017). Martin Damm ultimately considers
strategic demolitions as a method of addressing the increasing
number of abandoned buildings in rural areas; yet he admits
that it is only “half the solution”. Therefore, he suggests strategic
demolition, combined with the gentrification of the rural villages
and small towns.
The EU, in conjunction with the Danish government, have already
sought to address the situation in the Danish rural municipalities
through state funded demolition projects. This is to prevent property
speculators abusing marginalized people, as well as avoid unsightly
decay in rural villages in the future. For this reason, demolition has
become a pervasive trajectory in the discourse surrounding this
issue of an increasing quantity of abandoned houses. Very often,
local village communities have adopted a positive attitude towards
the demolition projects, as from a short term perspective at least,
this provides a better solution than the continued presence of
dilapidated buildings in the rural village-scapes (Krag 2016).
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Thisted Municipality: The field lab
At an early stage of the research, Thisted Municipality was chosen
as the field lab. This was due to geographical location, as well
as housing several depopulating village communities in which
strategic demolitions were already being executed on a larger
scale. Furthermore, there already existed ongoing experiences
of cooperation between the researcher and the municipality,
compounded by a great courtesy towards being part of further
experimental research, and a desire to seek alternatives to the
ongoing demolitions of abandoned buildings.
No coastal villages are included in this thesis as locations for
implementation of Actions, nor are they included within the
delimitation of the research. Despite this, these villages are well
represented within the boundaries of Thisted Municipality that
account for 226 kilometers of coastline, and within Danish rural
areas in general. However, such coastal villages appear to be far
less affected by depopulation and abandonment than those inland
counterparts more dependent on farming. Such seaside villages
appear capable of building a locally founded economy on tourism
and are thus considered outside of the scope of this research
field, in contrast to the farming villages, which suffer severely from
abandonment and decay.

3.2 Property prices in Denmark
divided between the Danish
municipalities in 2016
(Danish Statistics, 2016).

Local circular economies
Despite the deliberate choice to not involve economic incitement
for rural transformation within the thesis, it is worth mentioning the
presence of the already established and operating locally founded
tradition of circular economies; specifically, the tradition of reusing
building materials has existed for a significant period within the
boundaries of Thisted Municipality. Thus, newly emerging internetbased companies trading second-hand building components in
the name of sustainability, have rural precedents and are already
embedded in the rural commercial traditions. To exemplify this,
the demolition contractor who won the competitive bid for the
demolition of the public school that was transformed in Action C,
cleaned off most of the bricks and roof tiles for reuse as part of the
demolition. The public buildings in the municipality were made of
the exact same bricks and tiles; hence, they became of economic
value that allowed the demolition contractor to lower his bid,
simply because he identified this beforehand.
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Thisted Municipality in numbers
Thisted Municipality had a population of around 44.000 in the
second quarter 2016, covering 1.074 square kilometers. The
main town within the municipality is Thisted, with a population
of approximately 13.250 habitants (Danmarks Statistik 2017). The
depopulation does not appear to be affecting Thisted as a provincial
town; the number of inhabitants has not decreased notably within
the last decade.
Furthermore, the seaboard coastal villages are, for reasons already
explained, excluded from this thesis given the stability of their
populations in contrast to the inland farming villages.
Thisted Municipality is innovative in regards to independent
renewable energy sources; almost all electricity, as well as all
heating, is sustainable. Thus, the municipality seeks to brand itself
as the leading Danish Climate municipality. As part of this brand,
Thisted Municipality also includes the first Danish national park;
Nationalpark Thy.

The state funds for demolition projects within Thisted
Municipality
The Danish municipalities – using EU and state funds allocated
to demolitions – identify those buildings that qualify as being in
danger of future abandonment, alongside those buildings already
abandoned for various reasons. This qualification is dependent on
the internal constellations and municipal set up. This thesis will only
briefly elaborate on the mechanisms for state funded demolition at
a national level.
The researcher is part of an ongoing collaboration with the
business manager of such demolitions, who is employed by Thisted
Municipality to perform the planning and the execution of the
demolitions. The subsequent paragraphs discuss the process and
management of both the identification of buildings within Thisted
Municipality deemed for demolition, and the following performance
of that demolition. In Thisted Municipality, the strategic demolitions
were initiated in 2009; the first demolition within the municipality
was in the first quarter of 2010. According to the municipal business
manager, 238 abandoned buildings have so far been demolished
(first quarter 2017). The annual intention is to demolish between
40 and 50 buildings, corresponding to twelve demolitions every
three months. This counterbalances approximately half of the
buildings that are abandoned within the municipality every year.
The business manager of the state funds directed at demolition, is
the key consultant for administrative matters regarding the strategic
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demolition carried out within the boundaries of the municipality
(Christensen 2017). Of the 238 demolished buildings, twelve
buildings (5%) have been part of the Actions so far. The buildings
transformed in the Actions have included small-town houses;
a grocery store; vernacular farmhouses; a public school; and a
confectionary.
Negotiations prior to the demolitions
Thisted Municipality employs the aforementioned business
manager of strategic demolitions as an external consultant. Thus,
he is not an integrated part of the civil service; he represents a
buffer between the municipality as a public authority and the
private owner of the building condemned to demolition. This is
particularly important when it comes to condemnations involving
forced demolitions as well as voluntary agreements for demolition.
In such cases, the business manager is empowered to negotiate with
the private owners. This is an advantage as he can act as a valve,
signing agreements more flexible than the public authorities. This
is particularly advantagageous when handing over the properties
of elderly people, whose homes have often become an immense
burden given the rapid drop in the market value of properties in
rural areas. Furthermore, the homes of elderly people suffer more
regularly from decay caused by an extended period of lack of
maintenance, and therefore may not meet the demands of firsttime buyers (Christensen 2017).
Sometimes, condemned buildings originate from amalgamations of
smallholdings, creating large-scale farms. Hence, the widespread
change from farmland produces an unusable overload of solitary
buildings devoid of function. These are in turn regularly condemned
to demolition. These solitary farming buildings are, however,
not considered significant in relation to the emerging research
practice. This is because, due to their remote locations, they cannot
realistically act as a catalyst in the process of generating responses
of the local residents. Moreover, the disappearance of these
smallholdings has less of an impact on the collective whole than the
disappearance of buildings within a village setting.
Alongside forced demolitions and voluntary demolition agreements,
the municipality also acquires abandoned buildings at foreclosure
auctions so as to prevent property speculators and also to avoid
decaying buildings in the village-scapes. Moreover, the homes
of deceased persons also come under the full attention of the
municipality, as they often eventually end up uninhabited. In
Thisted Municipality, most condemnations are undertaken as either
forced demolitions due to extensive decay; demolition by voluntary
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agreement because of loss of function; forced condemnations to
prevent abandonment or decay; or demolitions of buildings acquired
through foreclosure auctions so as to prevent abandonment and
decay.
Welfare Nomads
The underlying motives for such demolition projects are human;
the abandoned buildings risk being utilized to abuse marginalized
people, as noted above. Since the establishment of the critical
practice as an educational project in 2010, the author has inspected
more than 100 abandoned buildings condemned to demolition, in
order to identify those best qualified to be part of the transformation
workshops, and consequently, the research prototypes. Some
of these screened buildings clearly indicated recent habitation
by welfare nomads who were obviously seeking to avoid to the
scrutiny of the authorities. In many cases, personal belongings such
as playthings and private papers have been found scattered all over
the place, disclosing the sudden move and revealing the tragic story
beneath. Some property speculators target these welfare nomadic
families as part of their moonlighting business. The welfare nomads
are abused easily, as they are on the run from the authorities
themselves and are therefore not in a position to report the abuse
to the municipality.

Transformations of abandoned buildings as education

3.3 Welfare nomads December
2015: The living room in a house
abandoned over night by a
family with young children that
attempted to be out of the public
eye.

The idea of combining abandoned buildings in the rural areas of
Denmark with hands-on architectural education transpired from
a yearlong professional career as a practicing building architect
at a private architectural office in Thisted Municipality. The work
here, as an architect, between 1999 and 2000 and later between
2003 to 2006, created a personal awareness of the initial rural
abandonment, before its acceleration that followed the financial
crisis in 2008. The experience of such rural villages were at that time
marked by the presence of multiple closed shops and dominating
signs that divulged lots of buildings for sale.
In fall 2010 however, while responsible for a temporary teaching
program of first year students at the Aarhus School of Architecture,
it became apparent that a basic understanding of scale, space,
and materiality could benefit from being conducted as a full-scale,
hands-on dissection of the abandoned rural buildings concerned.
Thus, an already established professional relationship with the
relevant municipal authorities, alongside an insight into the
concerned rural areas, was utilized to formulate an agreement for
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future cooperation. This has allowed abandoned buildings under
the administration of Thisted Municipality to comprise study objects
for architectural students.

Introducing the section as method in Action Generation
A, B and C

3.4 Action C, Villerslev School:
Section performed at full scale in
March 2013.

Carsten (former pupil): “We
used to sit and watch the road
workers and excavators after
school, when the main road was
built close to the school.”
Lars (former pupil): “The
headmaster was a tyrant. He
didn’t hesitate to use corporal
punishment.”
Retired woman teacher:
“Headmaster was the most kind
and loving person. It is so sad
that the school is condemned to
demolition.”
Carsten (former pupil): “I don’t
see any alternative, when the
building is emptied of function,
it might be the best solution to
demolish it. I don’t see a future
for Villerslev either. The village
will with great probability
disappear in a not so distant
future.”

Action Generation A formed the first cycle of the hands-on
educational workshops, and involved the physical dissection of
an old grocery store in the monastery village, Vestervig. Action
Generation B expanded the scale of that workshop and involved the
simultaneous dissection of four abandoned buildings, undertaken by
about 140 architectural students. In Action Generation C however,
it was the scale of the dissected building that expanded, and a
closed-down public school became the object of the study. Since
the transformation of the grocery store in 2011, more than 400 first
year architectural students at Aarhus School of Architecture have
taken part in the transformations of abandoned buildings.
The overall design was similar in all three generations of educational
Actions, however it was continuously improved upon as experience
was gathered. All workshops consisted of the implementation of
one full-scale section in each of the transformed houses. This main
intervention was supplemented by a few sub-investigations, which
had less impact on the overall structural components. Regardless,
these minor interventions were able to reveal and unfold spatiality
and materiality with regard to the laws of structure that the fullscale sections could not, given their limited scale.
All workshops extended over a period of five to six weeks. They were
subdivided into four phases: introduction; iteration; dissection;
and reconstruction. It was during the dissection phase, on location
in the first Generation of Actions, that interaction with the local
community became an unexpected asset from which the founding
idea for this research topic transpired. The educational context that
formed the initial idea for this research practice is briefly introduced
below to give a better understanding of all four phases.
Phase 1: Introduction
Each workshop started with an opening lecture; this served as
an introduction to the section as both a tool for professional
investigation, and communication of the structure of a building. The
underlying reasoning for such a focus on the section is premised in
the intrinsic qualities of such. This is elaborated on further in the
following paragraphs. The opening lecture provided insight into
the section as a scaled semantic representation based on symbols
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and signs that were aimed at a specialized professional community
only. Following this, the section as a scaled representation was
contextualized to precedents of the full-scale section, exposing a
building’s immanent material stratification and unfamiliar spatial
relations. The full-scale section as a temporary phenomenon, that
occurred as the result of destruction, was exemplified at building
scale by the processes of demolition, and on a smaller scale by
medical dissection.
The second half of the introduction described the actual
assignment, delimiting the design proposal of the full-scale section
as well as a proposal for one sub-investigation. The assignment
also allocated the students to specific houses that would form
their objects of investigation throughout the dissection workshop.
Finally, the students were supplied with handouts that contained
plans, sections, and photos, amongst other articles relating to their
allocated houses. This material formed the basis of the subsequent
design endeavors in phase 2.

3.5 Performing the cut: The hand
tools used for the cutting in the
Actions undertaken in relation
to research practice were closely
linked to the particular material
that they were supposed to
process. Thus, diamond cut-saws,
rotary hammers and bayonet
saws mounted with hardened
blades were used for cutting
brickwork and concrete, while
bayonet saws and circular saws
for wooden structures and angle
grinders and bayonet saws
were used for processing steel.
Moreover, a significant number
of minor hand tools such as
sledgehammers, chisels, saws,
etc. were utilized for minor
alterations and fine-tunings.
Experiences and refinement
of the method passed on from
generation to generation of
Actions. In relation to the later
Actions within the research
context, in which precise cuttings
were followed by a subsequent
partial demolition undertaken
by a contractor, the interfaces
between precise neatly curated
cuts and the heavy demolition
machinery had to be clearly
defined.

Phase 2: Iteration Phase
A genuine understanding of the structure of the specific building
was of paramount importance for both the students’ safety and
the learning outcome. As mentioned, interventions such as subinvestigations were not subject to this directive, because their
inconsiderable dimensions allowed them to intersect the structure
of the building.
In groups, students developed proposals for different strategies
relating to both the full-scale section and smaller sub-investigations,
as well as for process documentation. Through drawings and models,
these different strategies were developed, tested, and evaluated.
During this phase the students were assisted by engineers and
architectural supervisors. Finally, a committee of supervisors
evaluated all of the proposals for both types of interventions. Based
on the evaluation, one full-scale section and between one and four
sub-investigations for each building were selected for realization.
Planning of the sub-investigations involved considering topic,
techniques, tools, and documentation. Besides providing a deeper
understanding of the building, the sub-investigations intended
to generate information and material for the last phase of the
workshop; the reconstruction phase. Before departure, students
were carefully informed about safety procedures regarding the
future dissection phase.
Phase 3: Dissection
The dissection phase was unquestionably the climax of all three
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3.6 Action A: Section collage
of the grocery store revealing
several transformations
throughout the 150 years
lifespan of the building. Made by
first year students in 2011.

3.7 Action C: Section collage of
Villerslev School revealing that no
alterations were made after the
building was erected. Made by
first year students and educators
in 2013.

3.8 Action D2: Section collage of
private house revealing that the
building was extended and the
concrete floor was insulated with
cinder from the neighboring castiron factory. Made by first year
students in 2014.
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educational workshops. The students worked in split shifts so
as to carry out both the full-scale section and unfold the subinvestigations – including documentation and collecting information
and materials – within four to five full days of work. The interplay
between the full-scale section and sub-investigations allowed a
continuous rotation of students between the building site and the
nearby surroundings. The rotation principle had a double purpose. It
created time and space for immersion within the selected elements
of the building, and it allowed in-depth conversations with the local
residents. Furthermore, it reduced the risk of injuries caused by too
many students working on the larger interventions.
Local contractors were engaged to deliver the necessary equipment
as well as assist the students on site to perform the more difficult
aspects of the section. The last days of this phase were reserved
for cutting out and wrapping up crucial building fragments for
the reconstruction phase, before the transformed buildings were
wholly or partially demolished.
Phase 4: Reconstruction
After returning to the school, the workshop continued with the
reconstruction phase. Building fragments collected during the
dissection phase were processed, analyzed, interpreted and finally,
exhibited. Some reconstructions established an imaginary space
through constellations of fragments based on the spatial dimensions
of the appurtenant building, while others unfolded autonomous
material or spatial investigations. The aim was to reflect upon the
achieved material and spatial experience within a new setting, and
to initiate an abstract mode of expression as an integrated part of
the professional skills. The reconstruction was expressed both as a
digital section collage, and in exhibited building fragments. This was
supplemented by material gathered from the documentation of the
process (Krag & Keiding, under publication).

A cut through material, space, and history

3.9 Action D: Section collage of
the sexton’s house revealing that
the building was transformed and
extended on several occasions.
Made by first year students in
2014.

Due to their brutal nature, full-scale dissections must be carried out
on buildings which are permanently emptied of function. As noted
earlier, alongside exposing structures and materials, the dissection
has the potential to reveal the history and evolution of the building.
The full-scale section can reveal a building’s private history through
stratification of the built layers. However, the section must be
undertaken with respect to the laws of structure.
The section, as an unintended temporary phenomenon, occurs
in a broad variety of scales and contexts. Most often, the section
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appears transient in relation to some sort of destructive act.
Apart from the already mentioned analogy of physical sections
being semantic representations in the world of natural sciences,
the use of physical biopsies are utilized in the world of medicine,
as well as in archaeological excavations. However, the section, on
the larger scale, predominantly occurs in relation to destruction and
annihilation. For example, the ship-breaking yards of Alang Beach in
India have facilitated the deconstruction of super-tankers by cutting
them up of for scrap. Occasionally, this deconstruction process has
generated large-scale sections in a similar manner, because the
section can appear at full scale when buildings are demolished.
In rare instances, representations of sections occur at full scale as
imprints of the absent materiality of the demolished buildings on the
gables of neighboring buildings. This dynamic was utilized in Action
Generation E, and is further elaborated on in Chapter 5. Frequently,
the diverse processes of destruction reveal the properties of the
section as a cut through materiality, history, and space.

3.10 Action C: Investigation
probe exhibiting biopsies
originating from Villerslev School.
Students work 2013.

The section, as a generic principle, draws parallels between its
use as a professional tool in architecture, design, and engineering,
and dissection in the world of medicine. The relevance of the
latter in relation to the Actions within this research thesis can be
illustrated through the baroque dissection theatre of the 17th
century. The full-scale public dissection of a building has several
features in common with the dissection theatre; the concealed
scale, materiality and spatiality are exposed in front of an audience.
The aforementioned demolition processes in the built environment
provide rare opportunities for professional real-life experience with
sections at building scale, where full-scale sections occasionally
occur as temporary phenomena.
Besides exposing structures and materials, the dissection has the
potential to reveal the history and evolution of the building. The
full-scale section can reveal a building’s private history through
stratification of the built layers. However, the section must be
undertaken with respect to the laws of structure. Thus, the edges of
the section performed in a traditional Danish small-town house with
a pitched roof must be parallel to the trusses and placed close to
the trussed bridge so as to minimize the risk of a structural collapse.
Hence, the structure of the building dictates, to some extent, the
orientation and position of the section (Krag 2011).
The biopsy, as a punched element, represents a less critical
intervention to the overall structure of a building, and still, it relates
to the full-scale section. Hence, both share the ability to reveal the
chronology of the past and, through material stratification, to bring
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the past into the present. In similar fashion, cut-outs from ice core
drilling carry events and stories of the past into the present.
The properties of the biopsy were utilized in Action E1 “Biopsies of
the abandoned” and are thus also examined further in Chapter 5.
Precedents of the section in the arts
In both the arts and archaeology, the object of investigation, under
normal circumstances, does not have to be reinstated in its former
function.
American artist and architect Gordon Matta-Clark introduced
remarkable transformations of abandoned buildings through cutting
in the 1970s. In his piece Splitting from 1974, Matta-Clark made two
vertical cuts through all structural surfaces of a traditional American
small townhouse. Subsequently, he separated the building in two
by lifting one half with a hydraulic jack. The cut reveals both hidden
relations between interior and exterior, as well as the history of the
building. As pointed out by Matta-Clark:

3.11 Action B: Reverse biopsy
undertaken by first year students
in a Vernacular farmhouse in
2012.

“Yes, a cut is very analytical. It’s a probe!
The essential probe. The scaffold of sharpeyed inspectors. Initially I also wanted to go
beyond visual things. Of course, there are visual
consequences to cutting, certainly to removal,
but it was kind of the thin edge of what was being
seen that interested me as much, if not more than,
the views that were being created.” (Matta-Clark
et al. 2006)

In contrast to Matta-Clark, the Actions forming part of this research
practice have aimed to catalyze engagement with the neighboring
communities before the complete condemnation of the abandoned
building. The timeframes of the transformations prototyped in the
actual research context were, therefore, much longer in comparison
to Matta-Clark’s work. They included a subsequent ruination period,
or even a re-programming.
In field architecture, it is a slightly different story. Despite its spatial
properties and the ability to stimulate the recollection of memories,
the section and conventional architectural practice are hardly
compatible, when performed physically at full scale. This is because
of the inherent brutality of the section. However, it might seem
possible to make use of the cut and the section in transformations
of the large number of abandoned houses in rural Denmark that
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lack a new program, once combined with the already initiated and
operating state authorized programs for demolition projects. Thus,
the properties of the section are sought to be utilized in combination
with the strategic demolitions already set to occur in the context of
the research practice.

3.12 Action A: Detail of section
performed at full scale in the
grocery store in 2011.

The aesthetic and material properties of the abandoned houses
Most of the abandoned buildings that qualified to be included in the
Actions of the research practice are small vernacular townhouses
made of traditional brickwork, erected between 1890 to 1960 with
a pitched roof that was originally covered with tiles.
Most of the transformed houses within the framework of the
research practice were influenced by the Denmark-wide movement,
Bedre Byggeskik (as translated from Danish, Better building practice)
which was launched in the early twentieth century by a minor
group of architects. The aim of the Bedre Byggeskik movement was
to strengthen the building culture in rural areas of Denmark. This
was attempted through educating local craftsmen within such rural
communities.
Bedre Byggeskik was also a moralizing movement favoring specific
materials. For instance, bricks were considered an “honest” material.
Thus, the movement sought to establish a collective consciousness
through the implementation of built role models in the rural areas
of Denmark (Will 2016). The villa transformed as Action D1 was
definitely influenced by the Bedre Byggeskik movement.
Ironically, the dominating trajectory in restoration throughout
the 1970s favoured new low-cost, mass-produced building
components. This counteracted the awareness of the use of smallscale craftsmanship utilizing proper materials, as originated from
Bedre Byggeskik. Thus, the restoration practices in the 1970s are, by
a significant probability, responsible for the aesthetically displeasing
state of disrepair of the buildings in Danish rural villages today.
This is obviously not the primary reason behind the contemporary
contested real estate market in such rural areas. Nevertheless, as
this tendency is almost nationwide it definitely does not ease the
problem.
Most rural houses in Denmark were typically transformed in a variety
of ways after being built. Frequently, the roof tiles and the original
windows were replaced in the 1970s, when they were worn out.
A large number of these building materials used for replacements
contained environmental toxins such as PCB and asbestos. Chapter
4 elaborates further on how these toxic building components have
been handled as part of the counter-practice. Furthermore, the
related screening for toxic building components as well as their
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subsequent disposal, are also elaborated on.
Due to a need for such restorations, as well as functional alterations,
the extent to which original materials are present varies between
abandoned buildings. The abandoned houses that qualified for
the emerging counter-practice of radical preservation is only
described here in brief; the selection process is exemplified and
outlined further in Chapter 4, with specific regard to Action D “the
controlled ruin at the church.” In short, the abandoned houses
utilized within the Actions were picked – in close cooperation with
the Municipality – from the Municipality’s pool of houses that were
already condemned to demolition.

Presuming a loss of embedded hidden values
It seems reasonable to argue that the buildings already listed worthy
of preservation in the rural areas of Denmark be safeguarded.
It is easy to pinpoint arguments in favour of preservation, as
these buildings represent tangible values and present physical
manifestations within such rural communities. However, the trends
toward the conservation of rural built environments in Denmark are
not that explicit, despite these environments consisting of tangible
cultural heritage. First of all, the concentration of listed built cultural
heritage in the rural areas of Denmark is unequally distributed
between the rural municipalities. Secondly, numerous buildings
worthy of preservation although not yet listed, remain endangered,
as they have not yet been identified as such. Hence, even severe
decay can go unnoticed.

3.13 Atmospheres in an
abandoned house in Hurup, Thy.

The main problem in regard to those intangible cultural values, is
recognition of these values; not only among politicians, strategic
planners, and other decision-makers, but also – and perhaps most
importantly – among the residents of the rural villages.
The UNESCO “Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible
Cultural Heritage” from 2003 introduced an increased focus on
intangible values worldwide. Article 2 of the Convention defines
the domain in which the intangible cultural heritage is manifested
as: “(a) oral traditions and expressions, including language as a
vehicle of the intangible cultural heritage; (b) performing arts;
(c) social practices, rituals and festive events; (d) knowledge and
practices concerning nature and the universe; and (e) traditional
craftsmanship (UNESCO 2003).
The emerging research practice operates with similar definitions,
attempting to juxtapose the Actions of the present research practice
with the UNESCO Convention. There is particular coherence between
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the “oral traditions” and those latent narratives embedded in the
abandoned buildings that have been understood as the material
memory of place. On a national scale, the Ministry of Culture
Denmark considered a ratification of the UNESCO Convention in
2006 (Danmark and Kulturministeriets Forskningsudvalg 2006).
Values and value theory
The subset of values investigated within this research have been
extracted from an aggregation of values other than that of economic
growth.
What, in that case, if the values revealed and discussed in
relation to implementations of the Actions are neither mutually
commensurable, nor fully comparable in terms of ranking, or scales
of units to determine value? The gap between the tangible and
intangible values seems difficult to bridge. Therefore, the research
practice aims at the immediate indications of intrinsic values as
derived from the implementations of Actions, rather than seeking
to establish an actual taxonomy of the indicated values. Values are
relational, and occasionally they are mutually contradictory. Hence,
value in the field of architecture is complex in terms of scales and
ground principles, because architecture is complex.
Value theory does not only consist of abstract philosophical
concepts, but it also influences the crucial aspects of more practical
contexts (Hirose and Olson 2015). Within the research practice
elaborated on within this thesis, the values primarily relate to
waning identities and coherences of the very practical realities
of rural village communities. Such values occur in the interplay
between the transformed built environment and the community it
once belonged to and to some degree, still belongs to.
Although its introduction might create a risk of igniting a wider, and
less desirable, discussion of values, introducing the concept of value
in this context is necessary. Thus, the values examined here are
exemplified in the subsequent sections. However, they do represent
only a small subset of the full concept of values. This smaller subset
including only three categories of values was chosen to compose
the investigation, as a precaution so as to avoid embarking on such
a meta-discussion on values.
Thus, the transpiring counter-practice for the radical preservation of
abandoned rural small town houses only investigates a small subset
of potentially embedded values. This subset – defined earlier as
constituting cultural heritage, density and structure and narratives
of place – concerns both the tangible and intangible values.
The cultural heritage in the traditional sense – which is challenged
in Part III – is predominantly formed of tangible values, whereas the
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built density and structure at village scale represents a hybrid of
both tangible and intangible values. Finally, the hidden narratives of
place represent the intangible values.

Cultural heritage
Conventional building preservation practice in Denmark has,
throughout the recent decades, focused primarily on single
buildings. These building restorations often attempt to turn back
time to one particular era within the lifespan of the concerned
building. To be more precise, the building reverts to a vision of how
it might have appeared at a certain era. However, the excessive focus
on the tangible cultural values in some cases effectively conceals
the intangible values of a certain built environment or place. Later
on, once the restoration of the building is completed, the intangible
values have disappeared (Riis 2014) as a result of the focus one
the individual building. The intangible values in this context consist
typically of coexistences between buildings and landscapes, vistas,
and memory of place in relation to built environment (UNESCO
2003).
Cleansing history through preservation
At the larger scale, there have recently been several exemplar
Danish preservation projects that have, in diverse ways, aimed to
preserve one contemporary notion of a given preservation strategy.
From this, irreversible decisions take place, causing damage to other
aspects of cultural heritage. Particularly in cases such as the two
cultural environments Kronborg and the Jelling monuments – both
inscribed on WHL – the preservation or revitalization of the cultural
settings as entities made of palimpsest seemed to be neglected,
having cleansed the footprints of the recent past. In both projects,
interpretations and abstract conceptions of the entities have been
established at the expense of further new built environments.
These built environments of the recent past may have comprised
an, at least as equally important, historical marker.
To put it differently, the concept of a fragmentized cultural entity as
a palimpsest of superimposed historical events that is represented
in the concerned built environment, has been replaced on several
occasions by the preservation of cultural heritage in Denmark with
the revitalized artificial narrative of the distant past. In the case of
Kronborg, the buildings on the peninsula of the closed shipbuilding
yards – which had a major impact on the surrounding town of
Helsingør – were eliminated in order to strengthen the narrative
of the Kronborg Castle. The consequences of the closure of the
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shipbuilding yards may still be apparent in the Helsingør residents’
sense of self in and hence, this era of the town’s history is actively
avoided, despite its importance to the future comprehension of
history. The main problem of such preservation strategies is the
irreversibility. Because of this, the place that has been perceived
as a palimpsest is annihilated and therefore a loss of history is
inevitable (Martin-Hernandez 2014).
However, there is a growing focus on the consequences of period
building preservation projects as the subject matter of the
surrounding discourse. This includes the two projects mentioned
above, both of which exemplified this inherent problem within
building preservation at the National Danish Restoration Seminar
2017 (Krag 2017).

3.14 Endangered cultural
heritage: Egebaksande, one of
the last remaining manor houses
within Thisted Municipality.

3.15 Egebaksande is decaying
rapidly and the manor house
will with great probability be
condemned to demolition
already in 2017.

Urban development and Aarhus Harbour
Cultural heritage in Denmark is contested in a variety of ways.
There exists an overall tendency in planning to eradicate what is
already there, especially the recent past. Exemplifying this, within
the on-going conversion of Aarhus Harbour the obsolete industrial
environment has been completely eradicated, apart from a few
remaining individual buildings listed worthy of preservation. Instead
of considering the harbor as a layered palimpsest, or patchwork of
coexistences – each of which represent a particular era of the historic
of the harbor – the recent history of the large site was alienated
before the implementation of the new harbor plan. With regard to
the Aarhus Harbour, the planning and in particular, its execution in
the hands of the developers, obscured history. Thus, the revitalized
harbor in Aarhus lacks memory of place; the planning somewhat
eradicated the history of the harbor. The few remaining buildings that
have since been restored appear completely detached from their
historical correlations given their radically changing surroundings.
The gradual transformation of the environment has been overruled
by a massive clean-up. Unfortunately, there seems to be a tendency
to do this in strategic planning when performed from a distance.
Municipal top-down planning in Danish rural villages also lacks
recognition of intrinsic intangible values; recognition of such values
necessitates presence onsite.
Another actor in the rapid eradication of history within the urban
areas, is the form of procurement. This relinquishes control to
the developers. In the urban context, the financial interests of
developers contest the cultural heritage, because the properties
in the larger cities represent a higher market value as vacant lots
rather than when fully developed, despite those buildings being
listed worthy of preservation. Transformations and conversions of
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existing buildings are simply more expensive than building from
scratch. As a result, there have been recent Danish cases where
listed buildings have been ultimately condemned to demolition,
either due to an intentionally imposed period of decay through a
lack of maintenance, or due to fire damage.
Endangered built heritage in the rural areas of Denmark
On the contrary, the abandoned buildings and built environments
within rural areas of Denmark suffer from the completely opposite
problem. The low property market value in these regions therefore
results in condemnation.
The tendency to obtain single buildings for conservation only
indicates a need for methods that identify and preserve built
environments as entities on a larger scale. The Danish project
“Kulturmiljøer i Danmarks Yderområder” (Cultural Environments in
the Peripheral Areas of Denmark) seeks to identify and rank built
cultural environments in cooperation with the rural municipalities
in Denmark (Realdania per May 2017).
The following sections will elaborate on how the term “intangible
cultural values” is defined and interpreted within the context of the
emerging research practice, so as to delimit the field of research.

Density and structure of a village

3.16 Bøstrup School on the
Island Langeland has been
abandoned for decades. Despite
a high degree of cultural value it
is condemned to demolition.

The coexistences of the built environment are of paramount
importance for community cohesion. This being so, the state funds
reserved for demolition projects in turn impact on the coexistences
between buildings; the demolitions in village environments
unintentionally create abrupt separations in the coherence of
the village structure. Coherence has evolved over centuries and
constantly adapted to its context, hence bringing the village into a
fragile state of equilibrium.
However, the connectedness goes far beyond the tangible loss
of the continuous line of facades along the main roads of the
rural villages, disrupted by the empty lots that remind one of the
absence of alienated buildings. It may further alter the intangible
structure of the village, in the sense that such intangible entity is
intertwined with the tangible abandoned buildings. According to
Pieter Versteegh, Ph.D., a professor at ESA, Paris, and coordinator
of the AlterRurality research network:
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A village is not just a small settlement: it is
organized in close equilibrium with a territory
– not a surrounding or peripheral one, but one
that it encompasses and embraces with care. It
is a human habitat of the critical size necessary
to guarantee a subsisting social community
(Versteegh 2015, 27).
There is a cost associated with unplugging a building from the
village entity, especially when done by strategic demolitions without
thorough preliminary investigations. This can determine the impact
particularly on the community coherence in which fostered the
local identity. In closing, strategic demolitions may also alter the
social structure of the village.

3.17 The only remains of
Villerslev School after the
demolition in 2013. The
depopulating village has lost its
center and its landmark.

3.18 2016: The empty lot
remains unoccupied three years
after the demolition.

Lost village centers
It is not an uncommon phenomenon that semi-public and public
buildings within rural villages and small towns are the most
threatened, despite generally being of a far better material and
architectural quality than the surrounding buildings. Regardless,
these buildings have often lost their function at an early stage as
a result of centralization of public institutions and closure of minor
industries.
Furthermore, these buildings are often located at the central
intersections in the villages or on the central squares and main
streets in the minor towns; they formerly played a leading role in
the trade and industry of the rural communities before suffering
from loss of function. These buildings leave indefinable non-places
of absence when alienated as a result of the strategic demolitions
(Augé 1995). Thus, such rural villages are left diluted and without
definable centers, to fend for themselves while continuing to
respond to the increasing depopulation.
Two examples of lost village-centers or town-centers within Thisted
Municipality are Villerslev and Hørdum. In Villerslev, the central
public school – which was the object of educational transformation
in Action Generation C – was demolished in April 2013. The school
was a monumental building made of red brickwork and tiles, and
fitted with teak windows. It was inaugurated in 1960 and remained
in a relatively good state of repair until its alienation. Furthermore,
it was the landmark of the village from the nearby main road; due
to scale, architecture, and consistent choice of materials, it was in
a league of its own within the village. Today, four years after the
demolition, the empty site still represents a vacant non-centre
surrounded by the depopulating village that now consists of minor
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buildings in various stages of decay.
On the other hand, Hørdum represents a village in which several
buildings have been condemned to demolition and subsequently
demolished. Today, the village appears diluted; it lacks coherence.
The key issue remains in regards to density and structure. Will the
dilution of the rural villages and small towns in Denmark eventually
cause the entire village structure to collapse? Thus, the Actions
prototyped as part of the counter-practice of radical preservation
also investigate alternative ways for preserving density and
structure of buildings emptied of function. These prototypes are
however, due to limited resources, not yet realized on a larger scale
than single buildings.

Hidden narratives of place

3.19 Three examples within
Thisted Municipality of built
density and structure exchanged
for grass lawns.

The hidden narratives of the place consist of personal fragments
of memories, relating to the building and the place. The key issue
here is, whether the transformed building can act as a catalyst in
the process of revealing these memories, and thus provoke an
exchange among the local people so as to preserve the building in
the collective memory.
The first generation of Actions, Action A, was performed as the
pilot project on educational dissections of abandoned buildings.
Therefore, the complexity and scale of the transformation workshop
have been kept limited; all of the stakeholders in the project wanted
to observe and respond to unknown reactions from the local
community on a small scale, before expanding the boundaries. This
limitation accounted for both the number of participating students
and also for the complexity of the learning objectives. In short,
the learning outcome only encased the physical transformations
of the grocery store, and hence, it was entirely detached from the
surrounding issue of rural depopulation.
However, things resulted differently. The curiosity of the local
community was tempted by the performance of a full-scale
dissection of a 150 years old grocery store on the central square, in
the middle of an historic village.
During the one-week transformation, more than 100 people from
the local community showed up on site and began to contribute
with their own personal narratives. Throughout the workshop
these narratives accumulated and began to illuminate the hidden
history of the grocery store, narrating from different angles. At
the end of the workshop a consistent narrative of the building and
its bearing on the local community was outlined and interpreted.
Overwhelming interest from both local and national news media
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increased the involvement of the local villagers
This thesis will now seek to exemplify the process of constructing
the dominant narrative of a building and a place from various
fragments of personal narratives belonging to former occupants
or relatives, neighbors, and professional relations to these
former occupants. The following is an attempt to briefly outline
the assembled primary narrative of the grocery store. This is an
exception, as the unprocessed fragments of narratives of place in
this thesis – obtained from the Actions D, E, and in particular, F –
appear as samples in the captions.

3.20 Øland: A thirteenth
century manor house in Thisted
Municipality. An example of
lost cultural heritage as well
as narratives of place, as the
buildings were completely
demolished in 2016.

The main narrative of the grocery store in brief
The local news prepared the local community, ahead of the
workshop, by holding an introduction to the upcoming event. This
was an important prerequisite in gaining the confidence of the
local community. In particular, this represented a blue stamp that
prevented locally rooted hostility towards the event. In addition, it
conducted an unintentional path to get the attention of the local
community. This opportunity for interaction was subsequently
integrated into the workshop format; one that originally did not
include interaction with local residents.
During the first days of the transformation workshop, tragic events
behind the empty grocery store were revealed in fragments. First,
an elderly married couple visited, contributing their version of the
grocery store’s narratives. The nearby supermarket had apparently
outmatched the grocery store in the 1980s. The elderly couple
provided a detailed account of the tragic consequences that this
bankruptcy had for the grocer; these specific circumstances are
familiar to the author but have been omitted in respect of privacy.
Nevertheless, the tragic story was from there, compounded.
Other visitors supplemented the narrative of the grocery store by
contributing with their memories of the fate of the grocer’s wife.
During the final day of the transformation workshop, the brother
of the now-deceased widow visited the grocery store. He did not
elaborate upon the sad ending of the grocer couple; “They left
the place in 1987,” he said. To put it differently, the fragments of
the revealed narratives of the place seem to cover a broad range
of nuances. Some of them are expressed as pragmatic fragments
of historical events, whilst others are of a much more emotional
nature. The narratives do not obviously always represent historical
accuracy. However, this may be less important in relation to the
identity of the rural village communities and their sense of self. The
collection of these narrative fragments became like a puzzle, which,
once assembled, represented a sophisticated collage of varying
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relations between local residents, the involved building, and the
place (Krag in Ahrenkiel et al. 2015).
The prevailing narrative of an abandoned building is, in most cases,
related to the recent past. The rational explanation behind this may
be that the dominating narrative has survived through oral tradition
and hence, in most cases, exists in the memories of those first-hand
relations to the people and/or the place whom are still alive. This
includes relatives, friends and former customers. Thus, memories
of the distant past tend to wane, losing details each time they are
handed over. However, latent memories of the distant past seem to
be revealed more easily through radical intervention that reveals
their appurtenant material layers.
Minor narratives linked to materiality
Furthermore, minor independent narratives linked to materiality
are often revealed throughout the transformation process.
As part of the transformation of the grocery store in Action A, a
floorboard with the inscription “Wagner Hansen 1933” was
removed. A father and his ten-year-old daughter visited the site.
Instantly, the father commented on the floorboard; “it was your
great-grandfather, who installed that floor.” This was not an isolated
incident, but a typical example in which transformation – or rather
cutting – as a method, accidentally liberated materiality. This
materiality has subsequently stimulated an exchange of memory
of place. Often such an exchange takes place between different
generations, as in the abovementioned example. Thus, the oral
exchange between generations seems particularly pertinent when
aiming for the preservation of hidden narratives of place, understood
as embedded memories of endangered built environments.
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ACTION GENERATION D: “The controlled Ruin”

This Chapter is concerned with Action Generation D, “the controlled
ruin” strategy. This represents the first of three generations of
research prototypes that have been accordingly implemented at
full scale within three different village settings. Chapters 5 and 6
are concerned with the second and third generations of research
prototypes; namely, Action Generation E and F, respectively.
Action Generation D was formulated by the development
and testing of a long-term transformation strategy, based on
transformation through the partial demolition of abandoned
buildings. This strategy is referred to as “the controlled ruin.” This
Chapter begins by outlining some of the initial assumptions and
thoughts regarding the preconditions for the implementation of the
prototypes. First, the hypothetical incentives and the content of the
preliminary strategy are discussed, including both the embedded
values and the procedure of the strategy used to reveal and activate
these values. Second, this is implemented as research-based
teaching; the immediate and consequential long-term reactions
of the communities involved are elaborated on, alongside the
impact of climate and decay. Introducing examples of international
precedents from the arts, as well as precedents of various types
of abandonment abroad, the emerging research practice is thus
contextualized. Finally, the Chapter concludes with some reflections
on the implemented prototypes and how they have responded to
the contemporary public discourse on the rural transformation
topic.
Density
Building on the presumption that there are in fact tangible, as well
as intangible, cultural values embedded in the abandoned rural
village houses, “the controlled ruin” strategy aims to maintain
the village density and simultaneously catalyze an exchange of
memories. “The controlled ruin” prototype is undertaken as a
partial demolition of the abandoned building. This strategy intends
to enable applicability in the framework of already established and
operating state-funded demolitions.
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In order to maintain density and structure of the rural village, built
fragments such as wall segments, foundations and concrete flooring
are kept as a spatial demarcation of the absent house within the
village-scape. The spatial-material remains of the absent building
are not considered in a permanent nor static state, but rather an
induction of an amplified presence of the abandoned building
towards its complete absence. Thus, “the controlled ruin” strategy
does not offer a permanent solution; it simply facilitates the
transition from presence to absence of the abandoned building, as
a prolonged and neatly curated demolition.
Action Generation D was founded on the transformation of three
single-family houses into prototypes of the emerging counterpractice of radical preservation. Generally speaking, the lack of
density poses a major threat to the depopulating rural villages,
as such villages constitute the primary target of the state-funded
demolition projects . This means that in most cases more than just
a single abandoned building within each affected village is targeted.

4.1 Segesta in Sicily: The
prevailing attitudes towards
ancient ruins are positive
compared to those towards ruins
of the recent past.

Decay
Decay is an integrated parameter within “the controlled ruin”
strategy. The prototypes after the transformation to partial
demolition, are left unaltered in the sense that they will not be
maintained. However, the community is able to re-inhabit the site,
dependent on the ownership status. Predominantly, the abandoned
buildings are requested for demolition by the local municipalities,
though in some cases they are purchased by neighbors. Obviously,
the purpose of, as well as the future scenarios of, “the controlled
ruin” after the implementation will vary due to differing degrees of
public access.
The much-criticized early stages of the ruination process are
eschewed in the “the controlled ruin”, as the materials most
vulnerable to climate, exposure, and vandalism are removed
throughout the transformation process. Hence, the rapid decay
that follows in the aftermath of abandonment is artificially brought
to stagnation, allowing the ruination process to continue on at a
slower pace.
As before mentioned, there is a prevailing positive local attitude
amongst the depopulating rural village communities towards
the existing state-funded demolition projects. This is most likely
because the demolition contributes to the notion that the public
authorities are taking action. Furthermore, the demolition serves as
a clean-up of the unsightly decaying houses. Thus, potential longterm consequences are neglected; the detrimental magnitude of
the absence of these important buildings among the rural village-
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scape is too intangible to grasp.
Decay itself also provides the local community with a boosted
sense of loss that may be responsible for enhancing this positive
attitude towards demolition. The ruination process is the visible
symptom of the downfall of the rural communities and hence,
the ruination points towards an uncertain future. The strategic
demolitions provide certainty and are thus comparable to symptom
management, replacing the decaying abandoned houses with
absence.
Screening for toxic building components
Most of the buildings in the Danish rural villages are built from
bricks and have a pitched roof that was initially covered with tiles.
During the 1970s many of these houses went through a restoration
process, as outlined in Chapter 3; the roof tiles were replaced
with Eternit (fiber-cement boards) that contained asbestos. In
this period, windows were also renewed and the joint filler used
for sealing these often contained PCB (polychlorinated biphenyl).
Likewise, PCB and lead were used in paint and glazing for bathroom
tiles. Therefore, from the outset, screening for such environmental
toxins was included in the preparation for ongoing demolitions.
This was facilitated by the local municipality, as the toxins posed an
environmental threat. The windows, roof, wooden structure, and
cladding were all therefore screened and processed as part of the
partial demolition “the controlled ruin”. By removing the soft tissue
of the buildings in this way, it offered a solution to the toxicity of the
building components. These screenings for environmental toxins
were already an integrated part of the preliminary examinations
of the first educational workshops, as the toxins obviously posed a
potential health risk to the students. Having said that, the Actions
were prolonged due to the transition from short-term educational
workshops to long-term prototypes located in rural villages,
therefore making integration of the screenings even more necessary.
As a consequence, the screening for toxic building components
were, from the beginning, an important integrated parameter
within the planning and execution of the research prototypes. This
also included the future prototypes of Generation E and F, yet the
screening for toxins will not be elaborated on further in the present
thesis.
Exposed materiality as a catalyst for an exchange of memories
By exposing the building’s internal and external relations – as well
as the building’s private history – through material stratification, the
aim of “the controlled ruin” was to stimulate a local exchange of
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memories of the building and the place among the local residents.
As discussed in Chapter 3, utilizing the section as a method to reveal
and understand the built chronology of a house has proven qualities.
In addition, the local people seemed to remember anecdotes of
the past remarkably better when they were onsite and confronted
with the regained materiality of the past that reappeared while
performing the section. Alongside this, the material stratification
created simultaneous links between the different periods, when
rediscovered by the people of the local community. It also triggered
a debate on the merits of the buildings past. On the whole, “the
controlled ruin” sought to explore how inflicted material exposure
within derelict buildings might evidence its hidden potential that
the local community could benefit from in maintaining their local
identity. Specifically, when learning from the educational workshops
there developed a tendency to reconcile the link between revealed
materiality and memory. Generally speaking, local residents with
a relation to specific eras of the abandoned building unleashed
anecdotes instantly once they spotted familiar material layers that
correlated to the scene as it had been during a particular era. This
works similarly to recognition of smells that in turn recall memories
too. The definition of “the controlled ruin” is complex and addresses
barely delimited values, yet it does attempt to handle easily
perceptible matters such as loss of density and cultural heritage at
the same time.
Embedded intangible values
As referred to in Chapter 3, the intangible values embedded in
the abandoned buildings, and as such within the context of the
research, are broadly defined as hidden narratives of the building
and the place. The narratives are comprised of the local community’s
memories of the concerned building and the people who used
to occupy it, as well as how these related to the community they
formed part of.
The narratives often subsist as hermetic fragmentized memories
within the minds of people in the local community. “The controlled
ruin” strategy attempts to catalyze a locally founded dialogue
in which these fragmentized memories can be exchanged
among the local people. To put it differently, the strategy aims to
change the state of these memories from hermetic fragmentized
individual memories, to established and easily accessible collective
memories. The hypothesis is that the strengthened collective
memory will subsequently represent an immaterial preservation
of the abandoned building and the place; an immaterial form
of preservation, which constantly evolves while existing in the
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collective memory. As discussed in Chapter 3, the collective
memory plays a major role in the local identity, and consequently,
it impacts on community cohesion too. The community cohesion
and local sense of self therefore risk sustaining severe damage
from the state-funded demolition projects, particularly if they are
implemented thoughtlessly. As mentioned before, the demolitions
are considered a danger to the intangible values embedded in the
abandoned buildings, yet simultaneously have the potential to
act as the necessary tools in the liberation of narratives and the
subsequent strengthening of the collective memory.
The generation gap shares the responsibility for loss of memories,
though the exchange of memories across generations appears
to be limited nowadays. Regardless, Action F solely focuses on
preservation through a strengthened collective memory and hence,
the collective memory is examined more in-depth in Chapter 6.
One can claim that the more physical loss of density within the
rural built village environment should also be defined as an
intangible value. This is because of the neglect, throughout the
implementation of today’s demolition practice, of such potential
loss’s mere existence. Still, the loss of density becomes manifested
as visible footprints of absent buildings within the rural village
scape. Hence, the loss of density becomes categorized as a semitangible value in the context of this research, partially in line with
the loss of cultural heritage that is seen as worthy of preservation.

Implementation of Action Generation D

4.2 Poggioreale in Sicily: The
section at full scale unleashes
private atmospheres into the
public. It also reveals the history
of the building.

Action Generation D transitioned the practice from an educational
practice to a critical research practice, critiquing the apathy within
public discourse surrounding the potential loss of cultural values.
Inspired by some of the unexpected learning outcomes from the
educational workshops, the practice evolved in a more societal
direction. During the implementation of Action Generation D, the
critical practice came to another crucial crossroad; it began to
change from a strictly linear practice, now beginning to split into
branches as invitations emerged to conduct similar projects outside
the established field lab in Thisted Municipality. Such offspring
of the primary string of the research practice are only touched
briefly elsewhere. In the research process such descendants are
not considered anything more than an indicator of the increasing
impact of the practice.
The implementation of radical building interventions as present
manifestations within the rural villages, has led to a considerably
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more complex structure of workshop format; the interventions, as
part of the research practice, have extended the predetermined
duration from one week to several years. The municipality, in
particular, had serious reservations as they were concerned about
the prolonged public appearance of the transformed buildings – now
defined as research prototypes – and how these would be received
locally. Moreover, the safety issue obviously became a pertinent
and much discussed matter, due to the change of workshop setup toward permanency given the transformed buildings. For these
reasons, negotiation with both the municipality and with private
owners had already been initiated in December 2013 in order to
weigh up the options and balance the expectations of the different
stakeholders.

Research-based teaching
The fourth generation of Actions, Action Generation D, marks the
practice’s transition from being educationally founded to being
embedded in a research context. As a logical consequence, the first
generation of Actions, as a research practice, inherited some of the
frameworks from the educational transformation workshops. Action
Generation D was then implemented as research-based teaching,
and the two later Action Generations E and F, were undertaken as a
professional building project and a theater installation, respectively.
As in the three earlier Action Generations, elaborated on in Chapter
3, the educational aspect of Action Generation D encompassed
four phases: Phase 1: Introduction; Phase 2: Iteration; Phase 3:
Dissection; and Phase 4: Reconstruction. In Phase 1, the research
practice was briefly outlined, making the social context of the
transformation workshop visible to the students. Phase 4 had no
noticeable overlap with this research practice. Phase 2 and Phase
3 however, involved serious overlapping with the research project,
and are consequently elaborated on.
Phase 2: Iteration, was – in a similar manner to the previous
workshops – conducted as an architectural competition in which the
students, in groups of four to six, created draft proposals for both
a “vertical section” and a “horizontal intervention”. The “horizontal
intervention” replaced the sub-interventions from the previous
workshops as described in Chapter 3. By the end of the week, a
committee (directed by the researcher) accessed the proposals
and one for each intervention was chosen and thus refined
for realization. In order to fulfill research goals, the “horizontal
intervention” aimed to be capable of serving a double purpose.
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Firstly, it needed to obviously be an integrated part of the students
learning process so as to avoid students being taken hostage in the
research practice. Secondly, it had to be able to stand alone as a
research prototype, after the student accomplished their task. All
three proposals for the “horizontal intervention” that were selected
for realization within the appurtenant buildings managed to meet
these criteria, and each of them was chosen from a pool of between
seven and ten proposals.
The full-scale plan, named “the horizontal intervention” in the
educational workshop, was undertaken as a horizontal split-level
section. After achieving their educational objectives, the student
returned to Aarhus School of Architecture where the reconstruction
phase concluded the educational workshop. When the students left
the site, the research practice inherited the transformed house.
Subsequently, a demolition crew conducted a partial demolition
by removing the intact half of the building, including the vertical
section. The “horizontal intervention” was therefore all that
remained, and now gained status as a research prototype. In this
way, the “horizontal intervention” became “the controlled ruin”.
At that time is was already decided that only Action D would be
allowed to remain unaltered for an extended period of time (Krag &
Keiding, under publication).
Interplay of research and teaching
The interaction between research and education is a recurrent topic
within higher education (Brew 2003). This section briefly describes
how a model for combined research and education was developed
for Action Generation D.
One fundamental challenge in Action Generation D was the
ability to meet both educational and research goals within one
week of the implementation phase, in March 2014. Alongside
the implementation phase, teaching and research was most often
separated, with a few exceptions. This separation did not hinder
fruitful intersections. For instance, the hidden narratives of the
building revealed by the interaction between students and local
residents became crucial to the research project; an exponent of
local identity and community cohesion. Furthermore, from the
opposite perspective, the educational advantage of the redesign
of the workshop format was that it allowed first year students to
experience both a full-scale vertical section and a full-scale plan of the
transformed building, simultaneously. Drawing plans and sections
as semantic scaled representations is a crucial skill developed in first
year architecture education. The understanding of internal relation
between the plan and the section is constantly developed and
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refined in this period, yet the scaled representations cannot replace
true experience of scale. For this reason, the introduction of a fullscale plan as an enhancement of the educational objectives makes
sense just as much as it does to subsequently utilizing the full-scale
plan as a research prototype. In other words, the balanced interplay
between teaching and research had to be somewhat equal.
Because the emerging research practice has clearly benefitted from
being part of the educational workshops – both through inheriting
the workshop framework, as well as utilizing students’ work in the
longer term – it was crucial to give something back to the students.
Therefore, a lecture and subsequent discussion was arranged
considering the local attitude towards “the controlled ruin”. This
lecture was centered around regular surveys and ad hoc meetings
with local residents and took place half a year after the workshop.
The aim was to provide the students with an insight into the social
impact of “the controlled ruin”, looping back to their prior learning
by providing insights into the long-term effect of the students’
earlier experiences and activities.

“The controlled ruins”: Action D, D1, and D2

4.3 The three buildings
transformed in Action generation
D.

The three prototyped Actions in Generation D involved the
transformation of three single-family houses of different sizes and
states of repair. These abandoned houses were specifically selected
in order to obtain a diverse range of rural village settings in regards
to density and, in consequence, different interaction potentials.
They were chosen from a pool of 15 abandoned houses which
represented the municipality’s list of those houses condemned to
demolition in the fall of 2013. Some houses did not qualify given such
a remote location that they lacked any real interaction potential;
others did not qualify due to the status of ownership. Thus, private
property sometimes causes forced demolitions if the municipality
fails to negotiate mutual terms for condemnation with the owner.
This was the case in three of the 15 condemned houses. These
were not considered suitable due to respecting the privacy of all
parties involved. Given that Action Generation D tested a long-term
strategy, the expected duration of the Actions within Generation D
became another important parameter in the search for qualified
buildings. This expected duration was understood as the period
in which the prototyped action was able to remain unaltered. The
three single-family houses that were selected, became the object
of investigation in the implementation of Action D, Action D1,
and Action D2. All of the Actions constituting Generation D were
implemented March 2014.
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4.4 Table showing the selection
criteria for the buildings
transformed in Action generation
D and E. The 15 buildings
comprised Thisted Municipality’s
list of buildings condemned to
demolition in fall 2013.

Address

Bredgade
79,
7760
Hurup

Bredgade
181,
7760
Hurup

Gadekæret 10,
Sennels,
7700
Thisted

Grønbjerg 4,
Hunstrup,
7700
Thisted

Hedegårdsvej
45,
7755
Bedsted

Hørstedvej 3,
7752
Snedsted

Landevejen 57,
Heltborg,
7760
Hurup

Status
of
ownership

Private

Private

Municipality

Private

Private

Private

Private

Demolition
agreement

Voluntary

Voluntary

No agreement

Forced
demolition

Voluntary

Voluntary

Voluntary

Context
density/
situation

High
density:
Mainstreet

High
density:
Mainstreet

Intermediate:
Center of
village

Solitary

Intermediate/low
density:
Village

Local
interaction potential

High

High

Medium

Very low

Medium

Duration
of
transformation

Long:
Several
years

Long:
More than
2 years

Short:

Short

Short

Toxic
building
components

Asbestos
PCB?

PCB?

Asbestos
PCB?

Asbestos
PCB?

Selected
for:
Action E

Selected
for:
Action D1
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Hørstedvej 3,
7752
Snedsted

Landevejen 57,
Heltborg,
7760
Hurup

Møgelvej
87,
Sundby,
7752
Snedsted

Mølbakvej,
Hørdum,
7752
Snedsted

Nyhåbsvej 1,
Hørdum,
7752
Snedsted

Snedstedvej 136,
7752
Snedsted

Stagstrup
Skolevej
1, 7752
Snedsted

Stenbjergvej
66,
7752
Snedsted

Todbølvej
32,
Todbøl,
7700 Thisted

Ydbyvej
33,
7770
Vestervig

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Municipality

Private

Private

Private

Voluntary

Voluntary

Voluntary

Voluntary

Forced
demolition

Voluntary

Voluntary

Voluntary

Voluntary,
March 1st
2014

Voluntary

Solitary

Intermediate/low
density:
Village

Intermediate/low
density:
Village

Solitary

Low density:
Next to
church

Intermediate
density:
Village

Solitary

Solitary

Very low

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium/
low

Medium

Very low

Very low

Short

Short

Short

Short

Long:
More than
2 years

Short:

Short:

Short

Asbestos

Asbestos
PCB?

Asbestos
PCB?

Asbestos
PCB?

Asbestos
PCB?

Selected
for:
Action D2

Selected
for:
Action D

Asbestos
PCB?
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Action D1
Action D1 involved the transformation of a large single-family
house from the late 1920s. Action D1 was influenced by the Bedre
Byggeskik movement. The building was situated on the main street
in Hurup, the second largest town in Thisted Municipality. Hurup
has a population of approximately 2.800. The house selected was
comprised of red brickwork, orientated towards the street, and had
a pitched roof gable. It appeared in a relatively good state of repair
with a high degree of original substance, apart from the ceiling
and the windows which were probably updated in the 1970s. The
neighboring family, who wanted to extend their garden, brought
the building up for demolition. Furthermore, the demolition of
the abandoned house would, from their perspective, hinder the
unsightly progressing process of decay or prevent unscrupulous
slumlords renting out the worn-out house to socially marginalized
people. In the beginning, the family showed a keen interest in the
idea of transforming their newly gained property into a controlled
ruin and willingly accepted participation within the doctoral
research for a two year period. Following this, however, the family
began to have doubts about the entailed long-term obligations,
particularly in considering the inevitable forthcoming decay of the
prototype. Over time, the reservations of the owners extended
to the municipality as well. Eventually, an agreement was made
that Action D1 was to be prototyped only as an example of “the
controlled ruin” strategy. Therefore it was demolished shortly after
the implementation. Meanwhile, an agreement was made regarding
Action D, which could now remain for at least a one-year period
and hence, took over as the key Action within Generation D. It was
no longer necessary to insist on the original agreement of Action
D1. Such insistence may have instilled a negative attitude among
local residents towards the research project and, in the worst case
scenario, a negative attitude among the municipality as well. In
summary, Action D1 only produced an example of “the controlled
ruin” strategy given its short duration. The limited presence of
the prototyped Action in the village-scape did not induce obvious
responses among the local community. The interaction between
students and the local community during the transformation
workshop was furthermore impeded due to a tight schedule, as
fulfilling the prototype required more attention from the students
than expected.

4.5 Action D1: The building
before and after the
transformation in March 2014.
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4.6 Action D2: The unaltered
building in February 2014.

ACTION GENERATION D: “The controlled Ruin”
Action D2
In contrast to Action D1, Action D2 involved the transformation
of a tiny single-family house dating back to mid 19th century. The
house was the oldest in the village of Sundby with a population of
approximately 300, and was located on the main street. During the
last 150 years, the building had undergone several transformations
and extensions. By late fall 2013, it had been vacant for some years;
the previous owners had moved out and now lived in a nearby
nursing home. The house appeared in a poor state of repair, and
was now owned by a local resident who had settled a demolition
agreement with the municipality. He intended to use the empty
lot, subsequent to the demolition, as a vegetable garden similar
to an allotment. Therefore, Action D2 was bound by similar time
parameters as Action D1, and thus it was only capable of providing
an exemplar prototyped strategy, given that a local response to
the long-term effect of ruination was not possible. However, the
location on the main street provoked an overwhelming range of
immediate reactions from the local community as well as the press
throughout the entire transformation period itself. The newspaper
“Thisted Dagblad” published an article based on an interview with
two sisters and their brother, who used to live in the house.
A month ahead of the transformation workshop, the siblings
became engrossed given the activity around their former home;
one of them contacted the others and their parents, the previous
owners. Students therefore interviewed the parents during the
implementation of Action D2, given that they possessed valuable
knowledge understood as narratives of the place. Such narratives,
in most cases, helped to connect the loose ends that gradually
emerged while uncovering the materiality and spatiality of their
home. When asked about her feelings in regard to the brutal
transformation of her childhood home, the oldest daughter (in
her fifties) answered, “This I really like, it is as if the students do
our childhood home credit before it disappears. The subsequent
demolition, on the other hand, is an entirely different matter which I
will avoid witnessing” (translated from Danish by author; an original
letter is available as illustration at page 449). The sudden awakening
through radical intervention, before complete eradication, is
similar to rites of passage. The question is whether it is possible
to differentiate between narratives in human life and narratives
of a building and the place. It is a reasonable assumption that an
intertwined coexistence of immaterial narratives and their material
counterparts does exist. In other words, the narratives impact on
their physical surroundings as well as those physical surroundings
impact on the narratives; they are deeply embedded in each other.
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4.7 Action D2: The transformed
building in March 2014.
Tove (former occupant): “It
has been such a pleasure to
follow the transformation of
our childhood home. The last
three years, the house has
been a disgrace. However, I
am not looking forward to
the demolition. It somehow
eradicates my childhood.”
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Action D, “the controlled ruin” at the church

First floor

Second floor

Section

4.8 Action D (the key Action of
generation D): The unaltered
building in February 2014.

Action D was implemented in a single-family house in the
Snedsted, a village with a population of approximately 1.200.
This Action allowed subsequent surveys and interaction with the
local community. An agreement with the local Parish Council and
Thisted Municipality was settled, allowing the prototype to remain
unaltered for at least a one-year period. This duration period has
now been indefinitely prolonged. The implementation of Action D,
as well as the subsequent surveys, is elaborated on further than
the other Actions of Generation D. This is because it comprises
the crux of the matter concerning “the controlled ruin” strategy
and represents the key Action of its generation. In short, Action D
provided an insight into the long-term effects of the prototype, the
local attitude towards it, and how the community it was embedded
within acted upon and revitalized it.
The implementation of Action D comprised of a transformation
of the former home of the sexton, who served at the adjacent
cemetery. Action D was therefore carried out on a controversial
site, as it was located close to the medieval church; the pride of
the village. It is hard to establish how old the original house actually
was, as it – similarly to Action D2 – had been the object of a number
of transformations. However, it was most likely dated back to
the latter half of the 19th Century. The house appeared overall as
well maintained. Albeit, the Parish Council had condemned it to
demolition, as the building from their point of view led the attention
away from the church.
The abandoned house itself only displayed a few signs of its
original state. Alterations had over time replaced the pitched
roof with a second floor. Subsequently, a living room and a foyer
with a flat roof at ground level were added. As a result of the
many alterations, the former sexton’s house appeared as a hybrid
construction before the implementation of Action D in March 2014.
The material composition comprised of brickwork, cement boards,
steel, and wood. As the alterations were over time represented
within the material composition, it seemed reasonable to expose
this broad variety of materials in the prototype of Action D, “the
controlled ruin” at the church. The remains of the second floor
were not qualified to be included in the prototype, however, due
to its toxic components. Thus, cement board cladding and roof
containing asbestos covered the second floor. In addition, the risk
of occupational hazard increased with the height of the prototype
and the fact that the structure was to be left incomplete. As a
consequence, the radical transformation would appear open
and more vulnerable to the force of the wind. Therefore, “the
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controlled ruin” strategy made use of reduced walls and floor
segments to overcome the challenges of inhibited structure, and
to prevent fall accidents. The students’ draft proposal for the
horizontal intervention was chosen for realization, as it – alongside
its educational qualities – complied well with the demands of the
“the controlled ruin” prototype. First, the proposal represented the
full length of the building. Furthermore, it involved exposing most
alterations within the building. This additionally solved a practical
problem; a retaining wall at the rear end of the building could be
sustained so as to support the elevated neighboring cemetery. All
things considered, the fact that the retaining wall had to either be
replaced or left intact throughout demolition process, comprised
a strong argument that convinced the owners (the local Parish
Council) to commit themselves to be involved in the future of “the
controlled ruin” prototype at their church.

4.9 The unaltered blue bathtub
in February 2014 that later on
played a crucial role in the local
debate.

4.10 The following page: The
implementation of Action D in
March 2014.

The local comprehension of the conception of embedded narratives
As an unexpected advantage for the research project, the
Chairman of the Parish Council as well as the rural Dean showed an
overwhelming enthusiasm and interest from the outset, particularly
regarding the potential social impact of research practice. At a
parish meeting in Snedsted, February 2014 – one month before
the execution – the Chairman of the Parish Council compared the
intention of “the controlled ruin” prototype to the old saying “the
walls talk” (translated into English by author). This was used by a local
retired pastor, arguing for visits to the homes of deceased people
in preparation of the burial speech. The intertwined conception of
materiality and narratives of the place is apparently not entirely
new, and appears to be widespread throughout rural society. A
more secular notion of narratives as being embedded in materials
might even help “the controlled ruin” prototype to be accepted
as something more than merely another attempt to implement
an introvert artistic project; one completely detached from its
communal village context. As such, the prototype intended in the
long term to find as much common ground as possible, obviously
aiming to be an integrated part of the community concerned.
Since the implementation of Action D, the Chairman of the Parish
Council has voluntarily acted a mediator between the local residents
and the researcher. This locally rooted proponent for the research
has been an undoubtedly unique benefit for the research, navigating
the practice through the inevitable obstacles over the past three
years. In many cases, the Chairman has reported back on the local
attitudes towards the prototype at the church, and contributed
further by advising and facilitating meetings and a parish evening.
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In the case of Action D, and later in Action E, it seemed that the key
way to assimilate into the local community was through the Parish
Council, or through volunteers in the charity organizations run by
the parish. Despite their religious foundation, these organizations
never tried to influence the research practice in a spiritual direction.
Perhaps the local parishes willingly participate and contribute
because they see the research practice’s basic humanistic core of
relevance to society and of an implicit benefit in their own contested
village communities.

4.11 Action D after the
architectural students left the
site. The pre-stage of “the
controlled ruin” is visible on the
left.

4.12 “The controlled ruin” fully
implemented, as the demolition
contractor has demolished the
intact half of the building. March
2014.

The appearance of Action D, “the controlled ruin ”at the church
The physical appearance of Action D was comprised by a horizontal
composition of reduced walls and concrete floor segments, each
of which represented various materials and ages. Paint or tiles in
different colors covered some of these walls and floor remnants,
whilst some of the newer walls from the 1960s were in yellow
brickwork. The former sexton’s house – perceived as a spatial
material experience – represents a sequence of the building’s
private history. Action D was not visible from the cemetery, as the
latter was elevated about three meters at its intersection with the
retaining wall of the prototype. In short, the prototype was located
on the edge of the plateau, which constituted the domain of the
medieval church and the cemetery. After implementation in March
2014, when observed clockwise from the parking lot with the
church on the left, the historic sequence of the prototype began
with a yellow brick wall originating from the living room, which
was probably added to the main house in the 1960s. This wall was
joined with an inner wall of the original building and covered with
plaster and white paint. In the background, the higher retaining wall
leaning against the cemetery framed the composition of remains.
It was covered in white painted plaster and built as a hybrid of
concrete blocks and bricks; it represented the back wall of the main
building, the foyer, and the garage. Thus, it contained three periods
of the building’s material history. In the middle of the composition,
the blue bathroom – probably built as part of the foyer in the 1970s
– created a striking contrast against the residual constellation of
wall fragments. Despite its public exposure, the blue bathroom still
created an intimate space because of its smaller scale. With the
bright light blue tiles, it manifested itself as the anchorage point
of the completed prototype. Still, the representation changed over
time as the effects of climate and decay altered both color and
material composition. The impact of such climate and decay are
elaborated on further in the subsequent sections (Krag in Verbeke
2014, 55-62).
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Interpretations
transformation

4.13 The appearance of the
blue bathtub (April 2014) caused
instant reactions from the
surrounding village
community.
Parish council chairman (Oktober
2014): “We have now had some
experiences with “the controlled
ruin”. Can it be demolished
now?”
Woman visitor: “What do you
think of your previous home
being treated like that?”
Former owner replies: “As long
as I got my money, they can do
whatever they want!”

of

abandoned

buildings

through

“The controlled ruins” of Action Generation D were all based on
partial demolitions. This allowed a precisely curated formation of
remnants to remain. These curated remnants primarily consisted
of the foundations and reduced brick walls, as the removal of
lighter structures and toxic building components was crucial so as
to prevent the long term occupational hazards or environmental
risks. However, “the controlled ruin” represents interpretations of
the abandoned buildings – as they all emerge from the process of
partial demolition – in which they are translated into another mode.
These interpretations are intended to expose the private history of
the building.
Most of the interpretations assumed the shape of modernistic
constellations of wall fragments and flooring elements. The tectonics
of brickwork might have dictated this modernistic touch to some
degree, as the bricklayers are separated easily in the horizontal
joints. Moreover, the internal matter of taking a certain direction
in shaping the translations of the abandoned building into “the
controlled ruins”, might – either knowingly or unknowingly – arrive
from contemporary contagion from the mindset of the practitioner. It
is the practitioner who decides where and how to reveal and remove
certain aspects during the intervention process. In these subjective
decisions, the constructs of the interpretation begin. Some spatialmaterial properties of the building will eventually be eradicated and
vanish, whilst others will be emphasized and revealed. This is not
overly different from conventional Danish building preservation,
where buildings are often restored in line with the practitioner’s
vision of that building at a certain era. To put it differently, one
can also understand traditional building preservation practice as a
series of interpretations or representations. Professor and Director
of Historic Preservation at GSAPP, Colombia NY, Jorge Otero-Pailos,
articulated that “monuments are over time turning into copies of
themselves” (Otero-Pailos 2015, iii). Buildings exist in flux; they
are constantly changing and contested as a result of influence by
their occupants, the surrounding community, their environment,
and climate conditions. Over time, they become partially or
completely replaced with copies of themselves. Older buildings can
be understood as products of the events over their entire lifespan.
The later generations of Actions can also be considered physical
interpretations of the abandoned buildings. Similarly to “the
controlled ruin” strategy, they search for historical truth – though
an interpreted spatial-material historical truth – through applied
radical building transformations (Krag 2014).
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4.14 The Parish Evening
in January 2015 disclosed
completely opposed attitudes
towards Action D. The age of the
participants ranged between
35-90.
Anne Grete: “How will it end for
us out here? Will the current
situation ever change?”
Woman member of the parish
council: “I really don’t care much
for the blue tiles. In my opinion
they are so ugly. The blue
bathtub is visible from almost a
kilometers distance.”
Anne Grete’s husband replies:
“What are you afraid of? Why
don’t you look in the other
direction then? Why not let it
(Action D) stay for the next five
years, until it is replaced by the
new workshop facilities? It may
be to the benefit of our region.
I think we should visit the ruin
more often.”
Woman sexton: “Are we allowed
to undertake alterations of
“the controlled ruin” by adding
green plants in like manner as
a remains of monastery? The
blue bathtub could be used as a
flower bed.”
Parish council chairman: “A
retired priest from here always
wanted to visit the home of the
deceased person in relation to
the funeral. He claimed that “the
walls are eager to speak” and
thus, reveal the narratives of the
deceased person.”

ACTION GENERATION D: “The controlled Ruin”
A debate on the merits of privacy

Unexpectedly, Action D provoked a debate on the merits of privacy
among the local residents. Originally, the central bathroom,
including a bathtub covered with light blue tiles, was one of the
most private spheres of the building when it was still in function.
Now however, it was completely exposed to the public and visible
almost a kilometer in the distance. The reverse of private and public
portrayed the blue bathtub as a focal point in the new interpretation
of the former sexton’s house. This was simply due to the fashion
and vibrant choice of bathroom tiles decades before.
A distribution of narratives concerning the building, the people
who lived there, and the place is triggered when the private past
becoming the present. During fall 2014, the local attitude towards
Action D took a turn for the worse. The blue bathtub intimidated a
member of the Parish Council, whilst others thought “the controlled
ruin” represented an underserved honor to the deceased people
who used to occupy the former sexton’s house. Furthermore,
a small group of local residents simply did not appreciate the
aesthetics of the unfamiliar modernistic manifestation of “the
controlled ruin”. The abrupt change from private to public was
seemingly too overwhelming for the local community. On the
other hand, the shock created by the brutal intervention caused
an awakening of the local community, and subsequently, this shock
likely increased the number of reactions as well as the exchange of
hidden narratives of the place (Krag 2016, 147–154).
To obviate these criticisms, a parish evening was organized to equip
the local community with a forum to address their questions and
criticism regarding “the controlled ruin” at the church. This was
held in cooperation with the Parish Council in January 2015. The
parish evening facilitated a research presentation and subsequent
discussion in which sought to contextualize the prototype at
the church through the use of international precedents of rural
transformation. Transformation strategies with an integrated decay
parameter were outlined and discussed bringing in examples from
Ruhr District in Germany.
The fact that the local community was enabled to have a voice
and act on Action D positively changed the local attitude towards
the researcher and prototype. Suggestions were then discussed
regarding how the prototype could be utilized or re-inhabited
for recreational purposes. Particularly, the conceptions of the
picturesque ruin gained a hearing, as it probably referred to wellknown images. These images are potentially more in line with the
local comprehension of art and architecture than the hermetic
modernistic re-manifestation of the former sexton’s home, just
as Action D was to the local community. Bearing this in mind, the
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In the following pages
enlargements of the ruination
sequence on this spread are
brought as close-ups of the blue
bathtub.
4.15 Action D: 04.01.2014.

4.16 Action D: 03.10.2015.
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establishment of “The Danish Art Foundation” originally gave rise
to the expression “Rindalisme,” which originates from the 1960s.
This expression represented a nationwide counter-movement
to abstract and modern art (Sørensen 2016). One may get the
impression that the global contemporary focus on sustainability has
inflicted the idea of a green wash in regards to Action D, causing
the added green plants and not a romantic monastery garden or
something similar. Conversely, the debate concerning sustainability
and green-wash seemingly remains in the background among the
residents of the rural areas of Denmark, as it has been suppressed
by the all-pervading traces of abandonment and their urgent call
for acute action.

The aspect of time; seasonal change and decay
4.17 Action D: 03.26.2015.

4.18 Action D: 08.21.2015.

4.19 Action D: 01.14.2016.

4.20 Action D: 06.01.2016.

4.21 Action D: 07.29.2016.

4.22 Action D: 01.23.2017.

Despite the local community having adopted a more positive
attitude towards the prototyped Action D, it subsequently faced
the consequences of its first Danish winter. The effects of frost
erosions scarred the prototype, thus significantly softening the
previously rigorous modernistic designed edges of walls. Some of
the walls made of hollow bricks turned into piles of rubble, whereas
walls of concrete and massive brickwork proved more resilient
towards the climate. This was expected, as well as the immediate
reaction from the local community. Even though Action D had been
subject to criticisms in some circles because of its aesthetics, it was
still regarded as a clean and tidy place. In contrast, some of the
vulnerable parts had turned into rubble in less than two months.
This happened in the period between January and March 2015.
However, the newly organized parish evening may have convinced
the local community that somebody would take action, and this
actually happened on the initiative of the sexton and the Parish
Council. They took the “the controlled ruin” into their care, adding
to it and re-furnishing it. This will be elaborated upon in the next
section. Since the impacts of the first winter, the process of decay
has only caused minor damage to the prototype; the process has
categorically decreased.
As mentioned before, decay resulting from the impacts of climate
has changed the material composition and appearance of the
prototype. Layers of plaster, tiles, and paint proved to be resilient to
the climate, whereas the others were exfoliated during the winter.
This changed both the composition of the prototype’s color and
textures, as the climate induced a natural material excavation of
the prototype. This excavation exposed the history of the building
in a similar manner as the section, which was initially utilized as
a transformation method to reveal the building’s private history.
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In the following pages
enlargements of the seasonal
sequence on this spread are
brought as pictures at landscape
scale.
4.23 Action D: 02.11.2014.

4.24 Action D: 04.01.2014.

4.25 Action D: 03.10.2015.

4.26 Action D: 06.01.2015.

4.27 Action D: 07.23.2015

4.28 Action D: 01.14.2016.

4.29 Action D: 06.01.2016.

4.30 Action D: 01.23.2017.
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Nevertheless, the excavation operates perpendicular to the
section, and is consequently capable of uncovering larger surfaces
of texture in contrast to the section which is limited by its cutting
edges. The section, however, is capable of exposing the building’s
material stratification contemporaneously, whereas the natural
excavation most frequently only reveals one layer at the time.
During the first winter, the natural excavation process took off
paint, tiles, and plaster, layer by layer, as frost erosion accelerated.
It even claimed some hollow brick walls thus resulting in substantial
alterations to the implemented prototype. It is beyond all doubt
that all of the conditions for a rapid ruination process are present
in the Danish context, in contrast with both southern European
countries and northern Scandinavia. During winter in Denmark,
the temperature constantly fluctuates around zero degrees Celsius.
This fluctuation in temperature makes perfect conditions for frost
erosion of brickwork, and decay of wooden structures; particularly
in unheated buildings such as the investigated abandoned houses.
In simpler terms, the ruination of buildings in Denmark is rapid.
This also influences the impact of managed ruination in regards
to Action D and other similar cases, as the transformed buildings
influence the local attitude. Due to the severe impact of climate in
the Danish context, in contrast to building culture in for instance
the United States, most houses transformed as part of the research
practice originate from the time period between 1890 and 1960,
in which brickwork dominated the material composition in general.
Thus, the expected lifespan and durability of these buildings was
originally much longer compared to those built in the United States.
Such properties influence how the ruination process proceeds.
The seasonal change
On the landscape scale, composition changes instantly due to the
seasonal cycle. The old sexton’s house, positioned as an interpreted
representation of its alter ego, held an extraordinary position
amongst the surrounding landscape. The dualistic relationship with
the medieval church had been amplified as a consequence of an
increased visibility from the main road and the church’s parking
lot. This was caused by the partial demolition that formed the
prototype. Thus, the exposure of the rich colors of the interior
created a much more contrasting appearance when compared to
the building prior to the transformation. Furthermore, seasonal
changes also impacted severely on the visibility of Action D. When
Action D was first implemented in the early spring 2014, visibility
from a distance was particularly high, due to defoliation of the
surrounding trees. This supremely visible and newly gained dualistic
constellation between church and research prototype caused an
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enlargements of the
transformation sequence on this
spread are brought.
4.31 Action D: 04.01.2014.

4.32 Action D: 03.10.2015.
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increased public awareness, given that the medieval church was –
and still is – the landmark and the pride of the village. Conversely,
it appeared that when the surrounding trees came into leaf, they
incidentally created an intimate space in the garden of the former
sexton’s house, as the public exposure decreased rapidly and the
dualistic relation to the medieval church vanished. Then again, after
defoliation and during winter, “the controlled ruin” momentarily
disappears as a result of snowfall. In “the controlled ruin”, on a
landscape scale, the seasons act as a theater curtain of sorts (Krag
2017). The seasons also impact the spaces of the prototype at a
human scale; traces of the old garden such as the rose bed and
flowers flourish during summer inviting people to stop by, both
from the nearby main road and the neighboring cemetery.

“The controlled ruin” re-inhabited
4.33 Action D: 06.01.2015.

4.34 Action D: 01.14.2016.

4.35 Action D: 03.03.2016.

4.36 Action D: 06.01.2016.

4.37 Action D: 01.23.2017.

In spring 2015, the sexton affiliated to the neighboring cemetery
cleaned up “the controlled ruin”, adding green plants. Moreover,
the Parish Council furnished the prototype with two sets of tables
and benches. From this point, Action D moved towards the concept
of the classic ruin as known from the romantic period. In addition,
at this stage the ruination process began to slow down. The added
romantic cloak and re-furnishing, at the initiative of the local
community, changed the status of the prototype. The remnants of
the original sexton’s house were now re-vitalized as a recreational
addition to the cemetery; the prototyped Action D acting as the
catalyst for this transition. To put it differently, “the controlled
ruin” strategy did not suggest any particular new program for
the transformed building, as the initial reasoning behind the
transformation was obviously loss of function. However, the
prototype left the opportunity to the local community to re-inhabit
the space. This locally facilitated revitalization has not prevented an
exchange of memories of the building and the place. Conversely,
it has increased the number of visitors and consequently the
potential too, for further exchange. The local community’s attitude
towards Action D at the church changed in a positive direction, as
the criticisms according to the sexton diminished following the local
community-driven revitalization (March 2016). The picturesque
conceptions acknowledged within the romantic period as an
intellectual movement appraising the ruins as valued markers in
the landscape, is seemingly inconsistent with the notion of ruins in
the depopulating communities within rural Denmark. Nonetheless,
images of the romantic ruin surrounded by green plants and its
monastery gardens filled with herbs, are well known. Furthermore,
they represent a separation from both a distant and vanished past
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4.38 Action D in the early
summer 2016.
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that is detached from the rural problems, and a dismal future in
which the contemporary ruins are deemed the symptom. To put
it differently, the romantic cloak, initiated by the community itself,
may establish a less intimidating situation for the local residents,
softening the prosaic aspects of abandonment and contemporary
decay within the rural village-scape (Hill 2016).
The prototype wearing the romantic cloak has now subsisted for
more than two years, and there is – at the time of writing – no
extensive alterations planned, although the prototype at some
point may be replaced with a built extension of the workshop
facilities to the cemetery. This was in fact the original plan when
the Parish Council bought the former sexton’s house. However, such
a project still lacks funding and has consequently been postponed
indefinitely. In the meantime, the sexton mows the lawn on a
regular basis and takes responsibility for the basic maintenance of
“the controlled ruin” at the church (Krag 2017).
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Action Generation D contextualized to precedent places
The concept of having integrated decay parameters around
preservation strategies is not an entirely new invention (Cramer
and Breitling 2007); nor are radical interventions undertaken within
abandoned houses. A contextualization of Action Generation D and
especially Action D is thus attempted. Such contextualization is
achieved through comparison with the enormous spent industrial
extraction plants from Ruhr District, Germany, that have now been
revitalized as recreational landscape parks. Compounding this, the
thesis uses the three differentiated strategies undertaken in ruinous
villages in Sicily that suffered from a devastating earthquake in 1968.
The notion of the ruin, in regards to Action D as perceived at the
landscape scale, is touched on briefly in this Chapter. A wider
discussion is embarked upon, examining the historic role of the
ruin and, in particular, its recurrent appearance as an object of
fascination, from 18th Century romanticism to today’s ruin cult.
Furthermore, the Danish anxiety towards decay in rural villages is
unfolded within the section “From anxiety towards ruins to the act
of appropriation” in Chapter 7, also concerning Action Generation
E and F. The contextualization concludes with some reflections on
Action D, perceived as an interpreted palimpsest at the landscape
scale.

Revitalized Extraction plants in Ruhr District in Germany
[visited in fall 2014]
The spent industrial extractions plants of the Ruhr district in
Germany cover an enormous area; most often these include
highly polluted wastelands or brownfields, which are currently
undergoing a re-naturalization process. In addition, the scale of
the built environments of these refinement factories implies that
gentrification in its conventional form was never an option. Despite
this, a conversion of these ruinous industrial behemoths into
landscape parks was initiated by the federal state administration,
Nordrhein-Westfalen, and implemented during the late 1990s.
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Thus, Zeche Zollverein – previously Europe’s largest coal extraction
plant – now represents one of the main attractions on the “Route
der Industriekultur”; a thematic tourist route connecting the
abandoned industrial compounds (Braae 2003). Since 2001, Zeche
Zollverein has featured on UNESCO’s World Heritage List.
Zeche Zollverein constitutes a hybrid, in which a recreational layer
has compounded the existing industrial facilities now devoid of
function. Thus, the mutual subsistence of both the ruinous plants
and the recreational revitalization is dependent on the common
benefit of this symbiotic relationship (Krag 2017). The industrial
ruins are preserved to some degree, although they are enabled
to continue in a somewhat managed ruination process. Their
scale, their history, the pollution, and their material durability in
itself, provides a sort of protection against demolition, climate,
and oblivion. Considering this, the ruination process can go on for
centuries, before they disappear. In summary, the ruination process
will not become an obstacle for the enhanced recreational program
before the obsolescence of the program itself. Conversely, the
ruination may even act to reinforce the narrative of the historical
notions of the past extractions, as the ruination emphasizes the
concept of transition.
In Zeche Zollverein, the recreational layer is visible through various
interventions. For instance, at the landscape scale, the deserted
railway tracks are converted into footpaths that link the different
areas of the plant. Thus, the original flow of the coal refining process
has become staged. The preservation of the buildings are subject to
a hierarchical approach, as some buildings are re-programmed and
therefore maintained, while others are left to decay. The scale of
the compound hinders in itself, a full preservation, as noted earlier.

4.1.1 Ruinous blast furnace in
Duisburg Nord, Ruhr district,
Germany, fall 2014.

Action D, “the controlled ruin” at the church and Zeche Zollverein
When comparing Action D to the ruinous industrial plants in Ruhr
district, the recreational dimension – as added to the existing
obsolete aspect – is striking in its ability to allow access, as well as
its justification for existence. The interventions appear minimalistic,
due to the enormous scale of the industrial complex. Beyond the
differences in scale and the nature of the original program, Action
D and Zeche Zollverein share a managed ruination and recreational
program. In Action D, the ruination process was initially accelerated
to eschew the early stages of decay that pose a potential danger
to both people and the surrounding environment. The continued
ruination was subsequently allowed, thus triggering the local
community to re-inhabit the site and introduce the recreational
romantic cloak; whereas, the recreational layer in Zeche Zollverein
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of illustrations on this spread are
brought.

4.1.2 A managed ruination
process in the former coalmine
Zeche Zollverein, Ruhr district in
Germany, fall 2014.

4.1.3 Detail: Duisburg Nord,
Ruhr district, Germany, fall 2014.

4.1.4 Duisburg Nord revitalized
as landscape park, Ruhr district,
Germany, fall 2014.
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was initiated by the federal state administration .
In “Route der Industriekultur”, an inevitable ruination process has
been integrated as part of the preservation strategy, and hence,
it takes part in the programmatic conversion for recreational
purposes. The scale of the actual implementation of the industrial
conversions in Ruhr district, at a strategic level, also draws parallels
to the possible future application of strategies that concern the
widespread abandonment of rural villages in Denmark (Krag 2017).
To sum up, the revitalization or preservation relies, in both cases,
on newly introduced programs that include a recreational aspect, in
which integrated decay plays a deliberately fundamental role.

Radical preservation of three mountain villages in
Western Sicily [visited in fall 2014]
In January 1968, a severe earthquake struck the Belice Valley in
Western Sicily, and at least twelve mountain villages were damaged,
several being severely so. The devastating event left the three
mountain villages – Gibellina, Salaparuta, and Poggioreale – in
ruins, as they were located closest to the epicenter. However, all
three were rebuilt on safer ground in the Valley despite some of
the funds for the rebuilding project being apparently expended by
Sicilian Mafia.
In contextualizing Action D, the remains of the three ruinous
mountain villages are relevant because each of them represents
a differentiated strategy of radical preservation. Furthermore, the
implementation of each differentiated strategies was undertaken
almost simultaneously, given that they were necessitated by the
same natural disaster.
Today, nearly fifty years later, the outcome of the preservation
strategies is strikingly diverse. Thus, they pose a rare opportunity
for a mutual comparison of three diverse strategies implemented
at the same time and in the same region. The potency of this
opportunity is compounded by their relevance, from the perspective
of the emerging research practice, in establishing alternatives
to the ongoing rural transformation in Denmark. Nevertheless,
it is important to take into account the resemblances and
differences between Western Sicily and the rural areas in Denmark,
when drawing parallels to the Danish villages that suffer from
abandonment. The mechanisms of the slow-paced abandonment
and ruination of Danish rural villages caused by a decline in
employment are somewhat different to the sudden depopulation
the mountain villages in the Belice Valley caused by the earthquake.
Furthermore, exposure to climate has different consequences in the
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two settings; frost erosion in the Danish climate tends to accelerate
the ruination process, in contrast to the warmer Sicilian climate,
compounded by divergences in building culture and particularly
in the material composition of buildings. However, despite these
obvious differences, there are several resemblances too.
First of all, the mountain villages in the Belice Valley can provide
helpful insight into the process of implementation of strategies
for radical preservation at village scale, and the consequences of
such. This may in itself contribute a wider perspective for Action
Generation D, “the controlled ruin” strategy, if it is to be translated
from individual prototyped Actions into a strategic tool intended for
village entities. Moreover, the Danish rural villages and the Sicilian
mountain villages have in common their agricultural origin as well
as their similar sizes (Krag 2016b).
Developing on surveys carried out by the author in fall 2014, the
strategies implemented in Gibellina, Salaparuta, and Poggioreale are
outlined briefly in the subsequent sections, seeking to contextualize
Action Generation D “the controlled ruin” strategy. Gibellina Nuova,
the rebuilt Gibellina is specifically discussed in Chapter 5, as it
relates to the embedding of fragments of the past within a new
built environment, which is the main concept of Action E, “the reencoded remnant.”

Gibellina: A sarcophagus for the entire mountain village

4.1.5 Alberto Burri’s monument
of Gibellina, fall 2014.

The preservation of the ruins of Gibellina have indisputably been the
primary focus amongst the three mountain villages. This is due to
artist, Albergo Burri’s imposing monument made of white concrete
and dating back to the 1980s. The monument consists of a oneand-a-half meter extrusion of the footprint of the original buildings,
which were destroyed in the earthquake. The entirety of those
remnants from destroyed buildings was encased in the concrete
extrusions. Thus, these concrete volumes replaced the buildings,
and the grid of streets was kept clear, preserving the spatiality of
the past. The spatial experience of Gibellina was reestablished,
yet the height of the extruded footprints allowed the spectator to
get an overview of the reconstructed mountain village as a whole.
Gibellina’s location on a mountain slope allows for excellent visibility
in the contrasting Sicilian landscape. From a distance, it appears as a
glacier due to the extent of it (Oswalt et al. 2006, 110).
In his work, Burri created both a monument of a mountain village,
as well as a sepulchral monument of the victims claimed by the
earthquake. On the whole, the Gibillina monument constitutes a
sarcophagus for the entire mountain village.
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4.1.6 Alberto Burri’s monument
of Gibellina, fall 2014.
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Gibellina and “the controlled ruin” strategy
The remnants of Gibellina were literally encapsulated in Burri’s
monument. For this reason, the preservation of Gibellina differs
from the attempted preservations undertaken in Action Generation
D, “the controlled ruin” strategy, as the materiality exposed by the
earthquake was covered in white concrete. Thus, the tactility of the
materials and their material-historic stratifications are not present
in Gibellina, in contrast to Action Generation D. Burri’s work not only
preserved a mountain village, but has also constituted a sepulchral
monument and therefore must respect this particularly emotive
context. Thus, the material exposure is hindered by encapsulating
the remnants. However, it is beyond any doubt what the extruded
concrete footprints contain.
In Gibellina, the structure and the impression of density of the
mountain village, have in the past been sustained by the re-erection
made using copious loads of added concrete. Conversely, Action
Generation D, as a strategy, is premised on a gradual subtraction
of materials undertaken as building transformations. Hence, this
strategy extends over decades and is obviously not as abrupt an act
as a natural disaster, such as the one in Gibellina.
In the rural areas of Denmark, the challenged rural economy neither
allows for projects at the larger scale such as the Gibellina monument,
nor does it makes sense to supplement the already existing excess
of materials bound within the abandoned buildings.
English artist, Rachel Whiteread (Mullins and Whiteread 2004) in
her piece House (1993), transformed a house within a Victorian
neighborhood awaiting demolition. Whiteread had the outer walls
reinforced so that the building could constitute a mold for casting.
The building was then cast in concrete, and the reinforcement and
outer walls were subsequently removed. This process reversed
the building; turning void into solid. Hence, the materiality of the
former house was now imprinted in the concrete and reduced
to pure texture. Compared to the Gibellina monument’s simple
interpretations as extrusions of many devastated buildings,
Whiteread’s House appeared of much greater detail, remaining
as a monolith even after the condemnation of the surrounding
neighborhood.
Furthermore, Gibellina has a minor offshoot in the rural context in
Denmark. This is comprised of an interpretation of a demolished
house, represented as an extruded concrete footprint in a similar
fashion to Gibellina. Thus, contemporary Danish artist, Birgitte
Kristensen (Katz 2013), followed in Burri’s and Whiteread’s footsteps,
by casting a new square for the village Selde in cooperation with the
local community (Krag 2017).
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Salaparuta: A minimal preservation of ruins

4.1.7 Salaparuta. The concrete
capping reveals the preservation
strategy, fall 2014.

4.1.8 Salaparuta, fall 2014.

The consequences of the earthquake were devastating for
Salaparuta. Therefore, the implemented preservation strategy
was to leave only the foundations and remaining wall segments.
According to some sources, a clean-up of the debris was performed
to some extent after the earthquake. Today, the village has been,
for the most part, turned into nature with the exception of some
minor remnants of the brickwork and foundation. The reason for
such devastation is, with significant probability, the fact that the
construction materials in this particular village were of poorer
quality, compounded by the aforementioned removal of some of
the debris that was presumably conducted in the years following
the earthquake. In addition, the texture of the decaying local
construction materials in Salaparuta, today blends in with the
surrounding landscape.
The report The Western Sicily Earthquake of 1968: A Report,
exposes the state of Salaparuta through pictures taken a few weeks
after the catastrophe (Haas and Ayre 1969). The survey documents
the entire’s village collapse as a result of the tremors; literally ending
up at the bottom of the slope, leaving none of the buildings intact.
The only visible indications today that the ruins of Salaparuta are
a product of any intentional preservation strategy, are the few
maintained concrete coatings on some of the broken walls. These
coatings serve as a provisional protection from the climate (Krag
2016b).
Salaparuta and “the controlled ruin” strategy
It is questionable whether the ruins of contemporary Danish rurality
would actually ever pose a problem or achieve a stage of ruination
similar to that of Salaparuta. Salaparuta renders visible how the
later stages of the “the controlled ruin” strategy may appear at
the landscape scale, when implemented within rural Denmark.
It also enables another recurrent discussion on greening – or
rather, nature restoration – which is not discussed in depth within
this thesis. This is because greening, in the open program of “the
controlled ruin” strategy, is considered one of a variety of possible
ways to promote engagement by the community involved. One of
the very preconditions of this program is, in particular, the diverse
range of opportunities which are unforeseeable and may contribute
to something unexpected.
Having said that, the green plants introduced by the local
community as part of the re-inhabitation of Action D and referred
to earlier as the romantic cloak, indicate a clear similarity to the
overgrown remains of Salaparuta. The act of greening contributed
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to swaying the attitudes of local residents in Snedsted towards
Action D, regardless of whether their precise aim was to ease the
transition from ruin to nature or simply to reproduce a vision of
the picturesque. The 18th Century notions of the ruin are elaborated
on further in the section Reflections on and framing of Action
Generation D below, as well as in the wider discussion on the ruin
in Chapter 7.

Poggioreale: Preservation without altering
In relation to Action Generation D, Poggioreale comprises the most
important preservation strategy of the three in the Belice Valley.
The ruins at Poggioreale were simply fenced in and hence, there
was minimal preservation; similar to Salaparuta. However, the
buildings in Poggioreale were of a particularly high quality. For this
reason, the earthquake left the mountain village in a far better
condition than was the case in Gibellina and Salaparuta. Prior to the
earthquake, Poggioreale was a large mountain village dating back
to 16th Century. Thus, it comprised a theater; a library; a school;
more than one palace; several churches; and a central piazza. Even
today, it is astonishing that Poggioreale is abandoned. Numerous
buildings still stand intact, yet the majority constitutes open
sections, as if the buildings themselves were eager to expose their
private past. This phenomenon is similar to the inherent brutality
of transformations in war zones (Bevan 2016 and Woods 1993).
At the same time, it is compelling and awe-inspiring to observe
the ruinous village from inside. In other words, the accumulated
narratives are exposed as historical spatial-material stratifications
brought into the contemporary through diverse constellations of
ruined buildings. The overload of all of these private spheres of the
past being present simultaneously, along with the atmospheres of
complete abandonment, makes it difficult to endure a prolonged
stay. At some moments, it feels as though Poggioreale is still
inhabited (Krag 2016b).

4.1.9 Ruinous building on the
main street in Poggioreale, fall
2014.

Poggioreale and “the controlled ruin” strategy
Similarly to Action D, the material stratification of Poggioreale by
inflicted sections – yet in this case, introduced by the earthquake –
seems to enhance the inherent presence of time given the section’s
brutal ability to expose several historical events simultaneously as
spatial-material layers.
One might question whether the various stages of decay, manifested
in Poggioreale due to its blend of the intact and the ruinous, may
serve as a somewhat visual prediction of how “the controlled ruin”
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enlargements of the sequence
of illustrations on this spread are
brought.
4.1.10 The main street in
Poggioreale, fall 2014.

4.1.11 The main street in
Poggioreale, fall 2014.

4.1.12 The central piazza in
Poggioreale, fall 2014.

4.1.13 From the central piazza in
Poggioreale towards a devastated
bell tower, fall 2014.

4.1.14 The unleashed private
atmospheres in Poggioreale, fall
2014.
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strategy might unfold, if implemented at village scale in phases
equivalent to the speed of abandonment in the rural areas of
Denmark. Similarly, when predicting future implementation of “the
controlled ruin” strategy as successive phases at village scale, the
different stages of the ruination process are present simultaneously
in Poggioreale, though procured differently.
However, Poggioreale cannot provide insight into how a large-scale
implementation of “the controlled ruin” strategy may affect the
attitude of the concerned village community, or how it will influence
the local identity or community cohesion. In that respect, the
responses to, and the re-inhabitation of, Action D give an indication.
Hence, it was the first transformation of the former sexton’s house
and the subsequent ruination that induced the recognition of the
local community. This was followed by their association and reidentification in which finally led to re-inhabitation of the place.
The empiric, deriving from Action D, particularly evidenced that
time is necessary to accomplish this final phase of re-inhabitation.
Therefore, should the “the controlled ruin” strategy be successfully
implemented at a village scale, it is vital not to pressurize the speed
of implementation stages.
Despite differences in climate and building culture when compared
to the Danish rural villages, Poggioreale poses a critique on building
restoration in general, which is therefore adaptable to the rural
Danish context. Hence, the ruins of Poggioreale, fifty years after
its annihilation, still stand out as potentially the most convincing
attempt at radical preservation at a village scale of the three
examples in the Belice Valley; even though the strategy was to fence
in the mountain village and leave it unaltered.

4.1.15 The intact library from
the 1930s, Poggioreale, fall 2014.

4.1.16 The devastated theater
with exposed dress circles,
Poggioreale, fall 2014.

4.1.17 Material stratification and
unleashed private atmospheres
in Poggioreale, fall 2014.
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Reflections on and framing of Action Generation D
In this section the aim is to reflect upon, as well as to frame, the most
significant experiences derived from the three Actions undertaken
within Generation D. By contextualizing these experiences within a
selection of overlapping precedents in arts and architectural theory,
it attempts to extract a distillation from the implementations.
It is in this distillation of the preliminary main indications, and
possible future contributions, that the critical discussion in Part III
– and in particular, Chapter 7 – is founded, as is the comparison
between all three generations of Actions.
A Landscape of traces of the past
American artist, Robert Smithson’s work from the 1960-1970s
was based on newly developed interpretations of that which
existed already. The traces and imprints of industrial land use
were considered preconditions that were highly valued rather
than rejected, in a dubious attempt to restore the landscape to
its original state. Regardless, nature’s original state is scarcely
definable; nature itself obviously changes with or without human
intervention (Smithson and Flam 1996). Unlike the concept of
nature restoration, Smithson was a proponent of a landscape
scarred by time and represented as traces of historical events. This
stance is in line with the idea behind Action Generation D. Thus, “the
controlled ruin” strategy, if implemented at landscape scale, would
generate a rural landscape in which reflects its inherent cultural
history as one exposed through controlled ruins at various stages
of decay, each of them eager to reveal their private past, and each
constantly in flux. Still, in Action D it was the re-inhabitation of the
surrounding community by the locals that concluded the circle of
association and re-identification, by reconciling the community with
the building and the place. Conversely, today’s strategic demolitions
may ultimately deliver rurality into historical oblivion (Smithson et
al. 2004).
Jonathan Hill, Professor of Architecture and Visual Theory at Bartlett
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School of Architecture, London, is, in general, a proponent for ruins
as essential markers of history and change; markers that have not
been left much space in present-day western society. In his book A
Landscape of Architecture, History, and Fiction, he argues:

‘Ruination is often a precursor to change. Relating
the present to a particular past – imagined or real
– the ruin can evoke a lost idyll that will never be
repeated, transfer gravitas and authority from one
era to another, or imply that the successes of the
present will surpass those of the past. In revealing
not only what is lost but also what is incomplete,
the ruin can indicate that the present situation
is not inevitable and imply an alternative future.
Equally, conceiving a future ruin is a further means
to imagine what is yet to come.’ (Hill 2016, 82)

Likewise, Action D provides an indicator of the current period
of transition underlying contemporary rural transformation in
Denmark. Nonetheless, Action D was constituted as an artificially
curated interpretation amplified by a managed subsequent
ruination.
By eschewing the early stages of ruination and bringing private past
into the public, the presence of the ongoing rural transition as a
symptom is amplified.
“The controlled ruin” strategy expounds the entire spatial-material
history of the transformed building into the present, yet it remains
an interpreted spatial-material history. Due to its ability to expose
several historical events simultaneously, the buildings transformed in
Action Generation D are reinstated as spatial-material palimpsests;
a notion that is unfolded further through the implementation of
Action Generation E, as outlined in Chapter 5.
The romantic cloak added to Action D by the neighboring village
community, repeats to some extent – albeit unintended – a method
that generates mythical ambiances utilized in 18th Century painting.
Various cloaking devices, such as mists or storms, were used to
establish an interrelation between material presence and absence.
This interrelation is represented by the incompleteness of the ruin
as perceived through the omnipresent impact of the natural forces.
In Action D, the cloak introduced as greening probably does not
derive from intellectual conceptions of the picturesque, but it may
originate from acknowledged images of the ancient ruins or even
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intuitive recognition.
The seasonal cycle of the context regarding Action D (elaborated
earlier in this Chapter) is also somewhat related to well-known
notions of the picturesque garden in which seasonal change and
diversity are some of the important constituents (Hill 2016, 52–66).
The stripping away of romantic symbolism
According to German art critic and philosopher, Walter Benjamin:
“Allegories are, in realm of thoughts, what ruin are in the realm of
things” (Benjamin and Osborne 2009). In that respect, Benjamin
sees the allegory as liberated from romantic symbolism. In regards
to the ruin, Benjamin sees the historic juxtapositions that occur as
a result of sudden material destruction, thus providing an historical
truth. The brutalism introduced in the generation of “the controlled
ruins” builds on this similar notion of historical truth (Stead 2003).
In “the controlled ruin” strategy, the sudden shock of destruction
is introduced by the intentional transformative Action, similar to in
the Belice Valley – and in particular, in Poggioreale – both destroyed
by a devastating earthquake.
Ironically, the first intentional and sudden material stripping of the
former sexton’s house in Action D was obscured by the engagement
and re-inhabitation by the village community. Nevertheless,
it was most likely the filter they introduced with the romantic
cloak, providing a sense of distance to the abrupt exposure of the
prototyped Action making it possible for the community to associate
and re-identity with the building and the place.
From Walter Benjamin’s perspective, the ruin represents a
construction of a new entity. In Action D the new entity may
have been constructed artificially. However, it still reinstates “the
controlled ruin” as a contemporary interpretation representing
a new entity. Action Generation D utilized materials that catalyze
memories; materials that act as bearers of history, bringing the past
into the present and hence, triggering an exchange of memories of
place among the local residents.
Given that Action D is a truly contemporary interpretation, it has a
certain affinity to Walter Benjamin’s notion of historical materialism:
“the past is constructed by the present, and must, therefore, be
read in and through that present” as he phrases it (Stead 2003).
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A preliminary distillate of Action Generation D
Action Generation D – in particular, Action D, “the controlled
ruin” at the church – explored the process of controlled ruination.
Action D represented an interpretation of the abandoned sexton’s
house revitalized over time, alongside the evolving attitudes and
behavior of the surrounding village community towards the impact
of subsequent ruination and seasonal change.
The exposed and material history, made fragile by the ongoing
decay process, became an amplifier of the inherent matter of time.
The fragility made the local community act, and they transformed
Action D into a recreational space in which it became a catalyst for
an exchange of narratives of place. The exchanged narratives of the
place have in turn strengthened the local identity and, in particular,
community cohesion.
Despite this, the initial attempt to distribute a material-historic
truth through radical transformation within Action D was equipped
with an obscuring cloak of romantic symbolism in consequence
of local engagement. The cloak, however, was a vital part of the
local community’s process of recognition and association that in
the end led to the re-inhabitation of the prototyped Action. The
re-inhabitation was an act of appropriation.
Action D underpinned the notion of the ruin as a precondition for
our understanding of self. Hence, “the controlled ruin” strategy
manifests the continuum of local history exposed and made
accessible to the surrounding village community.
Involvement of the local community from the beginning formed
an integrated ignition and driving force behind the refinement of
Action D; from the initial implementation until today. This onsite
presence coupled with local engagement has become the crux of
the research practice and is consequently crucial to the consistency
between Action Generation D and subsequent generations of
Actions.
As a result, Action D facilitated the transition of the former
sexton’s house from being an abandoned building suffering from
loss of function, towards its complete material absence. Thus, the
lost history of the abandoned building was redeemed within the
surrounding village community. To allow this, time was stretched
in comparison to the conventional demolition. Similarly to a
mourning process, it takes time to reveal and preserve what is lost.
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Action E emerged from the experiences of the previous generations
of Actions; in particular, Action D, “the controlled ruin” at the
church. Thus, Action E formulated a different way of developing
and implementing the prototype of a long-term strategy for the
radical preservation of abandoned rural houses that had been
condemned to demolition. The crux of Action E, like Action D, was
a long-term transformation strategy with decay as an integrated
parameter. However, there were several deviations in content. In
contrast to “the controlled ruin” strategy, the strategy of Action E
had a predetermined program and a budget for construction costs.
In brief, Action E was represented by the prototype “the re-encoded
remnant.” This strategy was characterized as an importation of a new
program into an abandoned building, or rather into the remains of
an abandoned building. The programmatic aspect entailed a need
for external funding, as the prototype was intended to be running
autonomously for years after the implementation. Therefore, Action
E had to be embedded in an already transpiring building project.
Furthermore it necessitated obtaining funding, and additionally
had to involve a site with an abandoned building condemned to
demolition. In this case, it turned out to be something other than
a conventional building conversion, as only selected remnants from
the abandoned building were to be spared when Action E was
prototyped.
Due to the increased economic and programmatic complexity,
Action E was only implemented once in a single abandoned
townhouse, as the delimitations of this particular Action made it
more predictable than in the case of “the controlled ruin” strategy.
As a result of the complex requirements of the prototype, when
integrated into a building case it did not seem feasible to involve
students as in previous generations of Actions. The emerging
research practice therefore liberated itself from the educational
context it originated from.
The predetermined programmatic and financial obligations
would not allow the prototype to embark on an entirely new
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course. Furthermore, it was, due to the nature of the immanent
depopulation, difficult to find abandoned buildings that qualified
to obtain the necessary funding for a functional conversion.
Accordingly, Action Generation E only produced one single Action,
namely Action E; yet it led to an attempt at minimal preservation
named Action E1, which is also outlined in this chapter.

5.1 The main street in Hurup.
The soup-kitchen and the
neighboring abandoned green
house are on the left, spring
2014.

5.2 The green house from the
garden, spring 2014.

Action E, “the re-encoded remnant” was implemented in a
townhouse which was originally chosen from the same pool
of abandoned houses condemned to demolition as in Action
Generation D. However, it was by coincidence that the possibility
emerged to develop an actual building case. As stated in Chapter 2,
this research practice needs to be able to navigate consistently, yet
must be able to change direction abruptly when the opportunity for
something relevant occurs. Thus, it may take a new direction that is
slightly different than originally intended. This is a consequence of
the dependency on state funds for demolition projects.
Density
In contrast to Action D, Action E was prototyped as the transformation
of an abandoned townhouse in the main street of Hurup, the
second largest town in Thisted Municipality with a population
of approximately 2800. The abandoned building was originally
a brick townhouse painted green, with a pitched roof, and it was
joined with the neighboring building by a parapet. The abandoned
building used to be the home of a person, now deceased, who was
a frequent user of the busy neighboring soup kitchen run by more
than 55 passionate community volunteers. The day-to-day manager
applied for external funding and she successfully raised enough
funding to buy the abandoned neighboring townhouse in order to
build a needed extension to the soup kitchen. For this reason, the
abandoned townhouse figured on the municipality’s list of buildings
as being condemned to demolition in fall 2013 as a voluntary
demolition agreement. As the green townhouse was condemned
to demolition, it posed a threat to dilute the built density further in
one of the highest density areas in Hurup. This was particularly so
because Action D1 – one of the examples of “the controlled ruin”
strategy, which was prototyped in March 2014 and subsequently
demolished – was on the main street as well.
Program
The program additional to the soup kitchen entailed a multifunctional
space in which a broad range of events could take place. Thus, the
expansion of the existing soup kitchen needed to be able to host
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communions, celebrations, and on a daily basis, provide an introvert
silent room for the frequent users. The demands to have both an
introvert space for the users and a sacral space for communions
were not difficult to combine as a unified solution. Further, an
extension of kitchen space was also a part of the additional program.
The addition to the soup kitchen was also intended to include
an outdoor revitalization of the old garden with access from the
multifunctional space. Originally, the garden comprised an intimate
space as it was located at the back of the green townhouse, which
separated it from the main street. In addition, the gable – without
windows – of the larger neighbouring house enclosed the garden
space. The remaining back end and the long side of the garden were
fenced in. The expanse of the garden area was not to be changed
in the building project, yet the original back house was intended to
be demolished and either used as a building plot for the planned
addition, or form part of the revitalized garden.
In spring 2014 an agreement was formulated between the
researcher and the Board of the soup kitchen. This agreement
considered cooperation in the development and construction of
the transformed soup kitchen, including the addition of the remains
of the abandoned townhouse. The agreement was formed in order
to facilitate the interests of the soup kitchen while simultaneously
producing a research prototype of “the re-encoded remnant.” This
also included a membership, dedicated to the research, in the
building committee.
In brief, the agreement was to deliver a design proposal for an
extension of the soup kitchen and to be part of the building process.
In cooperation with those responsible for the soup kitchen – in casu
the day-to-day manager – it was decided to keep the outer walls
of the original back house. This was because, due to their location,
these wall remnants could delimit a new outdoor kitchen in close
connection to the extended indoor kitchen. It was also decided to
preserve the original corner of the townhouse next to the main
street, as it could encase the new building and mark the delimitation
of the previous building at the same time. The reduced walls of the
back house, as well as the corner towards the main street, were left
untouched during the demolition and kept in their original state,
including their bright and contrasting green covering. Later in the
building process, when the new addition to the soup kitchen began
to take shape, it was decided on what conditions they should be
included.
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The imprint of the gable
Surprisingly, a well-preserved imprint of the gable was revealed
during the demolition of the green townhouse. The imprint
remained on the gable shared with the soup kitchen once the
townhouse was removed. Similar to the properties of the previous
performed physical sections, the uncovered imprint became a twodimensional representation at full scale of the demolished building.
It revealed the different surface textures, as well as the colors of
the interior paint or wallpaper, of the rooms neighboring upon the
gable shared with the soup kitchen. The makeup and dimensions
of the removed structure – such as floor, walls, deck and roof, as
well as spatial relations – were rendered visible by uncovering the
imprint. In other words, the traces of the interior of the green
townhouse – once uncovered through demolition – consisted of
the imprint of the removed built structure, supplemented by the
remaining surfaces of the appurtenant interior spaces.
Regarding materiality, the imprint – in contrast to the section –
appeared as the absence of materiality when it came to the built
structure. In simpler terms, the traces of materiality, apart from the
unaltered surfaces on the gable, remained in the imprint as reduced
to pure texture.
Recognition and association of the imprint
The manager of the soup kitchen recognized the qualities of the
imprint almost immediately when the demolition process gradually
uncovered it. An attempt was made to secure the imprint, because
as part of the former interior, it was obviously vulnerable to the
impact of the climate. The imprint of the gable was then covered
and subsequently integrated into the new interior of the addition to
the existing soup kitchen, so as to maintain a strong presence of the
previous townhouse (Krag 2017).
The members of the building committee all aligned in viewing
the preserved gable imprint as a contributor of atmospheres and
narratives of the past in the new built multifunctional space. This
was somewhat a surprise, as the presence of an old rough wall
was not expected to invoke positive feelings among people living
in depopulating areas, in which decay and ruins play an entirely
different role, with reference to Chapter 4 and “the controlled ruin”
at the church.
At the time when the imprint of the gable became an important part
of the design of the soup kitchen addition, the author had already
delivered a design proposal for the future soup kitchen. Following
the discovery, the imprint of the gable was incorporated into that
proposal.
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An introvert multifunctional space
The main considerations regarding the design were to create an
intimate and introvert multifunctional space.
The primary concept of the design was an importation of the new
multifunctional room and the extension of the kitchen into the
three most important remnants of the green townhouse, which
was now partially demolished. The intention was to create interplay
between the two exterior remnants and the preserved interior
gable imprint; to create a visibly rendered interpretation of the
delimitations of the lost townhouse. The concept was to produce
a visual relation between the multifunctional space containing
the gable imprint and the reduced walls of the back house, now
enclosing an outdoor extension to the kitchen. It was envisaged that
a visual passage would connect these reduced walls in the garden
to the preserved corner of the demolished townhouse. This visual
passage was also intended to be effective the other way around;
the preserved corner, from its position on the main street, was
expected to point backward due to the recognition of the obtrusive
green color, shared with the reduced walls of the back house.

5.3 The imprint on the gable
after the partial demolition,
spring 2014.

5.4 Model of the blackbox
including the spared wall
remnants, summer 2014.

The black box
The transformation of the soup kitchen did not consist of
remnants only, as the major part of the program actually involved
the construction of a new building. As this addition intended to
accommodate an introvert space and yet densify the open lot as
a building in a long row of townhouses, the choice of material
became crucial.
The materiality of the exterior of the new building ought to therefore
connect the charcoal gray existing soup kitchen and the green
painted remnants. Thus, the design became a matter of creating
a complimentary continuation of the soup kitchen, interlinking the
soup kitchen to the remnants. As a deliberate choice, the addition
to the soup kitchen was then to be constructed in black brickwork
with charcoal gray joints. The color of the proposed exterior was
similar to the existing building and likely to provide a connection. Yet
the materiality of the new brickwork in correlation with the existing
charcoal gray painted existing building enabled the new addition to
manifest itself. In relation to the green remnants, the black brick box
appeared secluded, as the remnants encased within it. In brief, the
exterior remnants were utilized to generate attention towards the
hidden content of the newly built sealed off black box.
The new building was literally designed as a black box; sealed off
from the busy main road, inside containing the preserved history of
the anterior building in the shape of the gable imprint. It opened up
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5.5 Conceptual section of the
blackbox revealing the spared
gable imprint, summer 2014.

5.6 Conceptual plan of the
blackbox and wall remnants,
summer 2014.
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towards the private garden space and connected exterior remnants.
The black brickwork, in combination with asphalt roofing, completed
the concept of the black box. The green painted remnant with the
black box as contrasted backcloth enhanced their appearance and
balanced their mutual relationship despite the different scale.
The interior of the black box, apart from the imprinted gable
neighboring the existing soup kitchen, remained white painted
plaster in order to emphasize the rich colors and textures of the
imprint. A top light in the full length of the new building was
installed to provide sacral ambiance. This facilitated space for both
communions and an intimate common room. A narrow window
section at floor height, also in the full length of the built addition,
was the only opening towards the main street. It created a more
dynamic light inside without allowing glimpses from the outside.
On the opposite wall, a sliding door in glass made the connection
to the garden. The building committee accepted the design
concept without any notable reservations. A local architectural
office was then engaged to assist in fulfilling the detailing of the
design, and subsequently carried out the supervision during the
construction process. The intention was to consolidate the integrity
of the research by making the research involvement economically
independent of the building project. Furthermore, the prototype
could then be comprehended as locally founded, giving it more
autonomy instead of constructing an artificial scenario.
A managed decay
Similar to Action D, Action E, “the re-encoded remnant” in the
main street in Hurup, involved encompassing the decay as a
continuing feature. Conversely, the interior remnants of the
abandoned townhouse were not exposed to the climate and so
were not decaying. Nonetheless, the imprint on the gable – kept
as part of the interior in the new addition to the soup kitchen –
did need some restoration due to the porousness and state of the
exposed materials. The local painter, who was already engaged as
a sub-contractor in the process of building the addition to the soup
kitchen, looked into the original paint on the gable. He came up
with a solution for preserving the original paint and sealing off the
porous surfaces. Although the exterior remnant of the reduced walls
of the back house and the corner fragment towards the main street
were intended to continue in a natural ruination process, it became
clear they would need some attention. Without any preservation
efforts at all, frost erosion would decompose all of the exterior walls
in a short period of time. The wall fragments were necessary for the
prototype, as they established connections between the exterior
and the interior and were also actively utilized to encase the new
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built addition. Therefore, a minimum preservation was needed.
It was thus decided to protect the wall fragments with concrete
capping, stagnating the rapid decay process. Despite the provisional
concrete capping, the patina of the wall fragments unveils their
origin. Today, two years after the implementation no considerable
signs of further decay have appeared.

5.7 The remnants of the green
house after partial demolition,
summer 2014.

Embedded intangible values
The abandoned green townhouse definitely did not qualify as
endangered cultural heritage. It was in a relatively poor state of
repair; it had gone through the classic Danish building renewal
of the 1970s in which the roof was replaced with cement boards
containing asbestos, and the new windows were sealed with PCB
joint filler. As a result, the proportion of original substance was low.
This is – as already mentioned in Chapter 4 – the case for most
of the single-family houses and townhouses in the minor rural
towns and villages throughout Denmark. Although they do not
in themselves represent what we understand as genuine cultural
heritage, they still represent the widespread tendency for renewal,
and the introduction of newly invented building materials on a
societal and tectonic level. As a trend, this can be interpreted as
the rural mirror image of the origins of the Danish welfare state.
Whereas the buildings of the Danish welfare state within larger
cities are the focus of attention in the architectural debate today,
the awareness of rural buildings and especially single-family houses
and townhouses lack a position in the public discourse regarding
this subject. To put it differently, the buildings and narratives of the
everyday lives of the common people are endangered. The large
number of abandoned houses caused by the vanishing livelihood of
the rural population – similar to the abandoned green townhouse
in Hurup – seems to obscure the larger picture of a looming and
rapid eradication of history. Such a rapid elimination of the local
history is severely detrimental to local identity and to a community’s
cohesion. Therefore, a partial justification to evolve the counterpractice of radical preservation is founded in the practice’s ability to
increase the visibility of this overlooked topic within rural discourse.
Given that the abandoned green town house was the home of a
deceased user of the soup kitchen, the reciprocal relationship
between the abandoned building and soup kitchen was considered
a reasonable way to approach intrinsic embedded immaterial
values. Moreover, the manager of the soup kitchen intended to
give their deceased user credit. This led to the mutual connection
between the place and the deceased person becoming a core value
to bring forth in planning and prototyping Action E.
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Implementation of Action Generation E
Beginning in summer 2014, the detailing and planning for
constructing the addition to the soup kitchen was initiated in close
cooperation between the researcher, the building committee, and
the local architectural office. In fall 2014, the contracting began, and
a local entrepreneur was appointed to take over the responsibilities
for the upcoming construction phase. During late fall 2014, the main
construction was erected, resulting in the topping-out ceremony just
before Christmas 2014. The complementary work was undertaken
during spring 2015, including the layout of the new garden; this
was conducted by the manager and some of the volunteers. At
the beginning of June 2015 a grand opening was celebrated, and
the transformed soup kitchen was commissioned. At the initiation
more than 150 people of diverse social backgrounds attended the
celebration and the Mayor of Thisted Municipality gave a speech.
Finally, as a special tribute, the revitalized garden – including the
preserved wall fragments – was named “Kjeld’s Have” (Kjeld’s
Garden) in remembrance of the deceased owner of the townhouse
and the user of the soup kitchen. His brother and sister participated
in the opening.

5.8 Structural section by the
local architect Ib Larsen in
cooperation with the researcher,
fall 2014.
5.9 Following pages: Topping-out
ceremony, December 2014.
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Interacting while dining
During the full period of implementation, from the initial dialog
with the manager in fall 2013 until today – almost two years
after the grand opening – various interactions formed the Action
E prototype. First, as outlined in the previous paragraph, the
research practice became heavily involved in the building project
as part of the building committee. Second, the researcher dined
within the soup kitchen so as to identify and disclose the attitudes
towards “the re-encoded remnant” prototype among the users and
volunteers. Dining or having coffee and homemade cake among the
people to whom the place accounted for a vital part of their daily
life, became crucial in building rapport. It became an important
way to start or join discussions in the plenum; being accepted as
a part of the daily dining was easy, as the soup kitchen encouraged
people of all societal layers to join. The advantage of facilitating
plenum discussions at a dining situation is not that complicated,
as the participants are on their home ground in a comfortable
environment. Therefore, they appeared more relaxed in discussion,
as opposed to if it had been conducted in a more rigid and artificially
accomplished traditional interview format. Of course, there is less
potential to control the direction of a discussion when compared
to the traditional and formalized interview format. Thus obviously,
the outcome of interactions while dining differ from interview
techniques utilized in quantitative research in the social sciences.
However, the discussions while dining with people at the soup
kitchen enabled something unexpected to enter the debate and to
be elaborated upon.
This method of utilizing a comfortable and well-known environment
produced contrasting knowledge to quantitative interviews or
surveys. In general, the “interviewer” does not know which
direction the discussion will take beforehand. This lack of control
of the discussion is similar to the interview techniques known from
Grounded Theory; in which the interviewer’s approach also allows
the interview to change direction (Charmaz 2014, 83–108).
Some of the people contributing to these discussions became very
engaged in the research on a regular basis. Both the users and
the volunteers were represented, and took part in the on-going
discussions regarding the depopulation and decay comprising the
soup kitchen and its new surroundings.
A trigger for debate
Since the building was taken into use two years ago, it has been
an environment for lively discussion among the volunteers and the
users of the soup kitchen. Opinions regarding the presence of the
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remnants differ. In particular, the imprint of the gable seems to
offend some people; it is simply too provocative, and appears to
intimidate and confront their private sphere with the detrimental
rural depopulation spiral on their home ground. However, a large
group of people involved in the soup kitchen have become aware of
the qualities of the transformed soup kitchen and how the present
remnants can provide ambiance and more importantly, trigger
latent narratives. The argument for broader acceptance of the
prototyped Action E is substantiated by great local engagement in
the subsequent generation of Actions. Particularly, the volunteers
and users of the soup kitchen showed an overwhelming interest
and involvement in Action F “the theater installation”, contributing
to the implementation and helping facilitate the opening hours
during summer 2016. This is elaborated on further in Chapter 6.
Retrospectively, how such an unfamiliar prototype was implemented
in a place relevant to people who relied upon it was vital in creating
its acceptance by those people. Thus, it remains essential that the
prototype was instigated by the previous well-reputed manager
and that the local community was deeply embedded in the
implementation. In accordance, Action E was addressed locally as
the required addition to the soup kitchen; not as a prototype. This
was a deliberate avoidance of prejudiced local positions. However,
even today some people still wonder when the gable wall with the
imprint will be finished.

Building on remnants
In order to understand the conception of the “the re-encoded
remnant” strategy, it is necessary to eliminate the notion that
the prototype was a traditional functional conversion. Regardless,
the program of the abandoned building has been converted into
something new; the addition to the soup kitchen defines the change
of program in contrast to the embedded preserved remnants. The
remnants should be considered a preserved minimal materialhistoric foundation of the place as preparation for the new built
environment and its program. To put it differently, the new built
environment inherits physical fragments of the past. Technically, the
process can be interpreted as an importation of a new building and
program, merged into a contemporary place of historical presence.
Before the opportunity to transform the soup kitchen occurred, the
concept of the Action E as a strategy was expected to take a slightly
different direction. Originally, the strategy was intended to involve
a larger abandoned building complex located in a town setting.
The intention then was to partly re-program the building complex,
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and through transformation revitalize the building. The idea was to
renovate the re-programed part and allow the remaining buildings
to continue on in a managed ruination process in a similar fashion
as “the controlled ruin” at the church. Over time the revitalized part
of the built complex could either expand or dwindle due to an ongoing incorporated tailor-made process of development.

5.10 The completed blackbox
and the spared corner of the
green house, from main street,
summer 2015.

5.11 The wall remnant of the
backhouse encasing the outdoor
kitchen and terrace, summer
2015.

5.12 The wall remnant of the
backhouse as seen from inside
blackbox, summer 2015.

Adapting to emerging opportunities
The research practice entered a slightly different path, when the
opportunity to transform the soup kitchen emerged. As unfolded
in Chapter 2 and 3, adaptability is one of the founding principles of
the research practice, and it determines the ability to navigate and
change direction and explore unexpected opportunities expediently
as they appear. In Action E, the implemented Action became a
catalyst for a locally rooted debate on depopulation and decay,
rather than a prototype in the proper sense of the word. Similar
to Action D, Action E had dual impact: firstly, to test a developed
prototype through implementation in an actual village setting;
and secondly, to act as a catalyst for debate on the importance of
preservation of narratives, making the local identity more resilient
and also provoking an exchange of narratives of place.
Catalyst for debate more than an actual prototype
When implemented, Action E acted more as a catalyst for discussion
rather than a prototype for abandoned rural buildings. This was due
to the circumstances forming Action E; there is a strikingly limited
need for implementing new programs in the outworn buildings
of depopulating rural villages. However, the addition of the new
building on top of the relatively few remnants makes a difference.
The remnants inflict depth on the atmospheres of the new space;
the visual renderings represent the legacy of the previous occupant
and his bearing on the surrounding community and the soup kitchen
in particular. The constellation of the deceased user, the soup
kitchen and the community as a whole is complicated. Actually, all
of the implemented Actions are complex, as each and every one of
them forms part of a unique and problematic context. Therefore,
the intention of such prototypes is not merely the implementation
and subsequent surveys to advance reproduction. It is rather, – as
is in line with the on-going development of the research practice –
essentially to continuously refine, redirect and adapt the intended
strategies of the context before implementing them as prototypes.
From the experiences of the previous implemented Actions emerges
the foundation for the future generations of Actions.
On the whole, the balance between developing and testing
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5.13 The gable imprint.
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prototypes of strategies for rural transformation, and creating
catalysts for locally rooted debate on rurality shifts from Action to
Action.

5.14, 5.15 Details of the gable
imprint; decorated by the users
of the soup-kitchen, winter 2017.
Knud (volunteer and user): “The
attitudes towards the gable
imprint in the living room are
diverse. It is the proponents for
the imprint that actually ad the
decorations. I don’t like the idea
of them doing that.”
Male volunteer to the
researcher: “The imprint is the
most barmy idea I have ever
seen. I think it is too much up in
the face. The outside remnants
are ok.”
Brother of the deceased user
that was the former owner of the
green house: “Our brother was
mentally handicapped. However,
he was the sweetest person. It
is great that he is honored this
way”.
Gert (user): “These widespread
demolition projects are in
my opinion state authorized
vandalism.”
Ingrid (user): “I understand, why
our young people are leaving
the countryside. There is nothing
here for them to stay for. It is
only we elderly people, who will
stay.”
Day to day manager of the
soupkitchen: “When I saw the
imprint being disclosed during
the demolition, I thought it
would do great as part of the
new interior.”

A built palimpsest
In brief, the palimpsest originates from The Roman Empire, where
wax boards (palimpsests) were used for written messages. Each
time the wax board was erased for reuse, traces of the previous
messages remained on the board. The layered fragments of these
written messages constituted the original palimpsest.
In the end, the implementation of Action E produced a built
palimpsest, created by the traces of the original rural townhouse
in combination with the newly defined program and associated
demands for new physical surroundings. This occurred on more
than one level.
First, the remnants of the previous building and the newly built
addition are present simultaneously, even though they ought to
be separated in time due to their different origin. They represent
two different contents. The smaller scale of the rooms in the partly
demolished townhouse are still rendered visible by the imprint
and paint on the gable wall shared with original soup kitchen. The
larger new multifunctional space in the new additional building, is
designed to expose the concepts of the previous building and at the
same time demonstrate its own contemporary independence; its
divergent program representing the latter (Thiébaut 2007).
Second, the preserved gable imprint in the new multifunctional
space represents a palimpsest in itself; it appears as a proponent for
the different ages or rather events, throughout the entire lifespan
of the original green townhouse. Traces of alterations are visible
on the imprint when inspected thoroughly. For instance, different
layers of coatings and wallpaper occur simultaneously. In a similar
manner as the section outlined in Chapter 3, the imprint holds the
capability of exposing the hidden history of the building, revealing
the stratification of the material chronology.

The presence of the past
As discussed in relation to “the controlled ruin” at the church in the
previous chapters, and in particular in Chapter 4, the mere presence
of past remains can invoke locally rooted debate. The outdoor wall
fragment in the garden did not seem to invoke any strong feelings
among users and volunteers. Conversely, the all-pervading presence
of the encapsulated in the gable imprint appeared more divisive.
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5.16 The blackbox and the
original soupkitchen, from main
street, January 2017.

5.17 The blackbox from main
street, January 2017.
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Some of the users and volunteers simply concentrated on the
roughness and state of repair only; they did not care for any traces
of the past and would have preferred the gable imprint covered
in plaster and paint. On the other hand, the present remnants
triggered discussions even among those who were skeptical.
To the majority of users of the soup kitchen, criticisms seemed
to wane due to the direct link between the deceased user of the
soup kitchen and the soup kitchen’s intention to re-vitalize his
abandoned home. Instead of simply being a research prototype
hoping to provoke an exchange of narratives – which may have
deemed too intangible for the users to appreciate – a person’s
name was put on the extension of the soup kitchen. Thus, relating
directly to someone the users had known, the prototype, partly
bearing the name “Kjeld’s Have”, was adopted. The narratives of
the place became the narratives of the deceased person they had
known. It eased the users’ and the volunteers’ understanding of
the underlying attempt to catalyse a local exchange of narratives
as an experimental research practice. In conclusion, it was the
interconnectedness between the existing soup kitchen and the
neighbouring house that shaped the prototype; they were linked
together by a deceased person important to the narratives of both
of them. Today, almost two years after the commissioning of the
expanded soup kitchen, little decorations begin to appear on the
wall with the preserved gable imprint. According to one of the most
frequent users, these items have been installed by users wanting
to show their appreciation by adding to the imprint in their living
room. Therefore, the ability to associate with these fragments of
the past appears interlinked with leaving one’s mark on them as
part of association. This is strikingly similar to the romantic cloak
added to Action D, “the controlled ruin” at the church, as part the
re-inhabitation.

5.18 The blackbox and the
original soupkitchen, from main
street, January 2017.
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5.19 Vernacular farmhouse
dating back to 1780. Condemned
to demolition despite being
worthy of preservation, summer
2014.

5.20 The original timbered
roof construction of the barn,
summer 2014.

5.21 The stable, from barn,
summer 2014.

5.22 The stable from which the
punched element originated.
These were cut out of the pen on
the left, summer 2014.
A former occupant; a man in
his 90s surprised the researcher
while punching the biopsies: “I
was born here many years ago,
the garden was what I liked
most”
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Action E1: Investigating the relation between fragment
and entity (Milan)
Reflecting on Action D and E after completion led to the conception
that the prototyped transformation strategies are subjectively
constructed interpretations of the abandoned buildings. This notion
has been investigated further in the subsequent transformation
named Action E1 “Biopsies of the abandoned,”; a direct offspring of
the previous implementations of Actions. Action E1 was undertaken
as an investigation of the relationship between fragment and entity.
Above all, it was derived from notions of minimal preservation in a
similar manner to the integration of fragments in Action E, “the reencoded remnant.” Further to this, Action E1 was also partially an
exploration of the concept of Actions regarding interpretations of
buildings, and their accumulated history, as derived from Action D.
The object of investigation was a vernacular farmhouse in the village
of Ydby, dated 1780. Despite being listed as worthy of preservation,
the farmhouse and the intact barn complex were condemned to
demolition. This bleak prognosis allowed destructive interventions
to the pig stable. Fragments were cut out as biopsies similar to
pathological preparations. The fragments were cut out aligned with
the forage trough, which originally separated man from animal.
The punching of each biopsy was equal to a 250 centimeter high
extruded footprint of a 45 x 45 centimeter square. Five biopsies
of various content were punched. Some consisted of intersections
of the concrete forage trough and woodwork of the pig fold, while
others included an original structural column or the newer end
wall of the stable made from cinder blocks. Thus, the biopsies
covered a broad range of historical events over the entire lifespan
of the building. The spatial dimensions of the pig stable were also
represented in the series of punched biopsies, as the structural
column comprised a supporting roof girder. In like manner, the end
wall marked the horizontal delimitation of the stable, whereas the
biopsies’ footprint consisting of concrete flooring marked the lower
vertical delimitation of the space.
Apart from exposing the revealed material history and spatiality
of the 235 year old pig stable, the biopsies exposed the building’s
previously hidden sub-nature, such as a revealed drainpipe. Similar
to a medical dissection, the relations between internal and external
were emphasized as in the earlier educational generations of
Actions (Gissen 2009).
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A spatial-material sequence of punched elements
An attempt was made to re-establish the spatial experience of
the pig stable based on the biopsies, as a compressed spatial
sequence within a new context. In this case, the new environment
was an exhibition space at Ventura Lambrate in Milan. Some of the
biopsies were disassembled on site before the transportation to
the workshops at Aarhus School of Architecture, where they were
prepared and re-assembled for the exhibition. The preparation
consisted of designing a minimal steel structure, which was
capable of lifting the massive biopsies off of the ground in order to
exhibit their cutting edges, reveal materiality, and simultaneously
emphasize the orientation of the spatial sequence. The spatial
sequence of biopsies had to be compressed due to the limitations
of the exhibition space in Milan. More importantly than meeting the
demand of the exhibition space was an attempt to test preservation
of space, materiality and even ambiance, through a minimal
reconstruction of a building detached completely from its original
context. The concept of dislocated building fragments in exhibition
environs is not entirely new. Gordon Matta-Clark, among others,
exhibited building fragments in the 1970s. For instance, the piece
“Bingo” from 1974 now exhibited at MOMA New York, includes
an unambiguous precedent of cut out fragments from a building
condemned to demolition (Matta-Clark et al. 2006). The fragments
of the “Bingo” art piece were re-instated in a museum space at
MOMA and completely detached from their original context, in a
similar way to the biopsies of the listed farmhouse in Ydby, Thy.
Although the similarity between “Bingo” and Action E1, “Biopsies
of the abandoned” is striking; the latter investigated how a spatial
sequence of the fragments could be established by compressing the
original distance between the punched elements. In an attempt to
procure an example of a minimal preservation, the constellation of
Action E1 dealt with time, space, and materiality.

5.23 Action E1: “The biopsies of
the abandoned“ before shipping
of to Milan, spring 2015.

The spatial sequence of the physical biopsies of the abandoned
farmhouse also attempts to raise a discussion regarding how to
preserve endangered buildings listed worthy of preservation. One
might consider the spatial sequence of punched biopsies a brutal
intervention. However, it seeks an alternative approach to building
preservation. Even though the method is radical in its nature, it aims
to preserve an interpretation of the abandoned farmhouse through
minimal physical preservation. In the end, the only remaining
outcome of the abandoned farmhouse was demolition. It might
have an ironic touch to move one ton of rubble from Western
Jutland to Milan in Italy, where several buildings figure on UNESCO’s
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World Heritage List. Having said that, the density of listed buildings
in Thisted Municipality is extremely low, and consequently, it seems
even more necessary to protect those worthy of preservation
against decay caused by neglect or abandonment.

5.24 Action E1: “The biopsies
of the abandoned“ installed
at Ventura Lambrate in Milan,
spring 2014.
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5.25 Action E1: “The biopsies
of the abandoned“ exhibited
at Ventura Lambrate in Milan,
spring 2014.
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Action Generation E contextualized to precedent places
Action Generation E – in particular, Action E, “the re-encoded
remnant” – was based on a minimal building preservation by
embedding the remains of a previous building as present fragments
within a new built environment. Whereas Action E1 “Biopsies of the
abandoned”, was the recreation of a spatial-material experience
through a sequence of punched fragments. However, this generation
of Actions is not that explicit in regards to what it actually intends
to achieve by way of prototype. As mentioned previously, Action
Generation E’s greatest achievement may be as a catalyst for locally
rooted discourse on the subject matter of rural abandonment and
the presence of ruination. As it was embedded within the strong
community of the soup kitchen, another achievement has been the
communal influence on Action E.
The prototyped Actions of Generation E are also comparable to
artistic activism; this is discussed further in Chapter 7 because
of its relevance to the research practice in general and hence, its
relevance to Action Generation D and F. Action E was prototyped
in an urban context due to its location on the main street in the
second largest town within the municipality, thus pertaining to the
issue of density. Moreover, Action E involved the importation of a
new program into the remains of a partially demolished building.
Action Generation E contextualizes Gibellina, the rebuilt Gibellina,
by employing the concept of remembrance through material
preservation of fragments. As discussed in Chapter 4, the
remembrance of the devastated Gibellina played a major role
throughout the planning process of Gibellina Nuova; fragments
from the original Gibellina were reinstated in the new buildings in
an aim to respect and remember its past.
Furthermore, the elements of density, the re-programming, and
the importance of strong community within Action E sought to
contextualize some of the multifarious precedents from Detroit City
in Michigan, US.
The concept of Action E1 was to maintain present fragments within
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a new context, in a similar manner to Action E, from which this
investigation partly originated. Therefore, the summative reflections
on Action Generation E, are predominantly concerned with the
notions of the fragment; this is due to its prominent position in the
aesthetic discourse. This is analogous to the examples utilized in
this dissertation’s contextualization: the importation of fragments
to Gibellina Nuova in Sicily; and the re-programming of Grand
Michigan Theatre in Detroit in Michigan, US.

Gibellina Nuova: The importation of building fragments
[visited in fall 2014]

5.1.1 Imported fragments
of church from Gibellina, reconstructed in Gibellina Nuova,
fall 2014.

As a consequence of the severe damage inflicted on Gibellina by the
western Sicily earthquake in 1968, the mountain village was moved
from the mountain slopes and rebuilt in the nearby valley. Likewise,
Poggioreale and Salaparuta were both displaced and rebuilt after
the earthquake.
In the planning and rebuilding of Gibellina, as Gibellina Nuova,
internationally acclaimed architects and artists were invited to
contribute. Remembrance of the eradicated mountain village – and
in particular, the casualties – was sought in the new displaced village.
In fulfilling this task, as mentioned in Chapter 4, loads of building
fragments were imported from the ruins of Gibellina before being
encased within Albergo Burri’s monumental concrete extrusions.
Thus, the imported building fragments were built into several public
monuments in the 1980s. “Palazzo di Lorenzo” from 1987 designed
by architect Francesco Venezia, exemplifies this integration of the
fragments originating from the Gibellina ruins into the new built
environment of Gibellina Nuova. “Palazzo di Lorenzo” represents
a contemporary piece of architecture, built to enclose and protect
a large integrated façade fragment of the original palace, hidden
as a secret within. The building constitutes in itself, a stylized
condensation of a mountain village. This was achieved through its
location on a hilltop at the outer rim of Gibellina Nuova, as well as
through its archetypal geometry with excluding surrounding walls
and labyrinthine interior. The secret inside opposes the concept of
time; the presence of the ancient façade fragment acts as a catalyst
for remembering a place and reconnecting the past with the present.
The latter was represented by the contemporary architecture that
simultaneously surrounds and comprises a curation of the ancient.
Unfortunately today “Palazzo di Lorenzo” has become a ruin itself,
alongside the other spectacular monuments of the 1980s that
included fragments imported from Gibellina. The irony in the
pronounced duality is evident when the monuments of the ruins
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turn into ruins themselves. Obviously, something went wrong in the
planning and realization of Gibellina Nuova. The local community
was somehow unable to take these monuments into their care; the
village community’s influence on the displacement and planning
of the replacement for Gibellina was evidently limited. The fact
that the monuments of Gibellina in Gibellina Nuova became ruins
themselves within a period of fewer than 30 years can perhaps be
explained by a detachment from the community that they originally
formed part of, or alternatively simply because of neglect or lack
of funding for maintenance. This is left unanswered in this context.
However, the neatly designed recreational patios of the church
neighboring “Palazzo di Lorenzo” have found a new use; in fall
2014 they were characterized by keeping goats or sheep, which
might indicate the degree of local appreciation for the imposing
monuments (Krag 2016).

5.1.2 Palazzo di Lorenzo in
Gibellina Nuova, fall 2014.

5.1.3 Embedded facade
fragment in Palazzo di Lorenzo;
imported from the ruins of the
original Palace in Gibellina, fall
2014.

Gibellina Nuova and Action E, “the re-encoded remnant.”
The ramifications of the planning and realization of Gibellina Nuova
draw remarkable parallels to rural planning in Denmark. It questions
to whom the strategic planning and subsequent implementation
are addressing, and hence, it identifies the need for a discourse that
enables the affected communities to be involved. As a recurrent
topic of this thesis, Gibellina isolates a need to be present onsite
at the community level so as to disclose and understand the crux
of the local identity and its impact on community cohesion. The
framework of such presence onsite is not that explicit and can
assume many shapes; bearing Action E in mind, it cannot necessarily
be deemed bottom-up planning, despite its importance in today’s
planning discourse in general. Nevertheless, presence onsite not
only provides insight into the concerned rural community, but
also appears to strengthen the awareness among the local people
themselves of their historical identity.
The fragments reinstated in the monuments in Gibellina Nuova were
imported, and thus, were moved from their original location. The
act of displacing the fragments may induce an appearance similar to
museum artefacts, due to their detachment from the original whole.
Conversely, in Action E, it was the new building including a program
that was imported into the remaining fragments of the partially
demolished building. In spite of preserving the memory of place and
genius loci, the construct of leaving the material fragments of the
past unaltered in their original location seems strikingly important,
as they then can maintain some of their material co-existences that
may cement the reason for their existence (Krag 2016).
The main resemblance between the Actions prototyped in
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Generation E is the attempt to conduct a preservation of memory
of place induced by the very presence of material fragments of that
given place within a new context, regardless of whether it is the
context or the fragment which is imported and hence, displaced. In
both cases, the mutual balance in the composition of the material
of the past represented as the staged material fragments, and the
material of the new built environment, is tipped towards a majority
being new built. Despite the crucial difference being whether the
staged fragments are imported or remain in their original location,
they compensate for their lack of magnitude in both cases, as they
are orchestrated within the new build in which they are embedded.

Detroit City: An urban extreme case of abandonment
and decay [visited fall 2015]

5.1.4 The iconic book tower
downtown Detroit. An example
of an abandoned skyscraper, fall
2015.

Detroit City in Michigan poses one of the most extreme cases of
city-wide abandonment globally, alongside Chernobyl in Ukraine;
instantly preserved as a direct consequence of the nuclear disaster,
and other man-made or natural disasters. Although Chernobyl
may provide the most radical example of an unintentionally
instantaneous preservation of an entire city, Detroit appears more
relevant in relation to the implemented Action E. Detroit is an
historically extreme case of rapid depopulation due to the resulting
decrease in employment when the car industries abandoned the
city, leaving the white middle class without any job opportunities.
In the early 1950s, Detroit reached its highest population of about
1.8 million. Due to the aforementioned decrease in employment
within car industries – compounded by racial problems and high
crime rates – the white middle class fled the neighborhoods
surrounding downtown and moved out to the suburbs. The longterm result has been striking; more than one million residents moved
out of the inner-city. The physical imprint of the abandonment is
overwhelming and rendered visible by ruinous industrial plants
en masse. An enormous donut-shaped area of almost vacant land
surrounding Downtown Detroit has arisen as the buildings within
this area – formerly owned by the white middle class – have been
condemned to demolition over recent decades and subsequently
annihilated. On its outer rim, the donut of vacant land meets the
wealthy suburbs. Hence, Downtown Detroit stands alone as an
isolated island.
However, during the period of abandonment that began in the
1950s, Detroit has always been and still is inhabited. Furthermore,
Detroit is starting to sprawl again through new-established artistic
communities and urban farmers, seeking a livelihood in those partly
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condemned neighborhoods (Oswalt et al. 2005). As a consequence
of such newcomers, the decrease in population seems to have
plateaued for the time being; many independent artistic and
urban farming communities now occupy the vacant land between
Downtown and the suburbs.
Today, Downtown Detroit is relatively safe, because of a recent and
comprehensive gentrification process. Still, major buildings such as
the iconic Book Tower on Washington Boulevard and the imposing
Michigan Central Station, remain unoccupied.
Accordingly, within the donut-shaped area that lies between the
downtown and the suburbs, several precedents for addressing the
matter of revitalization are present in the large number of vacant
lots and buildings. Detroit comprises a catalogue of preservations
that have been conducted on abandoned built environments.
The underlying reasoning for such preservations are diverse, and
hence, some examples are outlined in the subsequent sections.
Furthermore, Detroit contains a wide range of scenarios regarding
the absence of buildings on the larger scale, and as such, it
may somewhat serve as a prediction of the impact of strategic
demolitions in general (Krag 2017).
In contextualising Action Generation E, this dissertation has focused
on three various thematic examples of preservation or revitalization,
all originating from Detroit and concerned with counteracts on the
mechanisms of abandonment. These examples are distributed
in the subsequent sections and addresses: Michigan Theatre;
Unintentional maintenance of density in Detroit; and finally Urban
sprawl as community farming and Detroit Soup.

5.1.5 A property in Detroit,
fenced in and sealed of. The
neighboring buildings are already
demolished, fall 2015.

Michigan Theatre and Action E, “the re-encoded remnant.”
One of the iconic symbols of the downfall of Detroit City is the
grand Michigan Theatre, which was transformed about 1977 into
a makeshift conversion that comprised of a parking garage, so as
to retain the declining number of tenants (Poremba 1999). Today,
the richly ornamented arched ceiling attests the glory of former
times. Thus, the memory of place is not entirely eradicated,
despite the preservation of the material memories being based
on deconstruction rather than restoration. The abandoned house
transformed in Action E suffered a somewhat similar fate to
Michigan Theatre, although the partial demolition of an abandoned
house neighboring a soup kitchen in Thy, Denmark hardly seems
comparable to the famous theater building devoid of function. In its
prime, Michigan Theatre hosted more than 4000 guests; therefore
the theater obviously falls into a different category, when regarding
scale and reputation, than the abandoned home of a deceased
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5.1.6 Michigan Theater
converted into a parking garage,
downtown Detroit, fall 2015.

5.1.7 Michigan Theater, fall
2015.

5.1.8 Downtown Detroit, fall
2015.

5.1.9 Downtown Detroit, from
Michigan Avenue, fall 2015.

5.1.10 Loss of density: A
barber shop standing alone in
a condemned neighborhood,
Detroit, fall 2015.

5.1.11 Abandoned Mansion,
Detroit, fall 2015.

5.1.12 Abandoned Mansion, the
skyscrapers in downtown Detroit
are visible in the background,
fall 2015.
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person in the rural areas of Denmark.
However, the two do have in common the introduction of a
new program incorporating material past remnants within the
conversion. The presence of the original ceiling and gable imprint in
the reprogramed Michigan Theatre and the extension of the soup
kitchen, respectively, both infuse the spatial ambiance with the
presence of the past. As such, both conversions have in common
the built palimpsest. Indubitably, the two conversions are diverse in
their provocative ways. Michigan Theatre is controversial because
of the insensitive and brutal transformation of a formerly renowned
cultural institution into a parking garage. The former glory of the
theater has been reduced to a faint reflection of such, which can
only be perceived while in transit. Conversely, Action E reflects and
exposes the everyday life of the deceased user of the neighboring
soup kitchen. Despite being resoundingly less spectacular than
Michigan Theatre, Action E embodies a more direct confrontation;
the gable imprint dominates the interior of the combined space for
dining and communions.
Unintentional maintenance of density in Detroit and Action E, “the
re-encoded remnant.”
The majority of recently abandoned buildings in Detroit are
preserved in the interests of the property owners – usually banks –
and not due to their cultural values whatsoever. Typical protection
consists of enclosing and covering of windows; in some cases, the
window coverings are painted the same colors as the buildings.
This results in a changed physical appearance from being inhabited
spaces to becoming simple volumes. Even though this attempt at
protecting property creates a condition similar to hibernation, it
also produces a reversible situation; the hibernation mode prolongs
the building’s existence and simultaneously maintains the city and
its structure. Density is especially contested by these pervasive
strategic demolitions, thus drawing parallels with contested Danish
rural villages. Danish artist, Katrine Würtz Hansen and architect,
Ina Hjorth appear to have borrowed from the painted and covered
facades in Detroit for their artistic project “Forladte Facader”
(abandoned facades). Thus, they implemented similar superficial
transformations, by covering and painting facades in abandoned
settings throughout Denmark. Although such painted coverings
might address the issue of built density, they may also obliterate
intrinsic values such as the embedded narratives understood as the
spatial-material history of the concerned building (Krag 2017).
Action E, “the re-encoded remnant”, is one of the prototyped
Actions within the boundaries of the research practice able to
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address the matter of density, while at the same time exposing the
spatial-material history of the building. Action E goes further than
the provisional painted coverings surveyed in Detroit. Nevertheless,
one could argue that these embedded elements can always be
redeemed; the coverings are reversible and hence, they do not
hinder further transformations at a later stage, if relevant.
The reduced walls of the condemned building in Action E still
occupy space as physical demarcations, comprised by the preserved
corner towards the main street and the walls of the backhouse. This
somewhat compensates for the reduced size of the addition to the
soup kitchen. It in itself is not capable of filling the gap left by the
demolished building within the consistent row of buildings on the
main street. Thus, the physical demarcation mediates the narratives
of the absent building in the main street without fully comprising its
original scale. And so, the conception of density is retained.

5.1.13 Sealed off property; an
unintentional maintenance of
density? Detroit, fall 2015.

Urban sprawl as community farming and Detroit Soups and Action
E, “the re-encoded remnant.”
At present, gentrification and urban sprawl are increasing in Detroit.
A tendency initiated by nondependent grassroots movements that
generate various examples of realized bottom-up initiatives. Such
initiatives can be translated into the Danish rural context particularly
regarding the re-inhabitation of Action D. However, in relation to
Action E, “the re-encoded remnant”, the re-inhabitation of Detroit
builds on a deeply rooted communal sense of responsibility for
newcomers, not only in consideration of the aspects of security
such communities can provide, but also the sense of being part of
a community.
Speaking of community cohesion, it is worth mentioning one of
Detroit’s other transpiring bottom-up initiatives. Detroit Soups is a
recurrent communal dinner based on the initiatives of passionate
community volunteers in a similar manner to the soup kitchen
involved in Action E. The concept of Detroit Soups is, in brief, to
dine together.
In order to participate in Detroit Soups a five-dollar fee is paid.
While dining, different groups present a proposal for an event, a
support group, or similar. Each participant has to vote for one of
the submitted proposals, and the winning proposal gets all of the
money collected through the entrance fee. The food is sponsored
by newly established local restaurants or by catering companies
that in return get the opportunity to promote themselves (The
author participated in one of the soups on 18. October 2015). The
particular idea of embedding community activities within a dining
situation resonates with the concept of the soup kitchen in Hurup.
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Both accentuate the striking ease of engaging with one another
while gathering to share a meal (Detroit Soup per May 2017).
The movements of re-inhabitations of vacant properties, the Detroit
Soups, and Action E, all share an underlying demand for a strong
communal foundation. This feeds back to the inherent need for
engagement onsite so as to comprehend a community’s sense
of self, as already discussed in Chapter 4’s Reflection on Action
D, “the controlled ruin” at the church. In Danish rurality, a similar
burgeoning awareness of abandoned buildings’ potential was
recently outlined in the Danish trade periodical Arkitekten; that
issue exemplifies refugees, who as an experiment were given the
opportunity to arrange workshops in abandoned buildings in order
to perform their traditional craftsmanship. Furthermore, small lots
in the same rural village were at the refugees’ disposal to use as
personal vegetable gardens (Pind 2017).

5.1.14 Urban farming in a
condemned neighborhood,
Detroit, fall 2015.
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Reflections on and framing of Action Generation E
First, this section will discuss the re-instatement of fragments as
a juxtaposition of Action Generation E, and in particular, Action E,
“the re-encoded remnant,” the visited places of precedents, and
Soanes’ House in London. Second, it will confront the internal issue
of fragments as either providers or disturbances of atmospheres
in the altered setting. Third, this section will briefly elaborate on
material fragments as part of built palimpsests. Finally, this section
will conclude with some reflections on the generation of knowledge
through participation.
The importation of program versus the importation of fragments
There are some similarities in both juxtaposing an imported
new program (including a new additional building) against and
within a setting containing material fragments of the past, and
the juxtaposition of staging imported fragments of the past by
integrating them within a new built environment at an entirely new
location.
The difference lies in whether the fragments – representing staged
interpretations of the past – remain unaltered in their original
location, or are moved and relocated within a new context. The
latter being the case in both Soanes’ House, London and Palazzo di
Lorenzo in Gibellina Nuova in Sicily.
Soanes, Gibellina Nuova, Michigan Theatre and Action Generation E
English radical architect and collector, Sir John Soanes (1753-1837)
rebuilt and expanded his three houses in London over most of his
lifetime, in the period 1792-1837. His houses were literally designed
to orchestrate the spaces and light surrounding his overwhelming
collection of imported artefacts (Sir John Soanes Museum (London)
2014). Conversely, in the cases of both Action E and Michigan
Theater, the material fragments – despite being curated – remained
in their original location and context. Furthermore, in Action E
the material fragments still held a direct relation to the place and
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its people, given their apparent origin and newly gained status.
Therefore the fragments did not become confused by multifarious
historic references.
Soanes’ House staged fragments of broken entities. Unlike
Action E, Soanes’ imported artefacts comprised an assortment of
archaeological objects and art pieces in which represented a broad
variety of ages and places. Unlike Palazzo di Lorenzo and Action E,
these artefacts were not curated with the intention of creating a
historical or thematic coherence; they were staged in a more poetic
sense. Utilizing his architectural skills, Soanes created spaces that
enhanced the dense atmospheres of the accumulated and derelict
artefacts using skylights that illuminated recesses, and spatial
relations confused by the use of mirrors. In contrast to Action E,
“the re-encoded remnant”, Soanes’ House constitutes a new entity
similar to a museum and hence, it is detached from the concept of
memory of place (Hill 2016).
Learning from the detached artistic and staged implants of
Gibellina Nuova and Soanes’ House, it appears that the dislocation
of fragments impacts severely on the artefacts’ ability to catalyse
memories of place. Nevertheless, in Gibellina Nuova it was not
only the material fragments that were imported; it was also
the recipients – the residents of the devastated Gibellina – who
were imported. Because of this, the constituents necessary for
maintaining narratives of the past presented themselves here;
the material fragments ought to stimulate latent of memories of
a given place among the residents to whom the fragments were
originally connected. It is clear that the act of association, or even
appropriation, is not reflected in these monuments in their current
state. This is perhaps due to the tragic event that these monuments
are inherently linked to and thus, their representation of the
devastated Gibellina, or because of an unabridged gap between the
relocated village community and the artistic endeavours within this
new built environment.
Memory of place is elaborated on further in Chapter 6, as
its paramount importance to understanding a communities’
relationship to the abandoned buildings seems to compile.
Furthermore, it is specifically integrated within Action F, “the
theater installation”.
Providers of atmospheres
Regardless of whether they have been imported and integrated
into new built environments, or staged on location in new built
environments, the fragments provide atmosphere.
German philosopher, Gernot Böhme (1937-) argues in his paper
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Atmospheres as a fundamental concept of a new aesthetic that
atmosphere occurs in the hazy interplay between building and man,
object and subject. Böhme regards atmosphere as a conjunction
of the personal and emotional impact of space duplicated by
materials, their aging, their mutual relations, spatial proportions,
light in relation to place. Once again, atmosphere occurs with
the simultaneous presence of subject and object (Böhme 1993).
This position relates perfectly with the induced experience of
the presence of the past in both Actions E and Action E1, as the
impressions of spatial-material interpretations are constructed on
the basis of similar constituents as pointed out by Böhme.
However, this obviously does not necessarily apply to the embedded
narratives of the place, even though they stimulate imaginations of
the past. Therefore, the decision was born to enhance the focus on
the narratives of place and their impact on the local identity in the
subsequent Action Generation F.
Fragments within their original location contribute to the retention
of atmospheres past, allowing them to directly relate to the
appurtenant community; whereas fragments moved from their
original location still affect the atmosphere, albeit in a different
manner, as if they were reduced to museum pieces. This problem
also presented itself throughout the attempt to re-create the spatialmaterial relations of the listed vernacular farmhouse, explored
in Action E1, “Biopsies of the abandoned”. The newly established
entity responded to a new context, and hence the atmospheres
brought in through importation of fragments created were to be
read without the requisites of the original context.
Action E1, “Biopsies of the abandoned”, represents a radical
reconstruction of an alienated entity, albeit in a new context.
American architect and artist Lebeus Woods’ works represented
imaginations on radical reconstruction. However, Woods addressed
areas of political conflict or natural disaster such as the war-torn city
Sarajevo, not unlike the Belice Valley (Woods 1997).
The built palimpsest and spolia
A built palimpsest, in terms of the research practice elaborated
within this thesis, is the integration of spatial or material fragments
of past buildings within a newly built environment. This is regardless
of whether such simultaneous presence is represented by material
stratification or as a superimposed assemblage. In this sense,
the built palimpsest occur at any scale; from integrating minor
material fragments of the past into newly built environments, to
the urban scale in which the partial integration of previously built
environments have a defining character.
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Professor at University of Copenhagen, Ellen Braae makes use of the
term Spolia in relation to “…all forms of re-use of materials which
have been selected and reworked to appear in a new context.” Braae
refers to two directions that the ancient concept of spolia has taken.
The first eradicates the anterior concept of selected fragments,
whereas the second builds on exposing valuable conquered objects
of warfare as part of the triumph. Furthermore, Braae advocates
utilizing the transformation strategies that developed from the
concept of spolia, in order to regard ruinous industrial compounds
(Braae 2015, 234–239 and Hansen 2015).
As such, spolia resembles the concept of the built palimpsest, in the
sense that it is used in relation to the research practice explored
within this thesis. Particularly Action E, “the re-encoded remnant”,
draws parallels to spolia when used as a strategic tool, regardless
of the fact that exposing the previous meaning of the retained
fragments in that case was also essential.
In Gibellina Nuova, fragments of the architecture of the past
were embedded within contemporary architecture. However, one
could ask: does such a construct qualify as a built palimpsest in a
similar fashion to Action E, “the re-encoded remnant”? Yet, the
detachment of the fragments in Gibellina Nuova from their original
location may disclaim essential characteristics of the palimpsest and
alter the status of the fragments towards archaeological museum
pieces or as symbols of the tragic event behind. However, the “lack
of connection between architecture and archaeology” as noted by
Francesco Venezia (the architect behind Palazzo di Lorenzo), reveals
an awareness of, and concern for the inherent qualities of what
already exists, regardless of whether it refers to a more artificial
construct than Action E, “the re-encoded remnant”.
Built palimpsests are founded on the basic principle that
superimposed historical spatial-material built constellations can
exist in any built environment, at any scale.
In Genoa, Italy, the most obvious examples of historically layered
assemblages, or spolia, are represented in the built environment by
the simultaneous presence of several epochs in the same building.
Hence, an antique foundation may be bordering on a renaissance
first floor, then perhaps mannerism or baroque and finally trompe
l’oeil at the top floor.
Action E, “the re-encoded remnant”, can in this sense be interpreted
as a built palimpsest or a spolia too; the importation of the new
building on top of the existing foundation literally layers material
composition, thus representing an assemblage of different epochs
of the particular place.
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The As Found movement
As Found – also mentioned by Jonathan Hill in A landscape of, History
and Fiction – is often ascribed to the English architect couple, Alison
and Peter Smithson. As Found embodies an approach to engaging
with what is already there and recognizing the existing. As Found
relies on a direct attitude towards the present reality, building on
raw, exposed materiality, and the recognition of the ordinary, taking
note of this as an experiential path to new insights. The movement
was manifested with branches to both British art and architecture
in the 1950s (Hill 2016, 125–150).
The architectural branch of As Found has also represented a radical
approach that cannot be confused with conventional restoration
methods.
Thus, As found forms a sharp contrast to the contemporary
approaches in Danish strategic planning, in regards to both
urbanity and rurality. This was outlined in Chapter 3; in particular,
the transformation of Aarhus Harbour was used to exemplify this
uncaring approach to the existing environment.
In relation to Action E, “the re-encoded remnant”, there is one
particularly similar built example of the As Found movement, in the
sense that it involves the importation of a new building into a broken
entity of what is already there. The weekend home of the Smithson’s
(1961) was constructed by inserting a two-story modern aluminum
building onto the remnants of an eighteenth-century courtyard wall
and a small house. The courtyard remnant became the demarcation
of the exterior spaces, whereas the spared chimney was given a
central location inside the pavilion (Lichtenstein, Schregenberger,
and Museum für Gestaltung Zürich 2001). This use of corresponding
remnants in the exterior and interior are extremely similar to the
interior gable imprint and the exterior wall fragments of Action E.
In this sense, the built palimpsest is formed by the inherent
material-historic assemblage of added layers in a built environment
that is also highly valued in the Actions undertaken as part of
the research practice. Upper Lawn Pavilion and Action E, have
immediate physical principles in common, although they originate
from different epochs. However, an apparent neglect for that which
exists in the discourse that both Upper Law Pavilion and Action E
oppose - European modernism, and the contemporary direction of
Danish planning, respectively – are somewhat identical.
Taking part in the local community
While undertaking Action E, an increased social awareness was
derived from taking part in the daily rituals of the soup kitchen
community. This was supplemented by partaking, as both researcher
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and decision-maker, on the building council. Action E “the reencoded remnant”, became a compilation of playing an active role
by both taking part in and having an influence on the community
concerned. This draws parallels to participant observation, briefly
touched in Chapter 2; a universal research method in cultural
anthropology that is very versatile in regards to what is normally
referred to as fieldwork. In order to briefly account the major
concepts of participant observation, it is necessary to mention that
this method is not only used in social sciences but also branches
off into other fields, for instance psychology. However, in the
context of the Actions undertaken within this thesis, it is participant
observation as known from cultural anthropology that is brought
in focus. In participant observation, the approach to collecting
information is derived from participation, in contrast to other more
conventional and formalized methods within qualitative research
(DeWalt and DeWalt 2011). Thus, it has the potential to provide a
mode of confidence between the researcher and a social context,
allowing the researcher to get a deeper understanding of the social
co-existences within a community.
Although there are several resemblances between the participation
and interaction within this research practice and participant
observation, there is a striking difference also. Interaction with the
local community within the framework of this thesis has mainly
aimed to utilize the accumulated knowledge of the community to
develop the research practice, and thus shape its future Actions.
Whereas, participant observation in cultural anthropology is more
often aimed at building a rapport between the researcher and a
community, to ensure the act of collecting data within a community
does not influence that data, or field notes.
In the realm of architecture and the arts, there exist several
precedents for participation in communal life becoming a
precondition for a particular practice. Thus, two of the keynote
speakers – Andrew Freear and Nuno Sacramento – at the
AlterRurality 3 Conference: Fieldwork Letterfrack, Ireland in June
2016, are active participants within the communities in which they
practise.
Andrew Freear and Nuno Sacramento
Being present onsite, and participating in the daily life of a rural
community is the foundation of The Rural Studio, Auburn, Alabama
US. Under the leadership of program director Andrew Freear, an
undergraduate program has been conducted in which advances on
hands-on learning situations within a practical context, in a similar
fashion to the educational workshops outlined in Chapter 3. The
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Rural Studio has erected more than 170 built projects to date,
often for the people within the local community (Freear et al.
2014).
In relation to engagement, the dining situation became a crucial
tool in Action E, “the re-encoded remnant”, so as to achieve a
deeper understanding of a certain community, just as it was in
enhancing cohesion in the sprawling communities in Detroit
Soups that implicitly relied on discussions organized and
facilitated during social dining. Furthermore, director at Peacock
Visual Arts Nuno Sacramento – one of the keynote speakers at
AlterRurality 3 conference – utilizes the dining situation as a
common goal in Makers’ Meal Lumsden among other similar
projects. In these projects the participants are working towards
a common goal, which is a dinner at a fixed date; while making
basic equipment for the dinner, including pots, tables, and knives,
a social engagement has been facilitated within the community
(Sacramento and Zeiske 2010).”
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A preliminary distillate of Action Generation E
From the outset, the implementation of Action E was orchestrated
by employing participation at different levels, such as social
dining among the soup kitchen’s users, as well as membership
in the building board. This confirmed the importance of strong
community, from which the future strategic direction of rural
endeavours should emanate.
The notion of strategic demolitions as alleviating symptoms of the
underlying severe demographical problems in the ongoing rural
transition ought to gain more ground in the local debate on the
rural village communities as well as in the political debate, due to
the impact of the latter on the strategic planning level.
The staging of remnants in Action E, “the re-encoded remnant”,
illustrated how the presence of merely a few minor fragments,
within a new built environment at their original location, can
counterbalance the uneven distribution of original and new
materiality. Action E constituted a built palimpsest. However, the
importation of fragments originating from the ruins of Gibellina
to Gibellina Nuova clearly demonstrated the importance of taking
into account the recognition and association of the community
involved. Without this, these reinstated material implants of
the past too easily become indifferent art pieces. This process
of recognising and associating with the revealed traces of the
material past, is used similarly as in Action D, “the controlled
ruin” at the church. Thus, the association seems dependent on
the local community’s involvement in order to add their personal
and contemporary touch. These supplements to the implemented
Actions, in general, comprise a recurrent aspect of the research
practice that will be discussed further in the mutual comparison of
the three generations of Actions in Chapter 7.
Although Action E1 was a radical reconstruction of a spatial
sequence, it seemed to lose its contextual roothold at the exact
moment it was moved from its original context, despite the
annihilated spaces of the stables being to some degree preserved.
Having said that, Action E, “the re-encoded remnant” has
primarily evidenced the ability to catalyse a local debate on the
subject matter, and has accentuated the essential bond between
the community and an abandoned building – or more generally,
between subject and object – rather than contribute through an
actual reproducible prototype.
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Action Generation F, “the theater installation” was based on a
collaboration between Thisted Municipality, Theater Nordkraft in
Aalborg, and Aarhus School of Architecture as represented by the
researcher. It constituted the latest of the three generations of Actions
within the context of the research practice. Action Generations
D and E were both implemented as long-term transformation
strategies, building on partial demolition in which remnants were to
be spared for a later period. Conversely, Action Generation F aimed
at developing and testing an event based short-term preservation
strategy, which in the end would lead to the complete eradication
of the abandoned building concerned, without sparing any physical
traces. Despite no physical remains, the concept of “the theater
installation” implied a staged enhancement and reopening of the
abandoned building. In collaboration with the experimental theater,
Theater Nordkraft in Aalborg, Denmark, an exchange of site-specific
memories was catalyzed before the inevitable demolition of the
building. The locally rooted exchange of memories is considered
an immaterial preservation of the endangered intrinsic memories
that form part of the local identity. The local identity is particularly
vulnerable to the impact of the state funded demolition projects, as
the conceptions of identity embedded in abandoned buildings are
intangible. Thus, the impact of an eradication of such immaterial
values will only become visible in the longer term, once it is too late.
However, as outlined in Chapter 3, such buildings are bearers of a
material history of the local community; thus, they are considered
essential constituents of community cohesion.
External funding
Action Generation F, “the theater installation” necessitated
external funding. In particular, Theater Nordkraft needed external
personnel for the specific project. It was therefore decided in the
plenum to employ a professional radio documenter to follow the
personal narratives of the place and engage with their originators;
assimilating them into the early stages of the installation. Moreover,
an experimental composer was engaged to create an audio track
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First floor

that supplemented the narratives recorded and edited by the radio
documenter. The idea was to create a soundtrack to accompany the
physical interventions. As a new feature, there was also an attempt
to clarify the physical interventions by using timer-controlled
curated lighting. Accordingly, a visual light designer was engaged at
an early stage.
In regards to fulfilling the applications for external funding, all
three of the participants contributed with different variations of
co-financing. Thisted Municipality facilitated the approval of the
formalities regarding the postponed demolition and provided
screening for toxic building components, as in the previous
generations of Actions. Likewise, Theater Nordkraft utilized their
staff during the implementation of the administrative, practical, and
artistic tasks. Aarhus School of Architecture, above and beyond the
underlying research practice, provided equipment and power tools
for performing the radical interventions, and contributed to the
design of the physical interventions.
In cooperation with Thisted Municipality and Theater Nordkraft
in Aalborg, applications for the necessary external funding were
formulated and processed. During the period between January
2015 and March 2016, the means necessary to accomplish the
implementation of Action Generation F were granted. Foundation
grants were received from a diverse range of public and private
donors represented by The Danish Arts Foundation; KulturKANten
(Cultural Agreement Northern Jutland); and Sparnord Foundation.

Implementation of Action generation F

Second floor

6.1 The abandoned
confectionary in the middle of
the pedestrian street in the town
Hurup, spring 2016.

Action Generation F was originally schemed to transform at least
three different buildings; each representing a significant role in
relation to the two others, as proponents of the village community
they all formed part of. The primary concept was to choose
abandoned buildings from the pool of demolition projects, that held
an array of positions within rural village community previous to their
immanent and complete demolition. For this reason, the selection
of the best-qualified buildings became a search for buildings that
had originally covered a divergent specter of private, semi-public,
and public programs. The buildings selected had to be located in
close relation to each other and share a visual connectedness.
In addition, their locations had to have strong potential for local
interaction, making it crucial to engage with a village community of
an appropriate size and condition. To put it differently, the sum of
this selection criteria was, right from the outset, a difficult standard
to meet. Having said that, the search for qualified buildings took an
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unexpected direction.
During the fulfillment of Action E, “the re-encoded remnant”, the
day-to-day manager of the soup-kitchen had brought attention to
the qualities of the abandoned confectionary located in the middle
of the pedestrian street in Hurup. Actually, it was located in the
pedestrianized zone of the main street in between the already
implemented prototypes; Action D1 and Action E. The confectionary
offered a unique chance to implement three different generations
of prototypes in the same street. However, the confectionary was
not yet listed as an object for state-funded demolition, despite
having been closed for decades as well as being the abandoned
home of the confectioner’s deceased widow since 2011.

6.2 Pedestrian street: The
confectionary is on the left,
spring 2016.

6.3 Interior of the of
confectionary and the bakery
shop, spring 2016.

Three states of privacy represented in the confectionary
Among various other qualities, the old confectionary in Hurup
represented three different states of privacy. First, the confectionary
had played a major role in the past community as a public gathering
point; the purchase of alcohol was not allowed in Hurup due to
religious conviction. Second, it contained the semi-public and still
intact production unit that included all of the machinery and ovens.
Third, the confectionary also contained the private home of the
deceased confectioner couple. The pair had lived in and run the
confectionary since World War II and until the beginning of the 1980s
when the confectioner became ill. In conclusion, the confectionary
comprised a public sphere, semi-public sphere, and private sphere
all within the same building. Furthermore, its location in the old
town center of the pedestrian street was ideal for engagement with
the local community. It was thus decided to deviate from the original
plan and focus solely on the transformation of the old abandoned
confectionary. This being so, Action Generation F, “the theater
installation” strategy, was only prototyped once as Action F. The
stakeholders and financial supporters were easily convinced that a
changed concept from three buildings containing various locations
and programs, to one building encasing them all simultaneously,
was to the benefit of the project as whole. In other words, the
confectionary represented a closely related interconnectivity
between the public bakery and café, the private home, and finally
the semi-public production unit.
The manager of the state funds for demolition projects in Thisted
Municipality agreed to keep an eye on the abandoned confectionary
in Hurup, putting the process on hold whenever the building became
an object of the demolition pool. Once most of the external funding
was acquired, a delegation – led by the researcher – investigated
all of the houses listed for demolition within Thisted Municipality
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in December 2015, searching for qualified buildings in regards to
Action Generation F. Among the listed buildings appeared the old
confectionary; this was definitely best qualified when considering
both the embedded narratives of place, and local interaction
potential.

Preparing the reopening of the confectionary
6.4 The unaltered confectionary,
from the private kitchen towards
the bakery. The industrial mixer is
visible in the background, spring
2016.

6.5 The unaltered bakery, spring
2016.

6.6 The ovens, spring 2016,

In February 2016, the confectionary was revisited and accurate
measurements and photographic documentations were performed.
The physical interventions were discussed on this occasion, and
interaction with local residents and background research was
initiated in order to identify and track down former employees of
confectionary, relations to the confectioner family, and customers
of different decades. In cooperation with The Hurup Archive – a
subdivision of Thisted Museum – a timeline of the confectionary
was produced, spanning from its opening as a confectionary in the
1920s, to its closure at the beginning of the 1980s. The building
was originally owned by a steel tradesman until inherited by one
of his sons and converted into the confectionary; in fact, all three
sons of the steel tradesman became confectioners. However, the
son who became the first confectioner in the Hurup building, was
later convicted as a collaborationist in the trials following World War
II. The confectionary was thus taken over by the Andersen family,
who owned the building until it was condemned to demolition.
For a short period of time, following the confectionary’s closure in
the 1980s, the confectioner’s widow rented out the spaces of the
bakery store. Thus, the store design was changed to host a kiosk.
In March 2016, the stakeholders of Action F gathered for another
week together. This was so as to finalize the concepts for the physical
interventions, and discuss their potency in relation to the audio
track and the timer-controlled staged lighting. The stage manager
from Theater Nordkraft and some of the technical crew, began
to assort the furniture and a large number of remaining artifacts.
These were organized in relation to their importance within the
overall storyline of the abandoned confectionary. This organization
was aided by narratives observed during the clean-up, relations of
the confectioner family, and pictures found in the private home or
supplied by Thisted Museum.
The three physical interventions implemented in Action F are
elaborated on in the subsequent section. These interventions
concerned various spatial-material aspects of the building’s history,
seeking to emphasize the physical elements of the narratives
revealed throughout the extended implementation period. The
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three physical interventions are outlined below as: 1) The reverse
horizontal biopsy; 2) The vertical excavation; and 3) The internal
section.

6.7 “The reverse horizontal
biopsy”, from the private kitchen
towards the bakery, summer
2016.

1) The reverse horizontal biopsy
A horizontal cut-out within the dimensions of the fridge in the
private kitchen reopened an old connection from the bakery
shop to the bakery in the back building, through the kitchen. This
intervention was undertaken in a similar manner to a horizontal
reverse biopsy, cutting its way through all the three states of privacy
mentioned previously. This allowed the beholder to look through
the entire building from one specific position on the pedestrian
street outside the storefront. The formerly public spaces of the
confectionary towards the pedestrian street were kept inaccessible
because of the flooring’s poor condition. During the daytime
opening hours, the visitors inside the installation could choose
to switch on, or to switch off, this visual connection between the
different spheres of privacy. This was done by opening or closing
the fridge door in the private kitchen, which remained deliberately
unaltered. At night, the fridge door was kept open and the different
spheres of the building – representing appurtenant depth in the
applied intervention – were then individually staged throughout the
cycle of time-controlled lighting. This intervention played a major
role in Action F, now titled [CONDITORIET] in reference to the name
of the confectionery while owned by Confectioner Andersen. Thus,
while the installation was closed at night, the performance of this
particular intervention, enhanced by the staged lighting, provided a
high degree of visibility from the outside.
The following paragraph outlines the physical extent of “the reverse
horizontal biopsy”. This starts from the inner wall that is visible from
the pedestrian street, moving through the storefront towards the
end wall of the backhouse within the bakery, in the opposite end
of the building.
As mentioned earlier, the inner dimensions of the fridge defined the
proportions and the direction of the cut-out. The penetration of the
inner wall made of plaster first revealed a closed doorway including
the encased door leaf at the back of the fridge, which was then
cut away. The intervention then continued on the opposite side of
the refrigerator door in the private kitchen. Here it cut lengthwise
through the kitchen table, the cupboards, the dishwasher, the zinc,
and the top cupboards. It then penetrated the tiled brick wall at
the end of the kitchen by creating an opening towards the scullery
that intersected with another intervention, “the internal section”
(outlined in the next paragraphs). From here, two tiled brick walls
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were opened, the latter of which joined the intervention with the
bakery space by cutting through a porcelain zinc on the bakery side.
The intervention terminated once reaching the outside by cutting
through a workbench and the tiled end wall of the building.

6.8 “The vertical excavation”,
summer 2016.

2) The vertical excavation
A vertical stripping away of the soft tissue of the building allowed
the structure and technical installations to remain unaltered.
Figuratively, the intervention was performed as a dissection by
stripping the affected area to the bone. Unlike “the reverse horizontal
biopsy”, the domain of the intervention comprised of the vertical
extrusion of a rectangular footprint. It therefore connected all three
stories of the private home, as it penetrated the horizontal divisions
from the second floor to the basement. However, it remained an
internal intervention. In contrast to the residual interventions, it
was undertaken in a similar fashion to an archaeological excavation,
scraping through the multi-layered horizontal divisions. Whenever
the excavation reached vital bearing beams, they were uncovered
and left unaltered to provide for an understanding of the structural
narratives of the building. Similarly, the technical installations – such
as electrical tubing – were uncovered and utilized as an integrated
part of the staged lighting. “The vertical excavation” produced an
insight into the hidden sub-nature of the building, while in a staged
state of function (Gissen 2009). The two residual interventions
avoided, or simply did not respect, the structural components
within these intersections, nor the electrical fittings.
The physical delimitations of “the vertical excavation” were based
around the skylight in the main corridor on the second floor. This
was left unaltered as it formed part of the building envelope. The
skylight, in combination with the dwarf wall in the same corridor,
defined the width of the intervention’s footprint; the length of
the intervention was defined by the dimensions of the living room
and the workshop in the basement, which were close to identical
due to communal load-bearing walls. A wooden tier of beams and
intersecting electrical fittings made of steel tubes appeared once
the flooring and the ceiling was removed in the rectangular footprint
on the second floor. These electrical fittings were later integrated
as part of the re-established lighting cycle of the entire building.
On the second floor it was only possible to pass the intervention
on one side, as the dwarf wall defined the other side. Conversely,
in the living room on ground level, the same footprint allowed the
audience to move around the inflicted opening in the floor. The
removal of the horizontal division between the living room and the
basement revealed several steel girders, which were kept similarly
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to the level above.
From the living room, “the vertical excavation” mediated the newly
acquired spatial connection to both the second floor and the
basement. The spatial connections were filtered visually through
the unaltered structural girders as well as the electrical fittings.
An electric chandelier in operation emphasized the origin of the
electrical tubes, forming a focal point for the intervention. Visible
from the living room only, an out-hanging dwarf wall revealed the
dark space beneath the eaves; the dwarf walls were not aligned
across an intersecting inner wall.
The basement, in contrast, was kept inaccessible and only rendered
visible from the living room above. Once again, similar to the
Roman excavations, it was illuminated by hidden sources of light
mounted underneath the flooring of the living room. Furthermore,
a minimalistic steel railing was mounted in a similar manner as
those in the Roman archaeological excavations. This was installed
so as to prevent occupational hazards and, in addition, to create a
neatly framed and curated presentation of the excavation.

6.9 “The internal section”,
summer 2016.

3) The internal section
“The internal section” was similar to the sections performed
at full-scale in the educational workshops within the first three
generations of Actions. Chapters 3 and 4 have already elaborated on
those properties within the section that both catalyze and unleash
intrinsic narratives, through using historic-material stratification and
its cutting edges. That same ability to trigger the latent memories of
the beholder was utilized in the prototyped Action F.
“The internal section”, when performed in the abandoned
confectionary, literally separated the production unit from the
private home with a gap of about 60 cm in between the cutting
edges. The production unit that features the bakery was originally a
restricted area in which people without a professional errand were
denied access. This mental distinction between the production
facility and the private sphere remained deeply embedded in the
awareness of former employees and relatives in the summer of
2016. Therefore, it made sense to separate the building physically,
in order to strengthen the concept of the already existing physical
boundary. The separation was all-embracing apart from the roof and
the outer wall towards the street, both of which were kept intact for
various reasons explained below, such as exposure to the climate.
“The internal section” deviated from its internal character; it created
an accessible opening to the outside courtyard as the intervention
overlapped with an existing doorway. The internal nature of the
section also allowed the electrical panel to remain operational
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which became power supply for the entire installation. Actually, the
power panel bridged the gap between the section edges, while the
previously concealed cables – which now were joined on the panel
– were exposed.
Compared to earlier sections undertaken in the educational
workshops, “the internal section” benefitted from the added
lighting cycle. This dynamically changed the spatial relations,
when observed from the gap in between the cutting edges. Thus,
the illuminated rooms became the focus of the beholder, while
the importance of the spaces in which the lights were out were
deemphasized until the staged lighting cycle changed again. The
illumination of the spaces bordering “the internal section” helped
to enhance the characteristics of the section by continually altering
the focal point, despite the fluctuating illumination of these spaces
consisting merely of traditional basic lighting.
A flat bar grating bridged the gap between the two separated
building segments on the second floor, as a minimalized access to
flour storage above the bakery. This also provided a visual overview
of “the internal section” from a central position in the established
gap; a weightless and floating viewing point created by the
translucent flat bar grating, that appeared transparent and glasslike
in the gap.

6.10 “The reverse horizontal
biopsy”, from the private kitchen
towards the pedestrian street.
The refrigerator door is opened
and thus, the intervention is
enabled, summer 2016.

6.11 “The reverse horizontal
biopsy”, from the bakery,
summer 2016.

6.12 “The vertical excavation”
from the living room, summer
2016.

6.13 “The vertical excavation”
from the hallway on second floor,
summer 2016.

6.14 “The internal section”, from
first floor, summer 2016.

Shared properties of the three interventions in the Confectionary
The three physical interventions shared some basic conditions and
foundational principles. They all bordered on an intact building
envelope; a window allowing incoming daylight and glimpses
from the public outside. The vertical excavation, however, did not
allow for such a public view, as the window it bordered on was a
skylight. The increased intake of daylight through this somewhat
compensated for this. This exemplifies that despite sharing
foundational principles, the three interventions differed in their
orientation and had unique individual attributes. Alongside this,
the three interventions shared the principle of being executed
within the boundaries of the building; they all, for practical reasons,
needed to be resilient to the climate, vandalism, and preventing
occupational hazard too. This demand for resilience was also a
product of the two-month duration of the prototype; it ought to
be in good condition for the full opening period. As an exception
from the internal nature, both the of “the internal section” and
“the reverse horizontal biopsy,” terminated as a penetration of the
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building envelope. In contrast, “the vertical excavation” terminated
at the concrete floor in the basement.

6.15 “The untouched room”
before the transformation of the
confectionary, summer 2016.

6.16 “The untouched room”
after the transformation of the
confectionary, summer 2016.

6.17 The storefront of the
confectionary in the evening.
The circadian rhythm of the
confectionary is regained,
summer 2016.

The untouched room; a preserved sample of compiled furniture
and artifacts
One of the bedrooms upstairs, which had originally accommodated
the baker’s maids, was left intentionally unaltered, subsequently
integrated as part of a transformation, in contrast to rest of the
confectionary. This particular bedroom became a stark contrast
to the remaining interior of the reopened confectionary. The
conception of the bedroom as an immediate preservation of its
original state at the moment of conveyance, consequently led to a
decision to make the room inaccessible throughout the two-month
period of reopening. Nevertheless, it was possible to contemplate
the room from a standpoint in the adjacent doorway, despite being
prohibited from entering. Furthermore, the unaltered bedroom had
a central location in the building, bordering on the edges of “the
internal section.” This feature, in particular, made it possible for the
spectator to study the inaccessible bedroom from a wide array of
diagonal focal points. Eventually the untouched room ended up
being an important actor in “the theater installation”, as it passed on
a compilation of ambiances from the abandoned confectionary. The
staged appearances of the cleansed adjacent rooms contributed to
this perception as well, as the contrast strengthened the impact of
the untouched room.
The regained circadian rhythm of the confectionary
The painstakingly curated timer-controlled lighting cycle along
with the audio track both operated as supplements to the physical
interventions, resurrecting the circadian rhythm of the abandoned
confectionary. Simultaneously, the lighting and audio track also
liberated themselves from the physical interventions in several
ways. Accordingly, the staged lighting and audio was also utilized
within the inaccessible and sealed off bakery store outside of the
opening hours. These spaces were revitalized at night as glimpses of
the past made accessible from a distance; visible and audible from
the storefront only. On the contrary, the bakery was illuminated in
the early morning hours to imitate the dynamics of the circadian
rhythm of the past.
Furthermore, the old living room in the private home was
refurbished with armchairs featuring incorporated loudspeakers
from which pieces of narratives sounded.
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6.18 Minor artifacts from the
confectionary installed in the
closet and made visible by
spyholes, summer 2016.
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The mirrored confectionary
To create an imaginary link between rural and urban coexistences,
Action F, “[CONDITORIET]” developed a doppelganger in Aalborg.
The installation onsite in Hurup was simply mirrored into Theater
Nordkraft’s theater hall; the spaces of the confectionary were
simply re-constructed within, using interior fragments and furniture
of the old confectionary. Hence, the door leafs of the confectionary
were re-installed in their original mutual locations within Theater
Nordkraft. Not only were the door leafs reinstalled in the theater
in Aalborg, but all of the furnishings – excluding the bedroom
that remained untouched – which had been removed and stored
since the clean-up in March 2016. Some of these artifacts were
closely related to memories of the people who were engaged in
the implementation of the prototype. The artifacts, capable of
communicating important narratives of the place and vice versa,
were now revitalized in the mirrored installation in Aalborg.
All of the artifacts and fragments within the mirrored installation in
Aalborg were suspended from a rig in the roof that was constructed
specifically for this event. Such suspensions were made of steel
cables and completed with split bushings. In the subsequent
section, two examples of the relation between artifact and narrative
are briefly outlined.
1) The teak cover from a central radiator, originally from the café space
and forming part of several narratives. Many former customers and
employees independently recounted how Confectioner Andersen
used to lean against this piece of furniture while chatting with the
customers. Hence, it became a valuable artifact in the mirrored
installation in Theater Nordkraft.
2) The Artminster carpet, which many of the relatives referred to
as of such high value to the confectioner’s wife that nobody was
allowed to step on it. This carpet was not identified as a piece
of importance until the nephew and niece of the confectioner
independently recounted what they remembered of the position
of the carpet, revealing the very spot in the living room where it
originally was situated. Old photographs helped to clarify the details
of the Artminster carpet and its surroundings.

6.19 “The mirrored
confectionary”. The glass door
with the etched motif that
originally separated the bakery
shop from the confectionary,
summer 2016.

Artifacts with the ability to unfold themselves
In contrast, other artifacts showed the capacity to independently
unfold their embedded narratives. Two examples of artifacts
that played an obvious role in the confectionary’s past are briefly
outlined in the succeeding paragraphs.
1) The beds of the confectioner couple, their children’s beds, and
the beds of their employees, were all reinstated. This was achieved
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by suspending them from the roof with steel cables in their former
positions on the second floor of the mirrored installation in Aalborg.
The narratives of the reinstalled beds are easy to interpret; their
previous functions were strikingly evident. Furthermore, it is easy
to guess to whom each of them originally belonged, given the
variations in size and quality. Their location within the private home
of the confectionary was also determined when compared to the
layout of the building.
2) A worn-out and disassembled cast iron frame from the bakery
oven, which – although being replaced – was kept for unknown
reasons. This also exposed its narrative itself, particularly as it
formed part of the core function in the confectionary. The oven’s
replacement was also installed in the bakery in Hurup.
The replaced cast iron frame from the ovens represented, alongside
some replaced window frames, the few doublets within both
locations of “the theater installation”, both in Hurup and Aalborg.
Generally, the conceptualized relationship between the two
installations predetermined a code of practice in which fragments,
furniture, and artifacts present in the Hurup confectionary had to be
absent in Aalborg, and vice versa. These doublets however served
to reinforce the minimalistic delimitation of the spatial experience
in the mirrored installation in Aalborg only.
Theater Nordkraft’s largest theater hall was literally designed as
a black box, and thus had the capacity to contain the reinstalled
confectionary in its full dimensions.

6.20 “The mirrored
confectionary”, summer 2016.

An imaginary reconstruction of space
Whereas the suspended door leaf revealed the flow and imaginary
vertical delimitations of the abandoned confectionary, the
Artminster carpet, along with the beds and the iron frame of the
ovens, all helped reveal the imaginary horizontal delimitations. This
was achieved through their indication of the floor levels of both the
first floor and the second floor.
The same primary narrative, belonging to the former day-to-day
manager the soup kitchen (Action E), was translated within Action
F; translated into a recorded guided tour for visitors to both the
onsite installation in the re-opened confectionary in Hurup, and to
the mirrored installation in the theater in Aalborg. The mirrored
installation was also supplemented with the timer-controlled staged
lighting, intending to link the main narrative to the revitalized
artifacts.
In both installations, subordinate narratives that were installed
in particular places and made accessible by headphones,
supplemented the recurring primary narrative. These minor
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narratives covered a broad variety of themes in relation to the role
of the past confectionary, made of recorded fragments of authentic
interviews with former employees, customers, or relatives. One of
the narratives entailed the consequences of the first confectioner’s
verdict as a collaborationist in the trials after World War II; others
dealt with the interviewee’s familial or professional relations to the
last confectioner family.

The boosted confectionary
6.21 “The mirrored
confectionary” under
construction, Teater Nordkraft,
Aalborg, spring 2016.

6.22 “The mirrored
confectionary”, summer 2016.

6.23 “The mirrored
confectionary”; from the
“imaginary” pedestrian street,
summer 2016.

The reopening of the old abandoned confectionary as a temporary
boost of the exposed memories of both the building and the place,
proved strikingly appealing to the local community. More than 150
participated in the confectionary’s reopening in June 2016. The
local residents counted for a high percentage of the attendance.
This was supplemented by many residents from the city who had
visited the mirrored installation at Theater Nordkraft in Aalborg,
and had been convinced to make the two-hour drive to Hurup to
visit the confectionary. In addition to this, tourists and people from
all over the region were enticed by the local news to visit Action
F,“[CONDITORIET]”.
The confectionary remained open for almost two-months (4 June
to 31 July) during the same opening hours as the other shops on
the pedestrian street. Every Sunday during the summer, coffee and
Danish pastries were served in the courtyard of the confectionary.
The courtyard was furnished for this purpose, using a refectory
table and benches placed underneath an old elder. The idea was
to encourage the visitors to gather around the refectory table,
providing an informal setting for dialogue and encouraging an
exchange of memories of the place. It was from Action E that this
concept of creating an informal setting for dialogue was derived.
The boost of the waning confectionary, before its inevitable
destruction, proved to instil a greater awareness of the communal
identity among the local residents, that they themselves forms part
of.
Boosting an endangered building before its foreseeable eradication
places several demands on both the building and the environment.
First, the impact is dependent on the location. Second, the
importance of the building in relation to the community will
most probably be reflected in the degree of local interaction. As a
consequence of the demands of the building as well as the funding
required, Action F – as a potential preservation strategy – will
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6.24 The grand opening, from
bakery, Hurup, summer 2016.
Niece and former employee: “I
remember that we had to go
down in the spooky basement
to cut the rye bread. I didn’t like
that.”
Niece and former employee:
“The Artminster carpet was so
highly valued by aunt Tove (The
wife of the confectioner) that no
one was allowed to step on it”
Nephew of the confectioner
(recorded interview by Lee
Robinson): “The confectionary
was a restricted area due to
hygiene standards. You had to
have professional business to get
access.”

6.25 The grand opening, coffee
and cake served in the courtyard,
summer 2016.
Elderly woman (recorded
interview by Lee Robinson): “The
farmers came to town by horse
and carriage to deliver the milk
at the cooperative dairy. Then
the blacksmith would shoe the
horses. Meanwhile the farmers
had coffee at the confectionary. I
guess it was about 1950.”
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likely be reserved to a few endangered buildings that are clearly
significant to their surrounding environment.
The development and test of Action F did provide one out of
many possible event-based prospects to approach immaterial
preservation. Accordingly, Theater Nordkraft attracted local
residents; the well-reputed urban cultural institution created a
natural curiosity among the rural community. Furthermore, the
theater’s expertise in interpreting narratives within temporary
scenography was crucial.

Immaterial preservation through strengthened narratives
of place
The revealed narratives do not necessarily represent an exact
pragmatic historical truth, given their survival and evolution through
oral tradition. Regardless, they remain essential constituents in
the development and maintenance of the local identity, although
having partially become myths. Consequently, there is a strong
probability that these narratives of the place – which have been
alienated, as a result of the state-funded demolition project –
will be in constant evolution in accordance with tradition. The
substantive historic truth of such narratives will likely wane over
time. However, the balance between historic truth and myth may
have less of an influence on the local identity of the community
they are part of. In a similar manner to Action D “the controlled
ruin” at the church, the prototyped Action F aims for a high degree
of historical truth. Yet, all of the Actions can only be considered
interpretations of the abandoned buildings in which they involve;
all of them are based on subjective decisions and assumptions.
Having said that, a high degree of historic truth is considered an
important point of departure, once the prototyped transformations
produce a strategy for immaterial preservation. Contrasting with
the previous prototyped Actions, the element of preserved physical
substance is non-existent in Action F, “[CONDITORIET]”. The curated
physical remnants are also considered interpretations, as discussed
in Chapter 4. Thus, they might cause some myth-making too. All
things considered, traditional building restoration is also based on
assumptions around how a building appeared at a specific time; the
restoration is subsequently undertaken as a physical representation
of the subjective interpretation.
In contrast to the previous Actions Generation D and E, the impact
of the prototyped Action Generation F in the long term can be
immaterial only. The physical remains are no longer present to
provoke reactions or to trigger an exchange of latent memories.
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6.26 Excerpts from the guest
book, summer 2016.
(June 6) “It was fantastic walking
around exploring the past”
Jytte and Lotte (June 6) “It was
so exiting to see the building
from the inside. We have passed
by for many years. My thirteen
year old daughter thinks the
confectionary should reopen.”
Lise (June 8) “Make a café or a
confectionary. The building must
not be demolished”
Torben (June 8) “Sad to
experience that a charming
confectionary has vanished,
worked here as a boy”
Tove (June 17) “I can almost feel
that the place must have been
the gathering point of the town
in the past. Sad for the people,
who used to come here.”
Gitte (June 24) “Slightly bigger
than expected, could one assume
it is worthy of preservation.”
(July 6) “Clear cut!”
Simonsen family (July 19) “… to
walk around in the confectionary,
feel the atmospheres, smell the
past,…..”
Anette (July 21) “My sister
worked in the confectionary
(1968-1969). John Lennon and
Yoko Ono came in one day and
bought cakes.”
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6.27 “The internal section” at
the grand opening, summer
2016.
Former employee (recorded
interview by Lee Robinson):
“There was this man, who
always waited for a young
woman to get off work. Then
he would offer her coffee at the
confectionary. Some people said
she was his daughter. Perhaps
they were right.”
Local woman (recorded interview
by Lee Robinson): “My farther
was employed at Skibstedgård.
First time he asked my mother
out, he took her to the cinema.
Afterwards they had coffee and
cake at the confectionary. It was
definitely something special.”
Local tradesman (recorded
interview by Lee Robinson):
“About 60 years ago, we kids
were gathering outside the
storefront of the confectionary
to watch television. It was
the first of its kind in Hurup.
Unfortunately, the confectioner’s
wife always came out and said
that we would have to buy
something or go home.”
Local woman: “The television
in the confectionary became
a natural gathering point in
Hurup”
Nephew of the confectioner:
“Sometimes my uncle allowed
me to watch television in the
confectionary. He always spent
his evenings there. I guess it was
his kind of family life.”

ACTION GENERATION F: “The theater installation”
Because of this, it seemed a necessary aim to create a tremendous
impact through the implementation of the event, so as to catalyze an
exhaustive exchange of the latent memories of the place. However,
the exchange of narratives of the confectionary that the prototyped
Action F has generated – before the physical eradication of the
building – will hopefully accumulate in the collective memory of the
local community over generations. The demolished confectionary
is immaterially preserved, now existing only in memories, apart
from a few archived artifacts and photographs in the local museum
storage which will soon be forgotten (Ricœur, Blamey, and Pellauer
2010).

Community cohesion and local identity
The guestbook, in combination with reports from the dedicated
volunteers and reports from informants and visitors, instigated an
overwhelming and locally rooted curiosity and interest in guests’
own history. Action F clearly indicated how the reopening of an
abandoned confectionary both touched upon and enabled collective
unconscious memories, helping to formulate the community’s sense
of self. In other words, the abandoned confectionary constituted
part of an endangered intangible entity; endangered by dilution
when the disappearance of its invisible former key components
goes unnoticed.
The section was utilized as a method to catalyse an exchange of
memories. This was inherited from the two previous generations
of prototyped Actions. In the case of the abandoned confectionary,
the staged light and the audio track were utilized for the first time to
orchestrate “the internal section” amongst the other interventions.
This created momentarily focal points, seeking to intensify the
recollection of the beholder’s latent narratives.
Introducing experimental transformation prototypes, and
thus intervening with the state authorized course of action for
abandoned buildings has not intended to produce directly adaptable
transformation strategies for abandoned rural villages. However,
these first generation prototypes produce indications for possible
future directions. While discussing the future of the rural villages
in Denmark, it is pertinent to take into account these inherent
indications in order to understand the mechanisms of community
cohesion in depth.
Immaterial preservation through local association
The long-term effects of the attempt to undertake an immaterial
preservation of the abandoned confectionary are not evaluated
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6.28 “The internal section”,
summer 2016.
Male resident (recorded
interview by Lee Robinson): “I
remember that the members
of the resistance came and
arrested him. Richard Krabbe
(The first confectioner) was a
collaborationist during the war,
as he served for the Germans. He
was convicted…”
Elderly woman (recorded
interview by Lee Robinson): “
Imagine what luxury it was to
get real coffee during the war.
Served with a beautiful cake.”

ACTION GENERATION F: “The theater installation”
satisfactorily yet. The abruptly revealed fragments of history will
likely mature within the collective memory over the coming years.
Still, when the narratives – once exchanged and matured – become
part of the collective memory, they do not hold a permanent
position in the local identity, nor is this the objective of the eventbased Action. The aim is rather to stretch time in the transition
from the building at present to its physical absence in the villagescape; facilitating the preservation of its intangible values, such as
immaterial components of the local identity. In this context, the
local identity and the collective memories may not exactly correlate.
However, their overlapping and mutual dependence is striking.
On the whole, they influence or form part of the community
cohesion. This is considered vital for any attempt at creating future
development strategies for within Danish rural villages. Thus, such
an attempt to approach the development of the depopulating rural
villages in recession seems to benefit from the prototyped strategy
arising from the community itself, building on the community
cohesion.
Because the immaterial preservation of the confectionary via
collective memories is allowed to fade or change over time, such
preservation seems most relevant when performed in the transition
period. Usually within this period, the demolition of the abandoned
building goes unnoticed. This also raises doubts surrounding the
actual implementation of top down rural planning on a larger scale.
Such planning often lacks an understanding of the affected place,
as it is executed from a distance and hence detached from the
community concerned. Community cohesion is linked to the locally
rooted social capital represented by passionate residents. Activation
of this social capital that derives from within the community itself,
is the key to the future development of depopulating rural villages,
regardless of whether the community will wane or sustain.

Elderly woman II (recorded
interview by Lee Robinson): ”The
boys played in the flour in the
storage at the second floor”
Elderly woman: “Every Friday
the farm hands and apprenticed
masons came into to town.
First they went to the movies
and then they gathered at the
confectionary.”
Niece and former employee: “We
had to polish brass trays again
and again until they were shining
like gold. They were used for
serving the cakes”.
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Action Generation F contextualized to precedent places
As learned from the incident of the simultaneous transformations in
the Belice Valley, outlined in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, memory does
not always build on positive experiences. In order to contextualize
Action Generation F, incidents linked to particular places are
included. These events represent a small yet diverse selection of
collective memories that are, for one reason or another, related to
one or two particular places. These precedential places examined
in relation to Action F, differ widely in regards to both their global
and local impact, and in the way that they are linked or relinked
to specific places. Nevertheless, these sites all play a significant
role in the collective memory despite having lost the majority
of their physical presence for one reason or another. First, the
Auschwitz memorial in Poland is discussed – although it is ethically
controversial – given its position as an internationally recognized
place of remembrance, having become the symbol of the massexterminations of the holocaust. Second, the place of the absent
mining town Centralia in Pennsylvania, US that was condemned to
demolition as the result of an underground fire in which ignited the
exact same coal ore that was formerly the livelihood of the town.
Ironically, the mining community itself inflicted the fire. Finally,
the ancient stone quarry Cave di Cusa and the partially re-erected
temple site Selinunte in Sicily that, perceived together, form part of
the same ancient readable narrative of place albeit represented at
two separate locations.
The following is a reflection framing Action Generation F within the
precedential theory of collective memory and memory of place.
This Chapter concludes with some brief considerations on the
Action F and its possible influence on future directions in immaterial
preservation of the rural collective memory.
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The Auschwitz memorial as collective memory
[visited fall 2016]
Despite ethical reservations, Auschwitz is included in the discussion
due to its crucial position when considering collective memory.
Auschwitz – including Auschwitz II, Birkenau – extermination camp
is possibly the most frightening and tragic example in human history
of a place or rather, events linked to a specific built environment that
is thus preserved as part of the collective memory. As the physical
imprint of the most systematically and severe crime conducted
against humanity ever, the Auschwitz memorial site has become the
symbol of the holocaust.
Arriving at Hells Gate, it is striking how systematically the
dehumanization and sorting of prisoners was carried out. Endless
rows of ruinous chimneys, alongside all that remain of the barracks,
mime the extreme magnitude of the compound. The railway
tracks lead from the gate towards the remnants of the two large
crematories. These only exist as rubble today, as they were blown
up in a bid by SS to cover up their outrageous role in the compound.
The remnants and traces of the complex may be as close as its
gets to structuralized material manifestation of evilness itself.
The readability of the narrative of the place is horrifying, as is its
enormous scale. As both a memorial and symbol, Auschwitz links
the crime conducted against humanity in multiple concentration
camps to this one place.

6.1.1 Auschwitz memorial: The
foundations and the chimneys
are the only material testimony
of the horrors in the past, Poland,
fall 2016.

Auschwitz and Action F, “[CONDITORIET]”
Auschwitz is hardly comparable to Action F; the largest
extermination camp of the Nazi regime has become the very symbol
of the genocide of the Jewish people. Nevertheless, the pair have
in common that they, in the remembrance of their former role, rely
on the existence of collective memories. Although the actual built
environments where the event forming the recollection of the place
actually occurred, have been severely reduced. Due to the Nazi
regime’s attempt to remove all traces of the genocide in the last days
of World War II and the unsightly abandonment of the Auschwitz
extermination camp, and the Danish state-authorized objective to
clean up the unsightly abandonment of the old confectionary in
Hurup, both exist predominantly in the collective memory (Trigg
2013, 53–98). Obviously, the impact on collective memory differs
in the two examples; “the theater installation” in Hurup is mostly
aimed at stimulating an exchange of memories locally, whereas
Auschwitz obviously is imprinted in global collective memory.
Memorial sites of wars, tragic events, or genocides are an
unfortunately common phenomenon; often representing the
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linkage between collective memories of tragic nature and a specific
place. The implementation of such memorial monuments often
entails an emotional debate among the relatives of the victims.
A contemporary debate is ongoing in Norway regarding plans for
a controversial memorial titled Memory Wound in tribute to the
victims of the Utøya massacre that was committed by a politicallymotivated right-wing extremist.
The memorial by Swedish artist Jonas Dahlberg intends to separate
a part of a peninsula – close to Utøya – from the mainland, by cutting
a 3,5 meters gap through the landscape. The excavated material is
then supposed to be utilized in the making of a new monument in
Oslo, where the first attack struck. Thus, the memorial symbolizes
the feeling of loss (Dahlberg 2017). Due to its extreme brutality, the
event is already stored within the collective memory at the national
level and – although half detached from the place – the memorial
sites could become a relink of memory to the two places of the
crime committed.
The reason for bringing in the plans of the Utøya memorial site
in relation to Action F, was not that they have in common the use
of the cut. On the contrary, an intense debate is going on at the
moment. On the one hand, a group of acclaimed artists is arguing
for the realization of the project, while on the other side local
residents are filing a lawsuit against the Norwegian government,
which deliberates whether the memorial can be accomplished or
not.
The gap may not be made of the peninsula separated from the
mainland, but exists between the artists and the local residents.
The point is, embedment in the concerned communities once
again seems vital in similar fashion as in “the theater installation” in
Hurup. This is particularly crucial when an extreme act of violence
lies behind an attempted link a grieving process to a specific place.

The fire beneath Centralia; the absence of a mining town
in Pennsylvania [visited fall 2015]
In 1962 a fire was ignited in the coal ore underneath the mining
town, Centralia in Pennsylvania, US. According to most sources, the
local community itself ignited the fire, while attempting to cleanse
an illegal garbage dumpsite in one of the depleted mine pits with
fire. Today more than half a century later, Centralia no longer exists
as a town. Apart from a few physical traces, such as fragments of
decaying roads and a few houses, almost every sign of the town
has vanished. Roughly speaking, the only thing left is the fire. The
fire is invisible from the earth’s surface, aside from during winter
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when steam rises from the heated ground. The remote location
of Centralia, as well as the large surrounding forests that are
characteristic of Pennsylvania, enhance the absence of the mining
town.
In the decades following the aftermath of the ignition of the fire,
the mining town became gradually uninhabitable due to leaking
toxic gasses and underground erosion in pace with the extension
of the fire (DeKok 2010). In the end, Centralia was condemned to
demolition, and the residents relocated. In regards to memory of
place, Centralia has become the fire.
Centralia and Action F, “[CONDITORIET]”
The absence of what currently exists is central in the narrative of
Centralia. Today, the presence of this narrative is represented by the
thermal radiation that originated from the invisible underground
fire. Likewise, in Hurup, the empty lot where the old confectionary
used to be is readable as a narrative; it is somehow represented by
the presence of its own absence. Hence the neighboring buildings
to the empty lot reveal, through their interrupted gables as well as
the peculiar space that occurred as the result of demolition, that
something is out of its accustomed state. A building located in
the town center and dating back to the late 18th Century certainly
leaves a trace of absence when exchanged for an absent lot. The
surrounding buildings were placed and shaped in response to the
confectionary’s presence at the time that they were built.
The question in relation to the Centralia mine fire is the persistence
of the narrative of the demolished town. Nevertheless, the narrative
of Centralia as catalyzed by the fire, seems somewhat future-proof.
The fire is estimated to endure for the next 200 years if it continues
at its current speed and until then, it will stimulate the underlying
narrative of Centralia. Action F represents most likely not as strong a
catalyst of memories as the Centralia mine fire. However, it may still
gain persistence through the boost of the old confectionary before
the demolition. Thus easing the transition of the old confectionary
from its physical presence towards a place in the collective memory
within the community. Even though such preservation in the
collective memory may not persist in the longer term, this still –
despite its immanent temporal nature – changes the status of the
confectionary from being primarily represented through its material
presence as a forgotten former place in the pedestrian street, to
having a more essential role in the collective memory of the local
community.
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6.1.2 Centralia: The only
thing there is left is the fire,
Pennsylvania, fall 2015.
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In the following pages
enlargements of the sequence
of illustrations on this spread are
brought.

6.1.3 Selinunte: Greek temple
ruins, Sicily, summer 2016.

6.1.4 Cave di Cusa: Column
drums for the Selinunte temple
site, yet these drums were never
separated from the bedrock,
Sicily, summer 2016.

ACTION GENERATION F: “The theater installation”
The material narrative of Selinunte and Cave di Cusa,
Sicily [visited fall 2014]

The ancient Greek limestone quarry, Cave di Cusa, together with its
appurtenant and partially re-erected Greek temple site Selinunte
in Sicily, differs from examples outlined earlier. First of all, the
pair originate from the ancient past, contrasting with both the
Auschwitz memorial and Centralia. However, the stone quarry and
the temple site perceived as a whole, represent a strong narrative of
place that is central to the understanding of the material origin and
readability of two broken entities. Despite their different roles in
the ancient past, – the limestone quarry as a precondition, and the
temple site as the imposing result of the compiled endeavors – their
physical appearances remain strikingly similar today, apart from
the re-erected temple. At Cave di Cusa the stone drums remain as
fragments of columns still standing intact, never separated from
the bedrock that they were hewed from. The site was apparently
abandoned abruptly due to an attack and was therefore left with
traces of all states of the carving process, visible even today. At
the Selinunte temple site, similar limestone drums are situated in
random piles on the foundation of the collapsed temples.
The coherence of the two sites is striking due to the size, material;
and the archetypical shape of the drums. Despite being separated
by approximately thirteen kilometers, the two are still capable of
comprising a shared narrative of place.
Selinunte, Cave di Cusa and Action F, “[CONDITORIET]”
Both the temple site and the stone quarry contain material that
remains in contrast to the pervading absence of the old confectionary
in Hurup, as well as the absence of the mining town Centralia in
Pennsylvania. However, Cave di Cusa and Selinunte originate from
such a distant past that this may somewhat compensate.
In contrast to the abandoned buildings examined through the
Actions (in particular, Action F) and the visited precedent places of
abandonment, the narrative of Cave di Cusa and Selinunte is not a
result of an instantly invoked recollection between the observer and
the remnants observed. The subject and objects are separated by
more than two thousand years in time. Hence, the reading relies on
the historical frame of reference rather than the first-hand relations
that bear on collective memories of the rural villages in Denmark.
Therefore, the historical monuments represent something different
to the rural villages with regards to memory of place, or rather of
narrative of place.
However, it is readability of the common narrative of the two sites
in Sicily that is interesting in relation to the collective memory in the
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Danish rural villages. Thus Cave di Cusa represents cause whereas
Selinunte represents effect and hence, together they are capable of
forming a shared narrative of place, or rather a narrative of places.
Therefore, in Action F, the absent lot where the old confectionary
was located is only capable of stimulating the memory of place
when combined with the collective memories that were hopefully
strengthened by the implementation of “the theater installation”.
In short, the empty lot and the attached memories are mutually
dependent as they form constituents within the same narrative.

6.1.5 Selinunte: Greek temple
ruins, Sicily, summer 2016.

6.1.6 Cave di Cusa: Column
drums for the Selinunte temple
site, Sicily, summer 2016.
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Reflections on and framing of Action Generation F
The duration of this newly strengthened position of the narratives
of the abandoned confectionary within the collective memory, and
hence the local identity, is not measurable. However, in Action F the
aim was to enhance the local community’s sense of self as much as
it was to undertake a persistent immaterial preservation of the old
confectionary within the collective memory of the local community.
French philosopher and sociologist Maurice Halbwachs (1877-1945)
is acknowledged for introducing the concept of collective memory.
He argues in On Collective Memories that such encapsulated
individual fragments of memory can be recalled through a social
environment. Halbwachs states:

It is in this sense that there exists a collective
memory and social frameworks for memory; it is
to the degree that our individual thought places
itself in these frameworks and participates in this
memory that it is capable of the act of recollection.
(Halbwachs and Coser 1992)

He then continues: “… in reality the past does not recur as such,
that everything seems to indicate that the past is not preserved but
is reconstructed on the basis of the present” (Halbwachs and Coser
1992). A notion that resonates with concepts of Benjamin, in which
the past is considered read through the present (Stead 2003).
In relation to Action Generation F, “the theater installation”, the term
“preserved” is used, as part of the collective memories. However,
“preserved” refers to the building, which is preserved through
a reconstruction of the recollection of place within the collective
memory. Thus, Action F reconstructed the old gathering point in
Hurup, exposing spatial-material past of the place through radical
interventions. The Action attracted the residents of the community
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and exposed them to this staged past brought into the present.
Action F then catalyzed an exchange of memory of place among the
residents as an attempt to conduct an immaterial preservation of
the building and the place.
Memory of Place
Arriving from Halbwachs’ connection to the current attempt to
preserve – or rather reconstruct – the old confectionary within the
collective memory, the implementation of Action F revealed that
memories are occasionally encapsulated in the very essence of
the spatial-material content of the specific place itself. Dylan Trigg
(University College Dublin, School of Philosophy) refers to this as
place memory, knowing full well that memories, despite linked to a
particular location, are often triggered by something other than the
very place. This includes smells, sounds, light, and even pain. These
things, with regards to memory, can suppress the spatial-material
context. Trigg condenses the concept of place memory as:

Sometimes it is the case that a place provides the
defining character to a memory, such that the
memory becomes inextricably bound with place,
thus rendering it an event.
And he continues:
But with place memory, we are concerned with
a division of remembering, in which place is not
simply the context on which memory hang, but
the very texture of the specific content itself. (Trigg
2013)

Within this thesis, it is predominantly the spatial-material context
of the built environments which are examined. Although other
triggers of memory, such as the re-interpreted staged lighting and
integrated first-hand narratives of place, were used in Action F to
supplement the physical interventions.
In the case of the old confectionary, recollection of smell probably
supplemented – and potentially occasionally confused – the spatial
material recollection of the place. Furthermore, it is questionable
to what extent the recorded narratives of former relations to
the confectionary, as part of “the theater installation”, also
contributed or further confused the full experience of the spatial-
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material installation. Once again, both the physical intervention
and their supplementing enhancers are material and immaterial
interpretations of a particular past of the transformed built
environment, albeit consisting of the original material composition
and first-hand narratives of the place.
Still, it is questionable how persistent the preservation of the old
confectionary is in the longer term, as the spatial-material context
that comprised the place in the past – including the period in
which it hosted the Action – has changed dramatically given its
demolition. Today, the empty lot represents the very absence of the
built environment that previously comprised an essential gathering
point within the community and hence, had a significant bearing
on the community’s cohesion. Furthermore, the absence of the old
confectionary is compounded by the presence of the still existing
neighbouring buildings. If they disappear too, the visible absence
of the old confectionary will lose its boundaries and can therefore
no longer act as a reference of place to the collective memories
regarding the old confectionary. This will, with significant probability,
not happen in the upcoming decades. Yet this still exemplifies
the need for something to be present on site that the collective
memories can relate to, regardless of being represented by physical
remnants or a mine fire, as in the case of Centralia.
As an extreme case Auschwitz memorial, not to mention Jonas
Dahlberg’s Memory Wound, is a conscious preservation of the few
physical remnants in which represent the single worst trauma in
humanity. Such trauma is so disastrous that it can never be allowed
to fall into oblivion. Conversely, the depopulating villages in the
rural areas of Denmark can easily stand to fall into oblivion, given
the unconscious side effects of such strategic demolitions (Bevan
2016). Thus, it is the incitement to cleanse the decaying buildings in
the rural village-scapes that make the embedded intangible values
fall out of scope. This is a tendency both among residents in the
rural villages, as well as authorities at the national level; the latter is
elaborated on in Chapter 3.
Ellen Braae talks about programmed oblivion as an inevitable
consequence of intentional preservation. Following in today’s
aftermath there is an increased focus on what Braae refers to as
constructed remembrance, exemplified in Chapter 3 with the
restoration of the landscape surrounding Kronborg Castle. It is
necessary to point out that the speed in which the mechanisms
of programmed oblivion occur, has increased throughout the last
century.
Action Generation F also represented programmed oblivion as an
interpreted hybrid, formed by both the exposure and the radical
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reconstruction of a particular past. Thus, this reconstruction
favored the last confectioner family; their influence on the old
confectionary was still present in the shape of personal artifacts
left in the building. However, most importantly, people still living –
such as friends, relatives, former employees, and costumers – could
contribute their first-hand memories of the confectioner family
and the confectionary. Hence, other memories have obviously
been allowed to fall into oblivion as a direct consequence of the
implementation of the Action.
The preconditions for remembering places vary as well along with
the importance of remembering certain places. Thus, the impacts of
the strategic demolitions differ between rural village communities.
In some instances, the strategic demolitions accomplish their
purpose; not all of the abandoned houses are meaningful to
preserve.
In relation to ruinous industrial landscapes, Braae emphasises
that these built environments were never initially constructed
for the purpose of remembering (Braae 2015, 200–220). This
precondition also counts for depopulating rural villages in Denmark,
obviously contrasting to the memorial sites outlined previously
(Krishnamurthy 2012).
Whitewash of memory?
To discuss the transience from physical presence towards a forced
existence as part of the collective memories within a delimited
community, the physical eradication of an acclaimed site of graffiti
art, 5pointz located in Long Island City, Queens, is outlined.
In their paper, Lessons from 5Pointz in Future Anterior Journal,
Mekhala Chaubal and Tatum Taylor examine the conscious
eradication of what they describe as a Gesamtkunstwerk. This
comprised an activating and architectural space that consisted of a
unity of artists and viewers, as created by multiple artists. Chaubal
and Taylor claim that no current law was to hinder the site being
painted over and subsequently demolished. Regardless of the
UNESCO’s Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural
Values (UNESCO 2003) for instance, mentioned in Chapter 3, as well
as ICOMOS New Zealand Charter that also considers safeguarding
intangible values, the New York Landmarks Laws focused on
age, and historical and aesthetic tangible values within the built
environment (Journal of Historic Preservation History, Theory and
Criticism. 2015).
The question is whether a social practice or an art practice within
a community can subsist after the place it is associated with is
annihilated.
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The exact wording of the ICOMOS New Zealand Charter, which was
influenced by the recognition of intangible values of the indigenous
people, includes:

The abstract cultural heritage value of the
meaning or association of a place, including
commemorative, historical, social, spiritual,
symbolic, or traditional values (ICOMOS 2010).

The narratives of the old confectionary stored in the collective
memory within the community resonate particularly astutely with
the New Zealand Charter, given the formulation of “cultural heritage
value of the meaning or association of a place.” Once again,
recognition of the intrinsic values embedded within the abandoned
rural house is needed as a precondition for future endeavors. The
old confectionary was definitely not recognized as a prominent place
regarding cultural heritage before the intervening Action reopened
the building. At that point, the place was close to final oblivion,
having been condemned to demolition. The problem of whether a
place can subsist longer term, despite surpassing different states of
existence – including the collective memory in the case of the old
confectionary – remains partly unsolved.
The absence of place also comprises a major problem; a consequence
of the speed in which the strategic demolitions are undertaken.
Although the absence of place is not directly comparable to French
anthropologist, Marc Augé’s concept of non-places (Augé 1995) –
understood as places in transition without identity; such as airports,
motorways, etc. – Auge’s position has been an object for severe
criticisms opposing the very existence of places without identity.
Nevertheless, the speed in which the strategic demolitions are
executed creates rural village environments in flux that are changing
so rapidly that they are in danger of losing their immanent identity.
Although the rural villages will never be considered non-places, the
strategic demolitions inflict disturbances in the identity of place
(Farrar 2011 723-735). One may ask how much identity of place
can the grass lawns that replace the demolished houses maintain?
Preservation through reproduction
Nowadays, social media plays an increasing role in documentation
and exposure of everyday life. Therefore, it seems relevant to
question how documentation – through photography and other
medias of reproduction – affects the memories of place, and the
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collective memory in general. It is easily claimed that preservation
of rurality could be performed through photography, video or other
technologies such as 3D scans. The latter was utilized in Action E1
as a rapid instrument so as to register the textures and geometries
of the condemned vernacular farmhouse. In Action F, the building
was reproduced in photography by both the local museum and the
researcher beforehand. However, photography and 3D scans differ
from firsthand experiences. This is due to their two-dimensional
and fragmented nature that cannot be supplemented by human
senses and subjected focal points (Bergera and Otero-Pailos 2013).
The photography remains a tool of visual reproduction through
representation, detaching others senses that relate to memory of
place such as smells, noises, climate, and material texture. As such,
photography is not comparable with those Actions undertaken in
the sense of experiencing places as impressions of multiple senses.
Still, the Actions – regarding interpretations of the building and the
place – also represent broken entities although they may evolve
into new entities.
However, photography, stereotypical or not, does have the ability to
stimulate recollection of personal memories, rather than the ability
to preserve exposed narratives or memory of place.
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A preliminary distillate of Action Generation F
Action F, [CONDITORIET] constituted an attempt to immaterially
preserve a building that had earlier played an essential role in the
surrounding community. Thus, the preservation method was based
on enhancing the presence of the condemned building before
its immanent disappearance, in order to catalyze an exchange
of narratives of the place among the local residents. Such an
exchange of memories aimed to reinstate the building as part of
a strengthened collective memory. Thus, a significant achievement
was the exchange of narratives among the eldely residents and
young residents, as the firsthand narratives of the confectionary
were about to fall into oblivion.
The reopening of the condemned confectionary also initiated
a local awareness of the looming disappearance of something
important to the identity of the local community. Such an emerging
awareness that the barely noticed strategic demolitions have an
adverse effect and could pose a threat to the community cohesion,
may be the greatest achievement of Action Generation F.
Once again, the main criterion for success in undertaking events
such as Action F, is the ability to embed the event within the
involvement of the community itself. In Action F, it was striking
how the community became such a motivated resource, in the
form of both contributions to “the theater installation” as well
as the practical facilitation during the period of reopening. Local
residents, contributing to previous Actions, volunteered and
managed the two-month period of reopening of the confectionary
autonomous without outside interference.
Action F constitutes a reproducible prototype of immaterial
preservation, of memory of place, and of part of the collective
memory. In consideration of this, the buildings selected need
to have played a significant role within the concerned village
communities.
Action F also indicated that one building within a rural village
environment in some cases contains memory that goes far
beyond the specific place itself. Thus, the building is embedded
in an interwoven mesh of memories that inform the sitespecific collective memory and hence, positions the building as a
constituent for the local identity.
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This critical discussion predominantly focuses on the recurring
characteristics deduced from the key Actions D, E, and F. Following
this, some of these characteristics are contextualized within
the surrounding theory; both in historical prevalent, and in
contemporary, practices. The discussion reflects on the shared
qualities and inadequacies of the Actions assessed as a whole, and
is subdivided into the following themes:
1) The nature of the knowledge generated from the Actions
elaborates on how the key Actions D, E, and F – including the diverse
range of interactions surrounding these – were evaluated. There is
a particular focus on the feedback through interactions surrounding
the emerging research practice. This represents the double role of
the key Actions D, E and F, as they all to various degrees represent
both prototypes and catalysts.
2) Embedded values identified, preserved and activated is a
retrospective exposition of the compiled achievement of the Action
Generations D, E, and F in regards to these recurring categories of
values: Cultural heritage; Structure and density; and Narratives of
place. Those original value categories are within this chapter retitled
as: Cultural heritage assuming new forms; Village structure and
density reconstructed; and Hidden narratives of place exchanged
into collective memories.
3) A counter-practice of radical preservation is an attempt to
provide a more explicit framing of the critical approach based on
the experiences derived from the research practice. Examples from
artistic activism and radical preservation are outlined, given their
resemblance to the critical approach of the research practice.
4) From anxiety towards ruins to the act of appropriation addresses
the key Actions in relation to the contemporary public aversions to
ruination and decay in Denmark. The wider aesthetic discourse
on ruin and fragment is touched upon due to its importance as a
philosophical reference framework and thus, its direct influence
on interventions into architecture. Therefore, attitudes towards
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ruin and fragment throughout history are examined; the most
fundamental constituent of the Action Generations D, E, and F are
intrinsic values deriving from ruination. Finally, common patterns of
attitudes and the behavior of the local village communities towards
these implemented Actions, are described.

Knowledge is that of which one can speak in a
discursive practice, and which is specified by
that fact: the domain constituted by the different
objects that will or will not acquire a scientific
status; (Foucault 2002)

The nature of knowledge that was generated from the
emerging research practice
The underlying methodology of this doctoral research was
conducted as an experimental and explorative practice. The practice
continuously evolved in new directions within a flexible framework
of investigation.
The accumulating prototype (and a catalyst of debate)
Each of the Actions represents an intuitive strategy for the radical
preservation of built environment, constituting a catalyst for local
debate. The following discusses the prototypical aspect of the Action.
The physical impact of the prototypes accumulates continuously,
every time the surrounding village community intervenes.
The prototypes store the physical traces of the local attitudes
toward itself, whenever these are put into practice as physical
alterations. Throughout the prototypes’ lifespan, these traces – as
well as other external conditions such as the impacts of climate –
are accumulated. Action D is one illustration of this, through the
re-inhabitation caused by altering attitudes.
These traces, originating from the alternating attitudes and behavior
of the surrounding community, in turn strengthen the validation of
the prototype over time.
To put it differently, the surrounding environment revises
the prototype. Thus, over time the prototype becomes fully
implemented due to the increasing interaction with the village
community. The interrelation between the village community and
the prototype generates an empiric basis from which knowledge is
deducted. However, such deductions may not seem generalizable,
as the preconditions comprising building and village community
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are unique. On the other hand, increased occurrences of similar
environments and relationships serve as legitimation for an
extraction on a general level.
How can the applicability of the knowledge generated be
determined, in regards to future integration into the framework
of rural planning practices? The knowledge derived from such
prototypes has not only been tested at full scale; the rural village
environments that they were implemented within have also
developed the prototypes further.
It appears logical to take advantage of the interrelations between
strategic demolitions and the radical preservation practice initiated
through the research practice. Therefore, the territory of this
research practice should be extended further to an operational
form; one that can be applied to strategic planning practices and
hence, incorporated within the running of state authorized strategic
demolitions. Such proposals are stated in a distilled form in the
conclusion in Chapter 8.
The Actions are not solely implemented to generate knowledge.
Just as the community impacts on the Action, the Action also
gives something back to those village communities that the
transformed building was, or is, a part of. Thus, the Actions act as
mediators between encapsulated narratives of place and the village
community. The Actions stimulate an increased local awareness of
the invisible role of the abandoned buildings.
The prototypes acquire unexpected forms that potentially allow the
research practice the ability to break new territories. So far, this has
happened in the field of radical preservation of the recent past’s
rural everyday life.
The Actions also incited debate around rural abandonment, due
to their indisputable presence as physical manifestations in the
rural villages. Thus, the Actions have acted as catalysts for debate
in a sense that extends far beyond the immediate abandoned
environment and its village community. The influence of this rural
debate on a national level is also regarded an essential element of
the Actions, liberating the local interactions from their setting by
entering the discussion on a general level. Despite this, the overall
problem remained interpreted from the villagers’ perspective,
which is considered essential.
One of the key issues discussed within the research practice is the
double role of the Actions. It is difficult to distinguish and delimit
intersections between an Action’s role in creating a prototype,
and the Action’s role as a catalyst for discourse. However, as the
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indications that derive from the Actions primarily assume general
reflections, this double role is seen as beneficial.

7.1 Decay as a precondition for
materials exemplified by two
brick walls in different stages of
ruination.

The interactions and evaluations, resemblances and differences
The research practice represents an alternative method for
knowledge generation. Particularly with regard to how the
responses of the village communities were acquired, transcribed,
and subsequently utilized. However, regardless of any such
evaluation, all of the interactions have in common their impact on
the emerging research practice.
Actions D, E, and F included group discussions undertaken in
environments that made the informants feel comfortable and
relaxed. A more formalized interactions setup is expected to have
resulted in detrimental changes in the informants’ behavior or
attitude.
The evaluation of the Actions incorporated this wide range of
different encounters and interactions. In Action D, such interactions
were conducted via ad hoc meetings, such as participant in meetings
at the parish council; introductory speaker at a parish evening; and
finally, as regular meetings with the chair of the parochial church
council and the sexton. Some of these meetings took place at the
location of Action D.
In Action E the interactions took an even more participative
direction. The ad hoc meetings were replaced with ad hoc dining
and coffee table conversations; being an active member on the
building board; several conversations with the day-to-day manager
of the soup-kitchen; and as a participant in celebrations including
the topping out party and the grand opening.
Unlike Actions D and E, some of the methods to achieve responses
in Action F were more conventional and hence, based on recorded
interviews. The interviews were conducted by a professional radio
documenter. Yet, prior to this the informants were engaged through
casual ad hoc meetings, in similar fashion to the other Actions.
Furthermore, the distilled recorded interviews were then reinstalled
in Action F, formulating an integrated segment of this Action so as to
stimulate further exchange of the narratives of place.
Further down the track, the more casual interactions within
these interviews and conversations reemerged during the period
of reopening, as well as at the grand opening event itself. The
guestbook became an important asset, representing the written
responses to the intervention.
In all the key Actions D, E, and F the authorities were engaged
at meetings via: local politicians; the press; the head of Cultural
Department in Thisted Municipality; the city planner; the fundraiser
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of the strategic demolitions; and the business manager of the
demolitions.
The intention of reciting such community interactions is to
demonstrate their variety. Primarily, these interactions have
been documented as written log-notes and supplemented by
photographical documentation of the physical alterations of the
Actions. In particular, within Part II of this thesis, these two kinds
of documentation have been utilized within the captions and
illustrations.
All interactions have in common an assessment of each Action from
at least three different perspectives via engagement. Hence, Action
D was assessed from the perspective of the local residents, of the
parish council, and of the municipality. Action E was assessed locally
from the perspective of the users, of the community volunteers, of
the building board, and of the municipality including local politicians.
Finally, in Action F, the onsite assessment included perspectives of
local residents, of community volunteers, of local informants, and of
several municipal representatives and local politicians.

Embedded values identified, preserved and activated
The implemented Actions identified and activated three particular
categories of values including both intangible and tangible values
(which in the context of this research practice have also been referred
to as material and immaterial values). These values were outlined
in Chapter 3 to establish an initial frame surrounding what was
about to be explored and extracted from the forthcoming Actions.
Thus, the characteristic offset of these values is now discussed in
retrospect, with the Actions having now been implemented.
Cultural heritage assuming new forms
With regard to all of the Actions implemented within this research, it
is obvious that the national preservation discourse has not reached
the everyday houses within the rural areas yet. Despite embryonic
tendencies to embrace buildings of the Danish Welfare State,
alongside burgeoning notions of cultural heritage being contained
in the overall built environment, rather than single buildings, the
eradication of entire rural villages goes ahead unnoticed. It is
important to emphasize that the three key Actions D, E, and F aimed
to represent temporary concepts for radical preservation that are
able to be literally integrated in the transition of the rural village.
Learning from the Actions, as well as their discussed precedents,
has clarified a need for the Danish preservation discourse to embark
upon a new course to prevent Danish rural cultural heritage facing
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condemnation and falling into oblivion.
New directions in the cultural heritage discourse would involve the
development of new preservation concepts capable of processing
larger numbers of abandoned houses, and also, – and far more
importantly – an explicit discourse on the very definitions of
cultural heritage. The latter is in fact a precondition for resolving the
first. Thus, the national discourse requires an introduction to the
concept of cultural heritage when regarded as a built palimpsest.
This will help prevent the contemporary favoritism within building
preservation of built environments of the distant past; detrimental
to those of the recent past.
Today, many of the rural buildings of everyday life are outside of
the scope of the national and municipal safeguarding endeavors.
Even if such buildings are recognized as cultural heritage, E1 has
exemplified a current lack of efficient safeguarding tools.
The three implemented key Actions D, E, and F represent the
different pre-stages of preservation strategies that were tested on
a building scale:
Action E tested the concept of a constructed
palimpsest using spared fragments of the
partially demolished building as staged in a
new built environment, in which also included a
predetermined program;
In Action D, the material palimpsest was
represented through the mutual relations among
the revealed materiality of different ages, and the
subsequent material excavation that uncovered
the hidden historic chronology of the building in
reverse as a consequence of frost erosion; and
Finally, Action F can be conceived as a mental
palimpsest, comprised through an exchange
of memories of the place, catalyzed by the
transformation of a building condemned
to demolition, and enhanced through the
reopening.
All of the preservation concepts of the implemented Actions
operated within the intersection of material and immaterial
preservation, despite the mutual balance between material and
immaterial preservation differing between Actions. When regarding
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their interpretive nature, each of the Actions was in line with
prevailing preservation methods. However, as the Actions primarily
consisted of buildings with different degrees of material subtraction,
they represent Benjamin’s historic truth due to the brutal “sudden
shock of awakening” inflicted by the radical interventions, more
than in conventional building preservation (Stead 2003).
Finally, time was introduced as an active parameter in the
preservation attempts that were undertaken within the Action
frameworks. In Action D the visible traces of time were enhanced
by the managed ruination, making the inherent temporality of the
preservation apparent. Whereas, in Action F, time, in relation to
the demolition process timeframe, was stretched. This facilitated
the translation of the physical building into immaterial memories
of place stored within the collective memory. All Actions inflicted
a disturbance of time through their radical deconstructions. In that
respect, it is fundamental to repeat this notion of the past being
brought into the present. The past is, as a consequence, read
through the viewpoint of that particular present; a notion arrived
to from Benjamin that becomes crucial when the contemporary
authoritative reading of the Danish rural built environment approves
strategic demolitions, an obviously irreversible approach. In other
words, it is questionable what will be left of the material traces of
Danish rurality – along with its embedded narratives of everyday
life – in the future, if the professional discourse around cultural
heritage does not embark on a new direction (Europarat 2009).

7.2 The Kolumba Museum in
Cologne by Peter Zumthor; built
on the ruins of a Gothic church
and comprising a built palimpsest
(Zumthor, Durisch, and Hargraves 2014).

Village structure and density reconstructed
Actions D and E dealt with structure and density of the rural village
through diverse approaches.
Action D addressed the subject by leaving physical remnants
to continue in a managed ruination process. Hence, if this was
implemented at village scale, it would provide a village-scape
marked with remnants of partially demolished buildings at different
stages of decay; each of them representing the period of their
initial transformation. Alongside the concept of turning private into
public and revealing the private history of buildings, the thickness
of the atmospheres surrounding such buildings will densify
with abandonment. Hence, the unleashed atmospheres may
compensate somewhat for the loss of built density; as experienced
in the devastated Poggioreale.
Having said that, there may well come a point when the accumulated
private atmospheres of the past have a negative impact on the
livability of the concerned village. This issue calls for further
investigations that have not yet been explored. Furthermore,
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the controlled ruin strategy, given its intrinsic ability to promote
a recreational type of re-inhabitation, may also contribute to the
perception of density.
Action E, in contrast to Action D, was not constituted by partial
demolition only. Action E also erected a newly built environment
that, despite being smaller than the abandoned building it replaced,
occupied an almost equivalent space in combination with the minor
spared exterior remnants. Obviously, this prototype contradicts its
objective; it is only in rare instances that abandoned buildings are
replaced with new. However, as discussed in Chapter 5 and in the
previous section, Action E became an excellent trigger of discourse
rather than forming an actual prototype for the preservation of
abandoned buildings.
Action F was never going to be likely to contribute to solving the
inherent matter of lost density and structure of the rural village. The
preservation of the building as a collection of memories is linked
inherently to the absent lot of the demolished building. Despite this,
Action F may influence the local perception of a place occupied by
memories only; the readability of such an immaterial presence relies
heavily on memories of place that are distributed and preserved
within the boundaries of the rural village community. From the
perspective of an outsider, the only readable traces of what was
there previously are the abrupt delimitations of the neighboring
buildings that reveal disorder in the overall built structure. Such a
trace is dependent on the presence of the neighboring buildings,
which may too become abandoned and subsequently condemned
to demolition.

7.3 Action D1 in March 2014:
The village-scape in Hurup
framed by “the controlled ruin.”

Hidden narratives of place exchanged into collective memories
Despite the different approaches, and Action F’s particular devotion
to the narratives of place, all of the implemented Actions were
capable of revealing narratives of the building and the place
through the interactions that they triggered. Actions D and E were
premised on preserving materiality and thus proving the ability to
influence the atmospheres of the given place as a spatial-material
experience. In Action D, the transformation created a spatiality
within which public and private were turned inside out and the
past was brought into the present. Such a reverse instantaneously
unleashed narratives that caused a disturbance of the surrounding
atmospheres. These narratives were independent of oral tradition;
they were stimulated by the newly established material presence
of the exposed – formerly encapsulated – history of the building.
In addition, the accelerated decay process added atmospheres
of temporality and further stimulated these narratives. However,
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7.4 Atmospheres in the
abandoned farmhouse dating
back to 1780 and transformed in
Action E1.
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this category of narratives, instantly promoted by the spatialmaterial exposure, obviously relied on the physical existence of
the prototyped Action. These narratives were not necessarily
exchanged among people; the exchange in this case happened
instead between person and prototype.
Conversely, because no material remnants were spared, Action F
the narratives relied wholly on oral tradition in the period after the
complete demolition of the building. However, the narratives were
still linked to the place due to its important role in the reopening of the
boosted confectionary. In other words, the reopened confectionary
became a facilitator of constructing the confectionary’s residual self
in the collective memory.
Action E represented the intermediate situation. Here, the
material presence of the past stimulated the instantaneous onsite
recollection. In addition, the social program of the soup-kitchen,
due to its newly gained spatial properties, became a space for
exchanging narratives through oral tradition.
The local communities’ willingness to take part in all of the
implemented Actions contributed positively to a local recognition
of narratives of place. An exchange of these narratives definitely
benefitted from being linked to the place of their origin, which
also served as a gathering point for the exchange itself. The locallyfounded and engrained desire to involve people from outside of
the village community, indicated that even very intimate latent
narratives of the place will eventually be exchanged when triggered
by radical interventions such as the Actions. These revealed
narratives of an intimate nature have, in some cases, resulted in
negative publicity. Not all memories are positive memories. This is
particularly important to consider when planning future Actions, as
the already challenged rural village communities may not benefit
from an uncontrollable release of narratives. Sometimes the
exchange of narratives tends to provoke conflicting feelings within a
village community, as learned at the parish evening in Action D. On
the contrary, this problem is not overly explicit; it is those conflicting
attitudes that establish the very precondition of an essential locally
rooted debate on the subject matter.

A counter-practice of radical preservation
The claim that the emerging research practice is a “new critical
practice” or even a “counter-practice of radical preservation” may
seem questionable, despite outlined as such previously within the
thesis. It therefore seems necessary to examine now in retrospect,
in what sense the critical approach claimed actually manifested
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itself in the research practice. On the basis of the implemented
Actions as outlined in the previous chapters, this discussion frames
related practices of artistic activism and radical preservation.
Therefore, this section now seeks to discuss the practice of both
the artistic activism performed by Chinese artist and dissident
Ai Weiwei (Ai and Pins 2014), as well as the radical preservation
practice of Spanish-American architect Jorge Otero-Pailos
(Experimental Preservation 2016), who is Director and Professor of
Historic Preservation at Columbia University, New York.
The research conducted as an emerging and explorative practice
obviously takes a critical approach to more established research
methodologies.
Framing the critical approach taken regarding strategic demolitions,
public discourse and the political trajectory
All of the Actions explored embedded values of the abandoned
houses and hence, it is evident that the Actions were in immediate
opposition to the state-funded strategic demolitions. Obviously, the
intrinsic values that such widespread demolitions pose a threat to,
are similar to the values that the research practice seeks to reveal,
preserve, or revitalize.
However, this opposition between this research practice and the
state’s strategic demolition is not that explicit; the hidden values are
also in danger of unnoticed eradication and thus, an unintentional
eradication.
It is the uncontested use of strategic demolitions without any
preliminary investigations that is questioned. Furthermore,
the general public remain seemingly unaware that something
irreplaceable may get lost due to the scale and rapidity of these
strategic demolitions.
Such apathy may lead to a rapid eradication of history; one that will
go unnoticed until it is to late to change direction.
Hence, it is not the strategic demolition in itself that is the true
threat to the values embedded in the condemned buildings. Thus,
the research practice poses a critique of such apathy in regard to
losing these values, as well as the underlying all-pervading anxiety
towards the abandoned houses and ruins of the recent past. The
latter seems to form the greatest challenge, as it supports the
unquestioned use of strategic demolitions as a tool in rural planning
practice.
In summary, the research (counter-)practice is not in direct
opposition to the strategic demolitions. The strategic demolitions
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only represent a tool. Yet this tool is often erroneously articulated
and is often believed to provide a partial solution to the problematic
depopulating rural villages. However, as a tool utilized in today’s
practices, it can hardly be ascribed any constructive impact apart
from the immediate symptom management that is accomplished
by this cleanup.
After all, the research practice is based on deconstructive and radical
preservation methods in which the prototyped Actions actually
benefit from being embedded in the state funded demolitions pool.
This underpins that the framework of strategic demolition as a
tool having the ability to implement two diametrically opposed
concepts: 1) radical preservation through partial demolition, and 2)
cleanup through demolition.
Accordingly, there is potential to phase in, in the future, new
developed strategies deriving from these Actions, into the already
operational framework of state funded demolition projects.
At the national political level, the research practice opposes the
permeated desire to create economic growth (Christensen 2017).
While undertaking the Actions there was no sign of any opportunity
to create growth locally in the involved inland villages. Regardless,
built prime examples that aim at economic growth are undertaken
with support from the Danish government and philanthropic
organizations, although primary located in seaboard villages.
The recent project Stedet Taeller was funded by the Danish
philanthropic organization Realdania (Realdania per May 2017).
Realdania in general aims to enhance the quality of life through the
built environment. Stedet taeller supports site-specific potentials in
the Danish rural areas, and also supports built projects in seaboard
villages within Thisted Municipality. Still, the object’s clause of
Stedet Taeller is characterized by terms such as tourism and
economic growth that do not resonate well with future scenarios of
the depopulating inland farming villages.
The following section discusses the aspects of those political driving
forces behind the strategic demolitions, and the attempt to explore
and develop a practice of radical preservations of abandoned rural
houses. Bringing in the work of Ai Weiwei, the critical approaches
are contextualized by this example of artistic activism. This poses
a critical political stand, but also utilizes what could be expounded
as radical preservation of material memory to explicate political
criticisms.
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Artistic activism and material memories in Ai Weiwei’s “Straight”
The exposure of material memory that has been conducted in this
research practice is similar to the work of the Beijing artist and
dissident, Ai Weiwei. In some of his works Weiwei re-installs material
remnants from controversial events as carriers of narratives of past.
Weiwei’s installations are often based on minor building fragments,
and even rubble is used to construct a customized new situation in
the context of a particular exhibition space. Despite the materials’
original position being hidden in their former use, their material
memories are disclosed when exhibited by Weiwei. In this context,
“material memories” are the sum of physical environmental impacts
during the materials’ entire lifespan; such as attrition, patina, and
traces of major events.
In his work, Straight, Weiwei (exhibited at Royal Academy in London
fall 2015) re-vitalizes 79 tons of straightened steel rebars of varying
dimensions. The rebars originate from the 2008 earthquake in the
Chinese Sichuan province where many public buildings – including
school buildings – collapsed, according to Weiwei as a result of
substandard constructions and corruption. The Sichuan earthquake
claimed ten of thousands of casualties, however the Chinese
government tried to cover up the extent of the catastrophe,
harassing Weiwei and his assistants when they tried to get access to
the affected area. Weiwei brought up 200 tons of crumbled rebars
from the site, each of which were hammered manually by Chinese
workers until they were straightened out in a similar fashion to the
new ones. Finally, they were stacked and exhibited as a material
historic political critique of the Chinese government. Conversely,
the rebars were enclosed within the concrete, as in their former
use, and thus they were invisible as reinforcement (Marlow et al.
2015).
Supplemented by a performance of the narrative of the earthquake,
including video scenes from the tragic event and an overwhelming
list of the names of the casualties written on the exhibition walls,
the pile of rebars had a vital impact for on the critique of Chinese
authorities. The Actions in this research practice are similar to
Weiwei’s Straight as they all play the role of catalyzing debate.
Despite being far less politically motivated than Straight, the
punched elements in Action E1 impose a political discourse on state
authorized eradication of rural history at the national level as well
as at the rural village level, that considers the rapid eradication of
local identity. Particularly given the punched fragments in Action E1
originated from a building worthy of preservation. The additional
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Actions did not share the museum context yet they contributed
to a deeper understanding of the subject matter, as their physical
presence on the location of the problem itself called for debate.
They became public promoters of debate that, at least to some
degree, hindered the eradication of the recent past of Danish
rurality going unnoticed.
Furthermore, Weiwei’s work indicates a relationship between
material and events that link to the discussion of memory of place
and material being bearers of history, as outlined in the previous
chapters. Consequently, the Actions resemble the concepts of
Weiwei’s work despite the differences such as location; in Weiwei’s
work a museum context is often involved, whereas the Actions
primarily manifest onsite.
Framing the critical approach taken regarding preservation
trajectories
As a method of preservation, partial or even complete demolition
is obviously contradictory. Thus, the research practice positions
itself as a counter-practice to the established conventional building
preservation based on protective approaches. Furthermore, a
ruination process is integrated in the preservation strategy, as
suggested in Action D, posing a controversial position to the
established restoration practices.
Action E is brutal due to the very limited remains that are preserved
in the new-programmed setting. Compared to conventional
restoration practices, Action F is definitely the most radical, as the
complete destruction of the involved abandoned building forms the
very precondition for its immaterial preservation in the collective
memory.
The transformation practice first became opposed to the
established preservation practices when it transitioned itself into
a research practice and when it began to expand its territory into
the field of building preservation. However, the research practice’s
trajectory in relation to the contemporary restoration practices in
Denmark is not currently aimed at the same objects of interests,
as outlined earlier. Hence, the research practice primarily targets
the abandoned houses that used to be occupied by ordinary people
in the recent past. These houses are marked with the traces of
everyday life and as such, their embedded values assume forms
other than the intentional monumental building of the distant past
that is normally targeted by the established restoration societies.
In that regard, the position of the research practice embarks on a
political course, as the built environments of everyday life in the
rural areas are not prioritized or simply go unnoticed. The Actions,
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as present manifestations in the rural villages, have generated
attention to this matter.
Jorge Otero-Pailos’ counter-practice of radical preservation is, in
this context, relevant as a critique of the pervading notions and
concepts in building preservation. The methods utilized by OteroPailos are aimed at the intrinsic ephemeral and tangible qualities of
the built environment, in a similar fashion to the research practice
outlined within this thesis.
The Ethics of dust series by Otero-Pailos is based on the inherent
qualities of the imprints and the history of the building, which is
literally represented through the age long compilation of dust. The
methodological approach was to cast various segments of historic
built environments in conservation latex. For instance, a latex
cast was taken of a 12m x 7m wall-segment of the Doge’s Palace
in Venice (2009), alongside the latex cast of the Trajan column
exhibited at Victoria & Albert Museum in London (2015). The latter
is an inception of sorts; the cast object is in itself a plaster cast
of the original column. These latex casts were exhibited by using
staged lighting, and therefore the translucent properties of the
conservation latex enhanced the imprinted textures (Experimental
Preservation 2016).
This approach poses an automatic critique of conventional
preservation methods. Such methods are definitely not capable
of enabling a platform for ephemeral characteristics, such as
unnoticed spaces of compiled dust and dirt, although these are
adapted into the built environment. Thus, this approach contributes
to the spatial-material atmospheres of the place.

7.5 “Straight” by Ai Weiwei
exhibited at Royal Academy of
Arts in London (Fall 2015).

There is an affinity between this research practice and Otero-Pailos’
radical preservations, as both are proclaimed counter-practices of
radical preservation taking an obviously alternative approach to
building preservation. They also have in common aspects of the
concept of immaterial preservation – or rather preservation of what
could be interpreted – as either a reverse absence or simply as an
imprint.
The added history, through dust accumulated over decades, acts
similarly to the focus on the hidden material history of the abandoned
houses that was revealed through the radical interventions
undertaken as part of the Actions. The most obvious resemblance
with the Actions is the gable imprint, staged as part of the interior
of the soup-kitchen in Action E. This imprint was constituted using
the same basic principles of the represented residual absence as
the latex casts. Nevertheless, the built history – revealed through
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material stratification – relates to a staged historical presence,
despite utilizing different methods. Finally, the absent confectionary
in Action F also somewhat represents an imprint constituted by the
abrupt boundaries of the neighboring buildings and the open space
in between. However, these traces are dependent on their narrative
counterpart stored within the collective memory (Ricœur, Blamey,
and Pellauer 2010).

From anxiety towards ruins to the act of appropriation
Awareness is increasing in regard to the contemporary widespread
negative attitudes towards ruins in the rural areas of Denmark.
Hence, it is not only the author who has recently addressed the
attitudes toward strategic demolitions of rural abandoned buildings
within the public discourse, thus contributing to the anxiety.
In an article in the national newspaper, Politiken 30rd of August
2016, three Danish researchers advocated for considerations
of alternatives to demolition in the debate surrounding the
increasing quantity of abandoned buildings in Denmark. Thus,
archaeologist Mette Løvschal, archaeologist Tim Flohr Sørensen
and Anthropologist Michael Ulfstjerne all share an understanding
of a pervasive anxiety towards ruins within the Danish society.
This anxiety is in direct contrast to the rural areas in Sweden as
well as southern European countries, where ruins are an accepted
element of such rural villages. Furthermore, Tim Floor Sørensen
comments on the somewhat peculiar prevailing local support for
strategic demolitions in the rural village communities in Denmark
(Thorsen, Løvschal, and Flohr Sørensen 2016). As mentioned
before, this was also identified within the early stages of the present
research practice, while planning the Actions, and simultaneously
formed the premise of two articles written by the author in the
Danish architects trade periodical Arkitekten (Krag 2015, 46–53).
In line with the indications derived from the Actions that constitute
this research practice, the three researchers announce an urgent
call for attention toward the rapid loss of the recent history of
everyday rural life.
Ruins have composed present manifestations since the ancient
Egyptians, Greeks and Romans, and have impacted on western
culture ever since. Therefore, it is pertinent to outline some of
the predominant notions of the ruin throughout history. This is
done to better enable the subsequent discussion on the perceived
patterns of responses to these Actions that concludes this chapter
(Dillon 2011). The intention is to evidence the variety of viewpoints
towards ruins and fragments, rather than an attempt to outline the
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entire field. The fragments may appear to be under-represented in
this recital; the fragments in this context are interpreted as ruins
so long as they remain in their original location. Furthermore,
the fragment has been discussed earlier in Chapter 5, in relation
to Soanes’ House. Therefore, the distinction between ruin and
fragment is moderated in this particular context.
The following discussion also includes the positions ranging from
the field of building preservation to concepts originating from
philosophy.
Attitudes towards Ruins and fragment throughout history: a brief
recapitulation
Ruin and fragment have assumed a prominent position in the
aesthetic discourse throughout history.
The ruin has played a persistent role in Western culture since the
renaissance, through which ruination was associated with the
negative impacts of climate and time. Such impacts did not correlate
with the stringent ideals of that period. The ruins of ancient Rome
were reduced to quarries in this period and hence, antique Roman
columns found new uses within, for instance, renaissance churches,
thus creating unintentional built palimpsests (Oswalt et al. 2005,
360–366).
In the Baroque period, the ruin was represented as an allegoric
perception of human mortality that followed in the aftermath of
the reformation, alongside the embryonic natural sciences.
In the age of enlightenment French philosopher and art critic Denis
Diderot (1713-1784) states in “The salon of 1767”:
“Wherever I cast my glance, the objects
surrounding me announce death and compel my
resignation to what awaits me.” (Diderot 1767 in
Dillon 2011, 22)
Following this, the ruin was embedded in the aforementioned
concept of the Picturesque in the Romantic period.
The fragment became the object of an increased interest in around
1900, influencing the arts through stimulation of Cubism, the
collage, and montage, given its intrinsic ability to bring the past of a
deconstructed entity into a new entity.
In modernism, attitudes towards the ruin itself were self-evidently
ambiguous, as exemplified by Le Corbusier’s radical Plan Voisin,
Paris from 1925 (Le Corbusier and Žaknić 1997). This proposed a
major cleansing in the city of Paris to delimit and reset the place
before the initiating of the new plan (Dillon 2011, 12).
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The ruins then regained territory when modernism became opposed
to the As Found movement, for example, as discussed in Chapter 5.
As Found brings into focus Robert Smithson, once again, due to
the impact of his writings on the art and theory. In A Tour of the
monuments of Passaic, New Jersey, Smithson describes a series of
encounters with diverse constructions that he names monuments;
well aware that these constructions are constituted without an
intention to create monuments.
Smithson reverses the concept of the romantic ruin, introducing the
concept of ruins in reverse to address the state of being built and
decaying simultaneously, otherwise put; “rise into ruin before they
are built” (Smithson and Holt 1979, 52–57). Today the ruin seems to
have re-conquered territory as rediscovered by a neo-baroque ruin
cult manifested, for instance, as ruin tourism.

7.6 Ruination in Sicily as an
accepted precondition for the
built environment
(Summer 2016).

Ruins and decay in the arts
In the arts, the relationship between artist and ruin has assumed
many forms. One example of this are the engravings of Giovanni
Battista Piranesi (1720–1778) on the ruins of ancient Rome (Pinto
2012). These reveal his devotion to the ancient past of Rome, while
he rejected other antique eras such as the Greeks and Egyptians.
Another example lies with the famous British romantic painter,
Joseph Mallord William Turner (1775-1851). Decay was integrated
in Turner’s paintings as a consequence of what apparently could
be interpreted as deliberate ruination of his studio. Turner’s
romanticism embraced the diversity of the landscape, marked
by both climate and presence of industry. Turner was a friend of
architect and collector Sir John Soanes, discussed in Chapter 5 (Hill
2016, 92–105). Soanes also comprises a prime example in relation
to the fragment, especially through his designs of spaces in which
stage his large collection of fragments and artifacts (Sir John Soanes
Museum (London) 2014). Turner also influenced the younger art
critic and early preservation ideologist John Ruskin, whose influence
on architectural conservation is outlined below.
In modern times, artists such as Whiteread, Burri and MattaClark have interpreted ruins, the pre-stages of ruins, and Robert
Smithson’s notion of ruins, as monuments. Also, the drawings of
American architect Lebeus Woods represent what he refers to as
radical reconstructions of buildings, often performed as visions of
devastated buildings in conflicted areas such as warzones (Woods
1997).
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Precedent thoughts on ruins
In his essay “Der moderne Denkmalkultus” from 1903, Austrian
art historian Alois Riegl (1858-1905) appeared as a proponent
for the undisturbed natural decay process of buildings. Hence, he
considered preservation and demolition as equal threats to the
ruin. According to Riegl, natural ruins possess the intrinsic quality of
age value. Age value has, according to Riegl, the ability to stimulate
an emotional appeal, in contrast to the remaining values in his
catalogue.
German sociologist Georg Simmel (1858-1918), who was a
contemporary of Riegl, elaborates on the abilities of the ruin
within his essay “The Ruin”. To Simmel the ruin represents the final
ephemeral stage of a built environment before it disappears. He
argues:
In the case of the ruin, the fact that life, with
its wealth and its changes, once dwelled here
constitutes an immediately perceived presence.
The ruin creates the present form of a past life,
not according to the contents or remnants of that
life, but according to its past as such.“ ( Simmel,
1907, 1911 in Dillon 2011, 23)
According to Simmel the ruin is the intermediate state of materials
processed by man and nature.
In continuation hereof, the next paragraph will briefly examine
some of the diverse directions and conceptualizations within
building preservation throughout history that involve ruinous built
environments (Braae 2015, 176–183).
German Architect and minister in Nazi Germany during World War
II, Albert Speer (1905-1981), introduced in 1934 a concept for ruin
value. Speer is problematic given this role in the Nazi regime, and
the resulting difficulties in separating his thoughts on the aesthetic
value of ruins from his totalitarian ideology (Krag 2016). Thus, Speer
as a practicing architect for the Nazi regime, designed his buildings
for Germania in the hopes of achieving an appearance as aesthetic
ruins in the future, thus constituting long-lasting exponents of the
totalitarian ideology (Stead 2003).
The interpretations of Walter Benjamin, introduced in Chapter
4, are of interest in regards to ruin value. As well as being a
contemporary of Speer, Benjamin was German and represented
a conflicting position. Benjamin understood the ruin as a physical
manifestation of transience that through brokenness counteracted
the aesthetic; whereas the ruin in Speer’s interpretation represents
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permanence and continuity. Thus, the pair interpreted the ruin into
two complete opposed concepts.
Altering directions in preservation of ruins
British art critic John Ruskin (1819-1900) and French architect
Eugène Viollet-le-Duc (1814-1879), both influenced the early
conservation paradigms in the 19th century. They represented
conflicting contemporary concepts of building preservation from a
period before the initiation of safeguarding of buildings.
Thus, Ruskin was a proponent of the natural decay process without
human interference. Furthermore, he was in opposition to the
industrialization of landscape. The only human interference in the
natural decay process allowed, from his perspective, was protection
against abrupt destruction. In other words, the ruination can be
managed via a vague degree of maintenance to ensure a steady and
aesthetic ruination without abrupt and disturbing events (Ruskin
1988).
Conversely, Viollet-le-Duc regarded preservation as a detailed and
analytically conducted vision of how the building originally was
intended, even if it meant improvements on its original appearance.
Thus, his approach to restoration manifests itself as a search for
an ideal internal structure that may not have even existed at any
point in the past. Viollet-le-Duc was greatly criticized amongst his
contemporaries, including Ruskin. As a result, a reverse restoration
was carried out subsequently to one his restoration projects (Braae
2003, 230–233).
From modern times, it is worth mentioning Italian architect Carlo
Scarpa (1906-1978), who approached building preservation from a
radical perspective in the sense that he did not hesitate to alter the
existing. Nevertheless, he always made his alterations visible.
Precedents throughout history and the Actions
In relation to the doctoral research practice, it is of no surprise
that none of these ideologies resemble the Actions. The brutal
instantaneity of the transformations, inflicted on the abandoned
building through the Actions, stands in contrast to – among other
values – the Speer’s concept of ruin value, Riegl’s age value, or
Ruskin’s aspiration for natural decay; all of which praise the natural
ruin.
Conversely, in Benjamin’s scope, such a sudden act of intervention
as in the Actions would provide an intrinsically aesthetic and
historical truth. Also, the Baroque allegories and Johanathan Hill’s
notion of ruins as precursors of change, resonate to a certain
degree with the concept of the Actions, as they become material
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mediators between the past and future, read through the medium
of the present.
The recital of these historical precedents, thoughts, and approaches
embody a wide range of intrinsic qualities of the ruin.
Keeping in mind the romantic cloak, added to Action D by the local
community, one may draw parallels to the longing for the past in
the 19th century. However, an eventually looming reappearance
of nostalgia should be somewhat counteracted by the immanent
brutality of the method in which the Actions are undertaken within
the research practice. Perhaps, the romantic cloak in Action D
simply emerged as an offspring of pure nostalgia so as to counteract
the inherent brutality inflicted by such radical intervention.
Smithson’s ruins in reverse and decay value resonate the
disturbance of time that was caused by introducing the artificially
curated ruination of Action D. In regards to Action D however, the
building was transformed as a subtraction into decay, rather than
being built into decay as in Smithson’s definition of the concept.
Whereas in the Action E, the transformation subtracted the building
into a more fixated – though still artificial – state of decay. On the
contrary, in Action F an actual decay process never took place
given the short timespan of the event-based approach. Still, the
attempted boost of the embedded values was generated through
a series of interventions that were based on the intrinsic qualities
of the ruin that have already been discussed. Furthermore, these
qualities were supported with technical features to compensate for
the shorter timespan of the Action.
In light of the historical precedents and evidenced attitudes towards
ruins, it seems astounding that the Danish debate on abandonment
and decay is so one-sided and permeated by an anxiety towards
ruins.

7.7 Diagram: From
abandonment to the act of
appropriation.

From abandonment to appropriation
Action D, Action E, and Action F represent the key Actions within
each Action Generation. As a whole, they represent the full timespan
of the doctoral research. In relation to the discussion on attitudes
towards ruins, it is therefore pertinent for this thesis to now identify
and extract some common patterns – although simplified – from
within the reactions to the three key Actions. Such a pattern of
shared, alternating attitudes and responses obviously contests the
deliberate integration of a varied timespan among the Actions.
All of the three Actions start with the act of abandonment; it is the
abandoned building that forms the precondition for implementing
the Action. The incipient decay results from the municipal reaction
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followed by a condemnation to demolition, which is often welcomed
by the affected village community.
On the whole, an idealized conception of the process of
implementing Actions can be formulated as a circular cause-andeffect cycle, from abandonment to appropriation.
Abandonment inflicts the decay, that in turn legitimizes the radical
building transformation. The brutal intervention unleashes a
persistent amount of encapsulated values by bringing the past
into the present and turning private into the public. In other
words, what was invisible is now visible. In particular, the change
of the private setting eventually stimulates interaction between
the local residents, not to mention between local residents and
the transformed building. Thus, an exchange of memories of place
is occurring, leading to recognition of the transformed building
within its environment. This recognition promotes the possibility
of association. Association however, can assume many forms, both
good or bad. At this stage, the Actions enable the surrounding village
community to take whatever remains of the abandoned building
into their care, or to act upon those remains. This may happen after
the inflicted transformation and perchance, also after a subsequent
process of ruination through which local attitudes possibly evolve
and alternate. Thus, a re-inhabitation is allowed to take place. This
appears to occur at several levels. The cycle beginning with the
abandonment of the building was thus accomplished through the
act of appropriation; a process that could be simplified to ‘what was
theirs is now ours’. In line with Benjamin, a new entity emerges.
It is crucial to understand that the interactions between the local
residents and the local attitudes towards the implemented Actions,
are diverse and complicated and hence, can hardly be regarded as
all-encompassing. There is an overall tendency recognized through
the implementation of the Actions, yet the individual stages and
timespan of the outlined causal circle vary depending on the Action.
This is exemplified below.
The act of appropriation in the Actions D, E, and F
The act of appropriation, experienced in Action D and represented
by the re-inhabitation, was catalyzed by the rapid decay that
followed in the aftermath of the initial transformation. In Action E,
it was the staged exposure of the gable imprint that induced action.
The nature of appropriation was, in both Actions, contingent on the
added cloak as a precondition for the prior association. In Action D,
an actual re-inhabitation took place with the added greening and
the recreational refurbishment. Whereas in Action E, appropriation
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took place through the decorations put up by the users of the soup
kitchen.
Conversely, In Action F the act of appropriation obviously deviated
from the two earlier Actions; in this case there were no remains to
re-inhabit or act upon in the physical sense of the word. However,
a strengthened position within the collective memory of the
concerned building and the place perhaps allowed a form of mental
appropriation, given the recognition of the instant loss.
To draw a parallel with the devastated Western Sicilian villages
outlined earlier, it is remarkable that Gibellina Nuova lacks
association and appropriation, regardless of whether these stages
were allowed to, or able to, provide the adequate facilitation.
After all, the radical transformations undertaken as part of
the doctoral research may comprise an infusion of the act of
reconciliation – not between people as in South Africa – but
between people and buildings.
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CHAPTER 8

The conclusion frames the knowledge extracted from the
implemented Actions, as described within Chapters 4 to 7.
The knowledge is distilled into five key deductions, all of which
represent preconditions for the re-imagined rural village. The first
Key Deduction addresses the attitude toward abandonment, decay
and ruins. The second Key Deduction regards Cultural heritage; the
third, Structure and density; and the fourth, Narratives of place.
Each of these reflect one of the three recurring motifs in the thesis.
The fifth and final Key Deduction focuses on speed of rural transition
and phasing out.
Each of these five deductions are followed by an appurtenant
proposition representing a strategic reflection on possible future
directions in Danish rurality policy. These propositions that conclude
this thesis, together bring an imagined utopian scenario for a
radically preserved rural village, solely developed on the research
practice described within this thesis.
Key Deduction 1: An alternative attitude towards abandonment,
decay and ruins; a precondition
The concept of the ruin – in particular, the ruin of the recent past –
is in the Danish context, shrouded into an implicit aversion, which
makes it difficult for the public to recognize and value the intrinsic
qualities residing in abandoned buildings. The strategic demolitions
are easily justified within the affected rural village communities,
as the ruins are ubiquitous precursors of the negative spiral in the
Danish rural transition. Hence, the strategic demolitions consolidate
their justification when treating the symptoms of this transition.
The Actions represent pre-stages of prototypes. During their initial
implementation they constitute immediate interpretations of the
building and the place. Gradually, these interpretations develop
into prototypes once they have accumulated impacts of their
appurtenant environments throughout time.
The fact that intervening prototypes, like the Actions, are not
untouchable puts the implementing party at stake and consequently
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prompts an increased respect from the rural village community.
With regards to rural planning, the true strength of the Actions is
that they are based on evidence in practice.
The implemented Actions have clearly demonstrated their ability to
create a different attitude towards ruins and decay. Thus, they have
catalyzed local debates that reduce community anxiety; they help
enable the local village communities to recognize and value the
intrinsic qualities of the abandoned buildings. The Actions brought
these qualities to the forefront and hence, they contributed to
maintaining the embedded and important aspects of identity.
Proposition 1: Probing while enabling a multifaceted discourse on
abandonment and decay
Before proposing any alternative efforts to current strategies
adopted in regard to abandoned rural houses, it is a crucial
precondition to gain a foothold in the public discourse on the
contested Danish rurality. Therefore, it is pertinent to address
the discourse particularly concerning the deeply rooted societal
anxiety towards ruination. Only an altered public attitude towards
abandonment and decay would legitimize a far wider spread
implementation of radical preservations and revitalizations, such
as those developed and tested on individual buildings. Therefore,
going forward, the rural village communities must reconcile their
lost past of rurality. To enable this crucial step in the Danish rural
transition, the anxiety towards abandonment and decay must
be replaced with the act of appropriation, accomplished by the
affected communities themselves.
An altered attitude will allow for the redemption of the currently
unrecognized intrinsic qualities of the abandoned rural houses.
Furthermore, alternative attitudes towards ruins will halt the
ongoing loss of local identity in the rural villages, not to mention the
rapid eradication of the vital segments of the recent history of rural
everyday life at a national level.
Future rurality will benefit from prototypes similar to the Actions,
that accumulate impacts of their environment; becoming a medium
that gives back to the local communities by proposing incipient and
alternative outcomes for the condemned buildings. The presence
of such transformed buildings within rural villages will also induce
locally rooted debate, as continuously demonstrated through the
Actions. Furthermore, by allowing the surrounding community
to act upon and improve the prototypes – primarily through
alterations and debate – they will interweave themselves into the
rural village community and strengthen their local justification. This
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will be to the benefit of the community, and reinforce the durability
of the actual prototype; continuously accumulating input from its
community in a similar manner to a probing device.
To operationalize and refine the Actions, implementation in a
broader geographical context must occur. This will result in a
strategic catalogue that is resilient, given the thorough testing
accomplished in nation-wide real-life rural village environments.
As a planning authority, so as to bridge the gap between the strategic
planning level and the onsite execution level, it is essential to be
present onsite. Rural planning could benefit from being conducted
from within the rural village communities themselves, rather than
being managed through a distant, top-down approach. This will
allow a rethought rurality to emerge from within such communities.
Key deduction 2: Another view on cultural heritage
The professional discourse on building preservation will benefit from
an expanded territory that contains a wider repertoire of individual
buildings and built environments. The buildings of the recent past
in the rural areas must be included within this expanded territory.
Further, this seeks greater emphasis on the built environments,
approached as a multi-facetted construct that contains traces
of several ages, similar to a palimpsest. This notion of the built
palimpsest advocates for methods to represent built environments
as more than an artificially constructed vision of one particular
period in the environments’ lifespan.
It is crucial to develop alternative practices in order to make the
intangible heritage more visible within the building preservation;
the intangible heritage often depends on material catalysts, such
as condemned rural buildings that alone do not qualify as cultural
heritage.
Intentions to safeguard such intangible heritage were recently
manifested in various charters and their national ratification.
However – perhaps because the field lacks tools for recognition, or
lacks methods for preservation, of intangible heritage – these good
intentions have not yet translated into implementation.
Today, safeguarding the rural cultural heritage has partially failed;
buildings, despite being categorized worthy of preservation, are
condemned to demolition. This underlines the importance of a
new direction when regarding cultural heritage, and the demand
for alternative approaches to preservation that can integrate a
wider range of built environments. A cultural heritage assuming
new forms will assimilate into the continuum of the subsequent
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deductions and propositions, and obviate them as isolated themes.
Proposition 2: Radical preservation of endangered rural heritage
A changed perception of cultural heritage – that includes the
buildings of rural everyday life – calls for immediate further
investigations into alternative preservation methods and strategies.
It is particularly urgent to address the identification and absorbance
of the huge quantity of abandoned rural buildings in compliance
with extended preservation criteria.
An extended preservation criterion also requires new preservation
methods to assume temporary forms aimed at the surrounding
community, rather than constituting a static restoration. Such
alternative and radical preservation strategies must be adaptable to
the impact of climate. Furthermore, they must exhibit resilience in
the face of the attitudes and ensuing behavior of the surrounding
village communities.
The three primary approaches that have been tested within this
dissertation – “the controlled ruin”, “the re-encoded remnant”,
and “the theater installation” – all represented, to varied extent,
radical preservation and hence, can be converted into strategic
propositions. All three were based on the partial or complete
demolition of the existing built environment. The radical processing
of the concerned buildings made these approaches suitable for the
ailing rural economies.
In particular, “the controlled ruin” strategy represents a feasible
method for radical preservation of condemned cultural heritage;
with a few adjustments and for limited additional costs, this can be
adapted into a framework for strategic demolitions at a larger scale.
Conversely, an operationalized version of “the re-encoded remnant”
will be reserved in the future for a small number of rural buildings. It
will ideally represent a preservation strategy in which promotes the
concept of the built palimpsest, premised on utilizing few spared
remnants within a new setting. Thus, it will provide a staged and
therefore increased material presence of the past, as an alternative
approach to conventional restoration.
“The theater installation” stands out as an approach to the
immaterial preservation of physical buildings. This can be applied
as a new variant of strategic demolitions. Hence, this strategy is
suitable for already condemned rural buildings of former significant
importance to the surrounding community; a latent foundation in
the collective memory is necessary.
Within new preservation terminology, the three approaches can be
rephrased as preservation through demolition.
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Key deduction 3: Rural village structure and density; lost
The influence of a building in a village setting extends far beyond
the physical delimitation of the building itself. This is no less true for
rural buildings now emptied of function. The Actions implemented
in the more densely populated main street in Hurup particularly
confirmed the assumption that even previously unnoticed buildings
within a village community form part of an intertwined mesh of
invisible interrelationships.
An individual building influences its neighboring built environments
to various extents. Thus, a building claims a space that leaves an
imprint on the ensuing buildings, as well as buildings that before
influenced its own boundaries. The intrinsic qualities of such
an equilibrium that has been established over centuries, suffers
severely when the village is struck by the effect of a strategic full
demolition.
In summary, the impact of an excessive use of strategic demolitions
at the rural village scale, is not limited to visible sudden abruptions
in the built environment as a whole; it also affects immaterial
relationships at a communal level in the affected village.
Proposition 3: Structure and density maintained through radical
reconstructions
An impact on the larger scale of radical preservation of rural buildings
– deriving from the concept of the Actions – must be premised on
an expanded territory, including the entity of abandoned buildings
within a rural village. If so, strategies such as “the controlled
ruin” and “the re-encoded remnant” in combination, comprise a
consistent alternative or supplement to the strategic demolition
efforts. Hence, the two Actions – “the controlled ruin” and the “theencoded remnant” – represent radical strategies that can counter
the loss of structure and density. Operationalized, these strategies
can easily be integrated into the framework of state funding for
strategic demolitions. The concept of leaving material fragments
behind as markers of the condemned buildings, compensates for
lost structure and density. This also counteracts environmental
pollution by enabling already established screening practices for
toxic building components.
In general, radical endeavors of preservation through material
reduction, represent an untapped potential to counter the
inexplicable abrupt separations in the rural village-scapes.
An additional suggestion is to embed the entire rural village within
the concept of the built palimpsest; expanded from the building
scale to the scale of the village entity. In particular, “the controlled
ruin” strategy stands out in that regard, as it is well suited to being
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implemented in phases. Furthermore, the intrinsic palimpsest of
the village is amplified by the visible presence of different stages of
ruination; each referring to the time of implementation.
“The controlled ruin” strategy, when converted into strategies
for the radical reconstruction of abandoned built environments
on the village scale, will produce programmatically open-ended
interpretations of the building and the place. This provides an
opportunity for the surrounding village community to re-inhabit
and domesticate these mediators between the past and the future,
by integration into the present village community. In that regard,
the act of appropriation is an essential influence on the local
attitude towards the inevitable presence of ruination in the future
rural village-scape.
It is essential to clarify that the proposed introduction of Actionrelated interventions – when implemented on a larger scale in the
rural village – is a balancing act. Thus, bearing Poggioreale in mind,
an indefinite unleashing of private atmospheres of the past may
very well result in an unendurable overload.
Key deduction 4: Unleashed narratives of place
Latent narratives dwell in almost any abandoned rural building. It
has been repeatedly proven that these narratives are unleashed
and promoted through radical interventions. The narratives of place
exist as memories within the rural village community; they are not
consciously kept as secrets. Still, the narratives are often hidden in
the sense that they need a catalyst to be willingly shared. In that
regard, the place of their origin is of paramount importance.
Bringing the past into the present, as well as bringing private into
the public, through subtractive transformation has successfully
stimulated the release of narratives. The private becoming public,
however, needs preliminary examinations due to an eventual need
for precautions in respect of the merits of privacy.
Linking the release of narratives to the specific place of their origin
facilitates a mutual exchange among the locals within the rural
village community. It also reconstructs the relationship between the
immaterial narrative and its material origin. Such confrontation has,
at several occasions, stimulated a further recollection of missing
fragments of narratives.
To various degrees, the narratives of place were a recurrent focus
area of the research practice, as they represent fragments of a
collective memory associated with a given place. Hence, these
narratives form part of a communal identity that influences
community cohesion.
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Proposition 4: Immaterial preservation in the collective memory
Narratives of place also represent the most endangered intrinsic
qualities of the abandoned built environments within the rural
areas of Denmark, due to their ephemeral and invisible nature.
A strengthened awareness of the narratives of place is urgently
needed, as they are often neglected or unnoticed in contemporary
planning practices. Therefore, a new focus involving the
development of methods to identify and address these narratives
is necessary.
A conversion of the Actions – in particular, “the theater installation”
– into an immaterial preservation practice catalyze the exchange
of latent narratives within the rural village communities. An
operationalized catalyst will imply an exchange of personal narratives
bound to a particular built environment of communal significance.
Hence, these narratives are redeemed as a revitalization of the built
environment in the collective memory. This assembly of personal
narrative fragments strengthens the consistency of the collective
memory, and is considered immaterial preservation. However, the
exchange of narratives benefits from being promoted by visible
traces of the partially, or completely absent building, that can unify
the collective memory with the place.
The concept of immaterial preservation of such abandoned rural
built environments accentuates a potential link to the increasing
international endeavors of safeguarding the intangible heritage.
The narratives of place can to a large extent be defined as a vital
part of our intangible heritage.
Key deduction 5: The speed of rural transition and phasing out
The rural depopulation continues at a rapid pace, contesting rurality
and rural livelihood. Many village communities will not exist in a
not-so-distant future. However, this probable phasing out of such
condemned rural villages needs to be facilitated with care, while
still inhabited. Even in a situation of phasing out, it remains essential
to maintain the community cohesion when regarding the local
residents and their identity. The phase-out of a Danish rural village is
not an abrupt act; as such it is incompatible with the contemporary
national eagerness to implement instant strategic demolitions.
Speed is a crucial yet underlying element in rural transition. In the
context of the research practice the importance of speed has been
implicit. Hence, speed has been represented by varied timespans of
the Actions, not to mention a conscious integration of the affects of
time. This was imprinted as decay and seasonal change, particularly
within “the controlled ruin” strategy.
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Rurality has always been in transition. However, today rural
transition takes place at an unprecedented speed that does not
allow much reflection on long-term consequences. It is this speed, in
combination with the number of irreversible strategic demolitions,
that pose a real danger to rural village communities.
Proposition 5: A feasible future rural village-scape
Strategies for radical preservation can contribute to the rural
transition by embedding themselves in the machinery of the state
funding for strategic demolitions. Idealistically, one day the state
funds allocated to strategic demolitions will morph into state funds
allocated for radical preservations of the built environment of rural
everyday life. This would not only be an asset to the rural village
communities, but to the Danish society as a whole.
In conclusion, it is appropriate to suggest a brief future scenario for
the Danish rural village, premised on the assumption that a broader
and foundational acceptance of ruination will settle and make way
for alternative paths in rural transition:

8.1 Poggioreale in fall 2014: A
three story high marble staircase
standing intact nearly 50 years
after the devastating earthquake.

The future rural village is constituted as a hybrid of intact, still
inhabited, buildings and neighboring abandoned buildings that are
radically reduced into physical interpretations. The latter present
themselves at various stages of decay; whereas some have almost
merged with nature, others have gradually become re-inhabited as
communal gathering points.
The interpretations are presented as material or mental x-rays of
the private past of such abandoned buildings, compensating for
lost physical presence.
The coexistence of the rural villages that form the local identity, are
partially bound in spatial-material interrelationships between the
abandoned built environment and the village community. Some
only exist as mental states embedded in the communal memory
of place.
The rural village is a space where time is constantly compressed
and stretched in an assisted transition process, to obtain and
relinquish the alternating spatial-material claim of its abandoned
buildings. A space of memories is maintained in equilibrium
within its community, in which the abandoned buildings are reassimilated into the identity of the place, and reclaimed by the
village community.
In the ongoing process of reconciliation between the rural
village community and its abandoned buildings – perceived as
physical markers of the past and precursors of the future – the
incompleteness of the rural village is about to be redeemed as a
new entity.
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EPILOGUE REGARDING LEVELS OF DISSEMINATION
The research within this doctoral thesis aims at dissemination
at three different levels through: 1) physical manifestations
prototyped locally as Actions within rural villages; 2) engagement
with practitioners in the fields of strategic planning and building
restoration, through contributing at national practitioner seminars
and conferences; and 3) paper presentations at international
scientific conferences, and articles published in international
scientific journals. In addition, the research has been continuously
supplemented by exhibitions at all three levels of dissemination, as
mentioned above. The variety of these disseminations underpins
the research and legitimizes the relevance of the research practice
within Danish society in general.
Dissemination as engagement on site
Due to the inherent ability to engage with the local communities
involved – and thus, the generated public impact – the research
method is considered disseminated through the physical
manifestations of the Actions once implemented within the rural
villages. These physical manifestations have also resulted in an
overwhelming response by both local and national news media.
Since the implementation of the first educational transformation
in 2011, the transformation practice – which developed into a
research practice in 2014 – has been broadcasted on local and
national TV as well as radio. Furthermore, the transformations have
so far generated more than 20 newspaper articles.
A contribution, formulated as a chapter within Thisted Museum’s
Historic Yearbook 2016 and regarding Action F, was published in
2016 (Krag, 2016). This was an attempt to arm the local discourse
with an awareness of the fast eradication of history and local
identity as a result of the state funds for demolitions.
Addressing practitioners
In order to influence the national architectural debate on rural
planning practice and restoration practice, three articles have been
published in Arkitekten: the Danish architectural trade periodical.
Moreover, Danish practitioners in the field of strategic planning and
restoration have been addressed at the Rethink the City conference
2015 as well as at the national Restoration Seminar 2015,
respectively. In addition, a lecture was delivered to practitioners
involved in rural transformation at Bygningskulturens Hus (House of
Building Culture) November 2016, critically commenting on present
rural planning practices.
Scientific dissemination
At the scientific level, the research has continually been
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A sample of the news responses
on the Actions D, E, and F
brought in local and regional
news media from winter 2014 to
fall 2016.

A letter to the researcher
received from a former occupant
of the building transformed in
Action D2. The letter thanks
the researcher, a colleague and
participating students for a
proper farewell to her childhood
home.

disseminated throughout the research period as paper
presentations at interdisciplinary international conferences in the
fields of artistic design research (Creative practice conference
and Verbeke 2014), the arts, architecture and rural planning (Reimagining Rurality February 2015, alterRurality3 June 2016), and
social sciences (ISSRM June 2014, Space and Flows October 2015).
Furthermore the different contents of the research practice have
been published in various international scientific journals. Thus, the
radical preservation was addressed as Artist Intervention in a short
paper titled The Controlled Ruin: Preserving Collective Memories
through Building Transformation published in Future Anterior
journal 2016 (FUTURE ANTERIOR. 2016, 147–154). Further to
this, a comparison of Action D and E was titled Transformation on
Abandonment: Toward a Critical Practice in Preservation of Rural
Identity and published in Spaces and Flows Journal 2016 (Krag,
2016). The local attitude towards the different stages of decay with
respect to the prototyped Action D was reflected on within the
article Encountering rural transformation: A catalyst for exchanging
narratives of place?, published in Architecture and Culture journal,
village issue 2017 (M. M. S. Krag 2017). Furthermore, an article
concerning the interplay of teaching and research utilized as
research-based teaching is currently under publication.
Exhibitions
The paper presentation at Re-imagining Rurality Conference at
University of Westminster London 2015 was supplemented by an
exhibition of magnified pictures of Action D. The presentation at
the national Restoration Seminar 2015 was also supplemented
by an exhibition made of fragments cut out from a vernacular
farmhouse origination in which comprised the sub-investigation,
Action E1 discussed in Chapter 5. This particular sub-investigation
was developed further into an independent exhibition and hence,
exhibited at the Ventura Lambrate in Milan, Italy April 2015. Action
F could be interpreted as an exhibition too, as it involved the
temporary re-opening of an abandoned confectionary; after the
demolition of the confectionary in fall 2016, selected artefacts –
accompanied by videos and photos –were exhibited at the Aarhus
School of Architecture.
Building on the scientific publications, alongside the other kinds
of dissemination just described, this thesis aims to provide a
recapitulation of the research that may contribute to rural planning
practice and influence the actual public debate on rurality; one that
is currently suffering from the neglected potential loss of cultural
values, and therefore causing damage to the rural sense of self.
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Juhl Kyhn, Jacob Keemink, Alexander Thorbjørn Fiala, Amalie Ruth
Okholm Kryger, Nicklas Meyn Sørensen, Redir Sobkowicz, Anitha
Vandvig Christiansen, Bibi Nellemann Hansen, Michael Nørskov, Astrid
Marie Engberg Ralund, Casper Frøslev Østerbye, Eline Evenstad Dahl,
Jacob Bastrup Jensen, Jannicke Birk Christensen, Casper Hestbech
Rasmussen, Emilie Zinck Munksgaard, Anne Bea Høgh Mikkelsen,
Alexander Møller
Educators
Jens Frederiksen, Espen Lunde Nielsen, Rikke Jensen, Rikke Jørgensen,
Niels Nygaard, Laura Mazanti, Anders Kruse Aagaard, Aida Espanol
Vilanova
The residents in Villerslev
Carsten Gørzsche
Action Generations within the PhD period
Action Generation D
Students at Aarhus School of Architecture participating onsite 2014
Lena-Mari Nordli, Jeppe Grønbæk Andersen, Johan Oskar Rasmussen
Sterner, Regitze Majgaard Andersen, Helle Tornvig Elvensø, Maja
Lykke Schmidt, Sebastian Zapata Ottung Henriksen, Sannah Knutz
Lauritsen, Anahita Koosha, Peter Hougaard, Erlend Goplen Haug,
Manu Larsen Kleist Johansen, Max Arp Sørensen, Lisa Christine
Sippli, Sofie Jürs, Ann-Sofie Nielsen, Lotte Clemmensen, Jesper Asferg
Scheel, Niklas Kleon Holm, Line Tanderup Nielsen, Rima Murad, Julie
Bundgaard Jensen, Gergana Todorova, Sandra Mashoff-Køgelbø, Brit
Hejlemann Olsen, Nicklas Kløve Kyhn, Haris Hasanbegovic, Simone
Stello Stelsø Lauridsen, Rasmus Hedegaard Jensen, Helena Hampe
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Jensen, Sarah Gruenbaum Tonnesen, Amanda Breum Skovsted,
Frederik Ellegaard Haukrogh, Jeppe Skøde Pagels, Frans Meilholm
Christiansen, Martin Waltersdorph Nielsen, Jule Zingraff, Anne Sofie
Vadstrup Pedersen, Rune Brink Wriedt, Jonathan Abildgaard Moberg,
Nanna Røes Dahl, Mona Sig Kristensen, Andreas Angelo Thiis, Simone
Bjørndal Sørensen, Vilde Livsdatter Sønderland, Allette Lærche
Marcel Hansen, Anders Kristian Busk Nielsen, Daniel Seyed Jebraili,
Melissa Evangelista, Vilde Livsdatter Sønderland, Allette Lærche
Marcel Hansen, Anders Kristian Busk Nielsen, Daniel Seyed Jebraili,
Melissa Evangelista, Stephen Marco Schultz Jørgensen, Kristine
Mølgaard Saxhaug, Ida Nørgaard Pedersen, Rasmus Gaare, Marie
Louise Tibirke Lyager, Julie Ærthøj Velling, Daniel Ringbo Hansen,
Theis Duedal Leolnar, Elsa Mencagli, Hans Severin Jacobsen, Jesper
Andreas Christiansen, Sofie Orø Pettersen, Nicolaj Friis Nøddesbo,
Nhan Tam Tran, Dea Bach Hald, Thor Kaae Løfgreen Nielsen, Mikkel
Elsbøl Nikolajsen, Marte Aateigen Marum, Eilif Engebret Dahl, Nikolai
Thyregaard Nielsen, Mikkel Bang, Malin Jørnholt, Gina Sæther Berge,
Bjørn Hungeberg Pedersen, Matthew Christian Fentem, Maria
Fuglsang Rasmussen, Emil Christoffer Rasborg Laursen, Katrine
Fretheim Viksløkken, Emma Sofie Sønju, Asger Skov Rasmussen,
Sophie Krebs Nielsen,Tonje Benedicte Madsen, Katrine Teistrup
Ernst, Magnus Kultorp Nørholmen, Mila Katrine Vestergaard, Trine
Knorborg Jakobsen, Line Moesgaard Pedersen, Mathias Waldersdorff
Bugge, Anne Søby Nielsen, Mathias Rieland Kanstrup, Johanne
Bonde Nielsen, Daniella Eskildsen, Maria Frandsen, Annika Karina
Galindo Andersen, Simon Terry Svabo Jürgensen, Jesper Drejer
Vestergård, Maria Lunde Ørris, Mette Korsgaard Kjeldgaard, Camilla
Emanuel Mørk, Nanna Friis Tolstrup, Pelle Juul Carlsen, Christian
Stoveland Blindheim, Victor Hauerslev Munch, Emilie Lehn Mehlsen,
Amalie Adeline Teglborg Kramp, Jacob Kirk-Haugstrup, Maja Marie
Munkholm, Mads Juul Krogshede, Cecilie Siw Christensen, Line Leth
Kristensen, Victor Ohn-Breumlund, Fanny Olivia Dürrfeld, Pia Eline
Ollila Lindstad, Ditte Juul Christiansen, Marie Betzer, Mads Emil
Bisgaard, Lærke Knudsen Lorentsen, Hagir Rashid Faizallah, Mette
Storgaard Laursen, Arvid Andersson Gammelgaard, Chanett Knirke
Christensen, Vilius Vizgaudis, Hermine Alienor Magali Nicole Hedreul,
Stine Nørgaard Skovbjerg, Lin Birk Jensen, Sara Mohammad
Educators
Rikke Jørgensen, Claudia Carbone, Kristian Kjær, Rikke Jensen, Laura
Mazanti, Aida Espanol Vilanova, Stefan Darlan Boris, Peter Dahl
Snedsted Parish Council
Preben Dahlgaard
Rural dean: Jens F. Munksgaard
Sexton: Anne Madsbøll
The residents in Snedsted, Sundby, and Hurup
Tove Severin, Mogens Svalgaard
Action Generation E
Café Fristedet
Former day-to-day manager: Signe Grud
Day-to-day manager: Karin Fenger Madsen
Employees: Lotte Borup, Hanne Foget, Pia Petersen
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Users and Volunteers: Knud Lützhöft, Gert, Ingrid, and several 		
anonymous volunteers and users.
The board of Café Fristedet
Jens F. Munksgaard, Kaj Mogensen, Ingrid Jørgensen, Hans 		
Jørgen Ravnborg, Susanne Boutrup
The building committee
Jens F. Munksgaard, Kaj Mogensen, Signe Grud
Local Architect: Ib Larsen
Hassing-Huset: Kresten T. Larsen, Karsten Larsen
Subcontractors: Jan Hummelshøj, Per Kristensen, Anders Godiksen,
Svend Erik Hald
The residents in Hurup
Action Generation F
Teater Nordkraft
CEO: Jakob Højgaard Jørgensen
Production manager: Marie Egetoft
Production: Kim Littau, Niels Valentin, Berith Ann Christensen, Istvan
Vargyas, Steen Jørgensen, Andrew Tristram, John Nyby Larsen,
Theresa Irene Lauenborg Breitenstein
Administration: Hanne Nielsen, Lotte Jensen, Majbritt Berg, 		
Pernille Emilie Mølgaard
PR: Gitte Nikolajsen Vad
Architects: Tine Bernstorff Aagaard, Rikke Jørgensen
Radio documentary: Lee Robinson
Composer: Christian Skjødt
Lighting design: Malte Hauge
Filmmaking: Émile Sadria, William von Bülow
Informants and other contributors
Christian and Ingrid Baun, Niels Christian and Hanne Pedersen,
Anna Pedersen, Karen Marie Søndergaard, Esben Graugaard, Ingrid
Bang Jensby, Hans Hove Pedersen, Arne Jensen Vang, Kennert Sohn
Thomsen, Maren and Bent Andersen, Marianne Sørensen, Marie
Dam, Søren Ingemann Olesen, Ingelise Hummelshøj, Torkil Lynge,
Pia Petersen, Irene Poulsen, Else Høgh Pedersen, Svend Pedersen,
Gunvor Kibsgård, Finn Birger Christensen, Signe Grud, Kristen Nielsen,
Aase Nielsen, Gitte Jensen Sloth
Café Fristedet
Local Politician: Henning Holm
Thisted Museum and The Hurup Archive
Director: Jytte Nielsen
Curator: Marianne Sørensen
Hurup El-service: Dorthe and Svend Erik Hald
The residents in Hurup
Financial support Action Generation F
Kulturaftale Nordjylland
Danish Arts Foundation
Spar Nord Fonden
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The intention with the map is to facilitate the
overview of the reader and act as a reference
point while reading the thesis. Therefore the
unfolded map can be enabled at any page
within the thesis, when the need of keeping a
sense of perspective occurs. In short, the map is
a supplementary tool to the written thesis and
hence, the two can be utilized simultaneously.
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The Map serves as a supplement to the main
text as well as the illustrations yet it does not
provide a complete mapping of the doctoral
research. It shows the interrelationships of
structural key matters in the research project
at a diagrammatic level. Thus the map
comprises an info-graphical projection of the
interrelationships between the geographical
contexts of the implemented Actions, the
emerging research practice, and how these
are translated into the written thesis.
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research practice and the written thesis

